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A NEW VOICE, A NEW Roth
The Action Council on Minority Education which issued this Plan includes
minority and nonminority educators, union officials, business leaders, and
policymakers. We choose to speak with a minority voice throughout most of
this Plan to emphasize the vital importance of reflecting a minority perspec-
tive in the national debate on educational change. For too long, minorities
have borne the brunt of the nation's educational failures, with little or no say
over how our children are educated. With this Plan, we as Americans seek to
assume a leading role in the national effort to create a new kind of learning
system that recognizes the value and potential of all children.

OUR Focus
Our Plan focuses on the educational needs and interests of Alaska Native, Ameri-
can Indian, Black American, Mexican American, and Puerto Rican peoples
in the United States. We have sought to make reasonable choices about the
labels used in discussing these five groups, recognizing that names are impor-
tant and that no single name is uniformly used by a community. We also know
that names change over time and across regions and contexts. To make the
document easier to read and to conform with the way most data are collected,
we generally use the names above, along with the more generic term "minority"
to refer to our five groups. For further explanation, see Appendix B.

We recognize that the educational concerns facing this nation cross all racial
and ethnic bounds, and that many Asian Americans, Native Hawaiians, other
Hispanics, recent immigrants, and low-income Whites have not been served
well by our educational system. We focus on the five groups above because,
historically, they have been undereducated in America. However, the educa-
tional system we envision will benefit all Americans.
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INTRODUCTION
We, the Alaska Native, American Indian, Black American, Mexican Ameri-

can, and Puerto Rican peoples living in the United States are 48 million strong:
20 percent of the nation. In many ways, we are as different from one another
as we are from the nonminority population in America, but we all share a
common and threatened destiny in our children.

Like all other Americans, the gateway to a better life for us has always been
education. Our faith in its power remains sr ,ng despite the many obstacles
that have barred us from the doors of educational opportunity. For us. the
right to a quality education is as fundamental as citizenship. tribal sovereignty,
the right to vote, the freedom to use public facilities, or the freedom to wor-
ship as we choose. For us, education is freedom's foundation, and the struggle
for a quality education is at the heart of our quest for liberty.

The outcome of that struggle, however, remains in dubt. Forty-four years
after Mendez v. Westminster Sch District, forty-one years after Delgado
v. Bastrop Independent School District, and thirty-five years after Brown v.
The Board ofEducation of Topekaall cases that declared segregated schools
unconstitutionalmost minority children remain in schools that are separate
and decidedly unequal. Educational opportunities for most minority youth
lag behind those available to White students, and that lack of opportunity
is reflected in the lower educational achievement of minority children.

Yet we have accomplished much over that period. While school dropout
rates for minority youngsters are still too high, dropout rates were twice as high
for Black youth two decades ago and 20 percent higher for Hispanic youth
15 years ago. While too few minority students today have the opportunity to
go to college, nearly 90,000 Alaska Native, American Indian, Black, and
Hispanic youth did earn baccalaureate degrees in 1987. While far too few
minority youth are now realizing their potential in science and engineering
careers, 17,000 of the baccalaureates earned in 1987 by minority students were
in the physical and life sciences and engineering, and minority graduates are
now saving as astronauts, scientists, and entrepreneurs to a degree that would
have astonished previous generations.

what we have accomplished to this point is only a preview of the educa-
tional success that we can and must achieve. What we have learned to this
point about how to gain these accomplishments can have even greater impact
on the future. We do not have all the answers uniformly in place, for despite
the best efforts of educators, policymakers, and communities, many minority
students are still denied access to quality education. We do know, however.

Zi
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how to create a school that helps even the most alienated child feel pan of
a family of learners: Rich's Academy in Atlanta, for example, can do that.
We do know how to instill a dream .)f- a career in science in a young girl from
rural Puerto Rico: Project CAUSA can do that. We do know how to help
minority college freshmen outperform their nonminority peels in calculus: U.C.
Berkeley's Mathematics Workshop can do that. We know many programs that
work, that take children who are poor and have been the victims of low expec-
tations and few opportunities, and help them realize their academic poten-
tial. And more, we know what general strategics work that could help change
the system itself to bring about educational excellence for all of America's youth.

In this Plan, we present examples of education that works, and lay out a
series of strategies for institutionalizing these successful approaches. The point
is that we know what the problems are and what to do about them. What
is lacking is the leadership, the commitment, the resources, and the wisdom
to move forward.

It is important to be clear that minority Americans do not seek the same
level of educational opportunity now enjoyed by most White children: we
seek much more, and for all students. Quality education is still not available
to most minority students; nor is it uniformly available to all nonminorit!,
dents. The strategies and recommendations contained in this Plan will
all children, for the learning system we envision could not provide opportuni-
ties for one at the expense of another. Our present system of learninga mass
education for mass production modelis clearly inadequate if the nation is
to meet the challenges facing us in the 21st century. But for minority students,
our educational system is not merely inadequate: it is, all too often, openly
hostile and damaging.

Thus, while it is minority children who are disproportionately receiving failing
grades in school, it is the educational system which has failed. The financing,
organization, and management of our schools are major factors explaining why
America does not provide a quality education for all. If we are to achieve higher
levels of performance and educational equity, the nation must make fundarnen-
tal and systemic changes in its educational enterprises.

Until now, the leadership in the educational hierarchy and in educational
reform efforts has remained primarily White. Minorities are not well represented
among governors, commissioners of education, school boards, teachers, and
others involved in making and implementing major educational pcii;cy deci-
sions. Even when minorities serve in leadership positions as mayors, super-
intendents, or principals, they are frequently constrained by the way schools
are financed and governed. Minority Americans need to be part of the decision-
making process on changes needed to bring a quality education to our youth.

In 1987, the Carnegie Corporation of New York funded the Quality Mu-
tation for Minorities (QEM) Project to prov'de a comprehensive voice for Alaska
Natives, American Indians, Black Americans, Mexicl.n Americans, and Puerto
Ricans in the education policy pnxess.

There are many differences in our respective cultures and situations in life,
and in the focus of our concerns about the educational system. For those of
us who are American Indian, for example, issues relating to tribal sovereignty
are of paramount concern. For those of us who are Puerto Rican, issues relating
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to language and to migration to and from the mainland are critical. Indeed,
there is no monolithic "minority" population, but all of us do share two essential
convictions: we believe the system is failing our children; and we believe that
unless we play a major role in changing that system to intludt education that
works for minority students, educational reform will not succeed.

This Plan is based on the advice and experience of hundreds of minority
and nonminority educators, policymakers, community leaders, rest-archers, par-
ents, and students, who participated in meetings held by the QEM Project
around the nation. At least ten critical points emerged from their testimony:

(1) Despite well-documented problems, many Alaska Native, American
Indian, Black American, Mexican American, and Puerto Rican students achieve
at the highest levels. We know how to help minority students succeed. Evi-
dence comes from around the country: the Comprehensive Science and
Mathematics Program in New York City; James Corner's New Haven Project;
the Valued Youth Partnership Program in San Antonio; the Benjamin E. Mays
Academy in Atlanta; the Santa Fe Indian School; the Resource Center for Science
and Engineering in Puerto Rico; the North Slope Higher Education Center
in Alaska, and many more. Successful programs and strategies like these are
too often underfunded, isolated, or ignored. What is necessary is a compre-
hensive set of strategies, sustained national leadership, and commitment to
high performing schools and educational equity.

(2) No subject is more important to providing quality education for minori-
ties than the restructuring of schools. The consensus building around the
countryreflected in the recent education summit with the nation's gover-
nors hosted by President Bushis that schools must be fundamentally restruc-
tured so that student achievement becomes the primary criterion by which
teachers and administrators are judged and rewarded. Efforts at restructuring
must value minority students; assume responsibility for their learning; be sen-
sitive to their backgrounds, language, and cultural values; and be adequately
funded. Any national goals for education, such as those to be proposed by
the governors in 1990, must include a vision to improve the education of our
students.

(3) People learn in many different ways, and pursue countless parallel paths
to reach their educational goals. Focusing, upon the traditional pipeline
elementary school, middle school, high school, and college or pniessional school
often overlooks the fact that many people drop out, return later in life, and
need second-chance alternatives. Alternative strategies are needed to improve
educational options.

(4) We must address all levels and systems of education. Improvements at each
point affect all other points. The weak links between pre-school and kinder-
gamer, middle and senior high school, high school and college, two- and four-
year colleges, and between adult literacy and other adult educational oppor-
tunities, place our students at greatest risk.
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(5) Learning is not confined to the dassroom. Among the reasons that our
children fall behind in school is that they are denied many of the out-of-school
learning experiences enjoyed by more affluent students, including summer
programs, foreign trips, museum visits, and academically reinforcing work
experiences. Indeed, some of the most effective learning takes place outside
of the traditional school. The Job Corps, for example, has taken youngsters
who were not successful in traditional schools and has vaulted them years for-
ward in learning in just months of accelerated programs.

(6) Conditions affecting learning often begin outside school boundaries. It
is difficult for children to excel in school if they are cold and hungry, if they
have teachers who do not believe in them, or if their language and culture
are not valued. If financial costs of college are insurmountable, if the racial
climates on college campuses are inhospitable, or if career opportunities are
not available upon graduation, then minority students may not aspire to gradu-
ate or to attend or excel in college. To improve our education, we must have
not only better schools, we must also have better housing, health, nutrition,
job opportunities, and adequate student financial assistance.

(7) Minority families, communities, and institutions must share the responsi-
bility for changing the system, working with nonminority policymakers and
educators. There is a long tradition of commitment to education in all our
groups that we must renew and strengthen. After all, it was our parents and
people who initiated the legal challenges that tore down "separate but equal"
schools and inequitable school financing policies.

(8) Families must become full partners in the educational processat home
and at school. There are several forms of parental involvement: a) providing
for the child's basic physical and emotional needs; b) understanding the child's
academic program; c) monitoring the interaction between the child and the
school; d) encouraging and participating in learning activities at home; e) tak-
ing part in educational governance; and 0 maintaining continued communi-
cation with schools, teachers, and administrators. Our parents must be advo-
cates for change.

(9) Equitable school financing and allocation of resources to schools are criti-
cal to achieving educational excellence for minority youth. Inequity in school
financing, and the resultant poor and dangerous physical conditions found
in some schools are detrimental and hinder the performance of teachers and
students. Too often, the per-pupil expenditures for poor and minority chil-
dren are far lower than levels in more affluent areas. Opinion polls show con-
sistently that the public supports greater spending on education, if the money
is spent wisely. We believe that if the public fully understood the cost of not
making these investmentsin crime, health care, falling productivity, and
social decaythe support would be even greater. We believe that those costs
are already obvious and, if swift and radical changes are not made, will become
more so as we approach the next century.



(10) A simple and fundamental concept underlies whatever changes are to
be made in the schools: Schools are responsible for educating their students.
Being responsible means being accountable for student performance. Such
schools will of necessity be concerned with parental involvement, with out-of-
school learning opportunities, with curriculum reform, with health and social
services, and with other factors affecting educational performance. Accounta-
bility means, among other things, that proper support and assistance should
be provided to teachers and administrators who seek to develop high-performing
schools and, that if performance does not improve, others will take charge.
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GOALS FOR THE YEAR 2000
President George Bush and the governors of the 50

states are preparing to set national goals for the
educational performance of American youth. These
goals must include specific measures for the achieve-
ment of those most in need of educational improve-
ments: minority Americans. Therefore, we challenge
the president, the governors, and the nation to:

GOAL 1
Ensure that minority students start school prepared to learn.

THIS GOAL WILL BE ACHIEVED WHEN WE:

Increase access to quality ire- and post-natal health care.

Increase participation in child nutrition programs.

Ensure that every pre-schooler has access to quality day care and early child-
hood education.

Enable all parents to better assume their toles as first teachers of their children.

GOAL 2
Ensure that the academic achievement of minority youth is at

a level that will enable them, upon graduation from high school,
to enter the workforce or college fully prepared to be successful and
not in need of remediation.

THIS GOAL WILL BE ACHIEVED WHEN WE:

Ensure that tracking does not occur at any point along the educational
lipse.

Bridge any performance gap between nonminority and minority students
by the fourth grade.

Make certain that minority students leave elementary school with the lan-
guage, mathematical skills, and self-esteem that will enable and encourage
them to succeed.
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Ensure that minority youth are excelling in core academic courses by the
eighth grade that keep their college and career options open.
Achieve, at a minimum, the same hie school graduation rates for minority
and nomnin' wiry students.

GOAL 3
Significantly increase the participation of minority students in

higher education, with a special emphasis on the study of mathe-
matics, science, and engineering.

THIS GOAL WILL BE ACHIEVED WHEN WE:

Provide all high school students with a rigorous academic core so that they
are adequately prepared for college.

Enroll minority students as undergraduates at least in proportion to their
share of the college-age population, now at roughly 25 percent.

Increase the number of minority students who transfer from two- to four-
year institutions from about 15 percent of those in two-year colleges to 30
percent.
Triple the number of minority students receiving baccalaureate degrees, from
88,000 in 1987 to 264,000 in 2000.

Quadruple the number of minority students receiving baccalaureate degrees
in tine physical and life sciences and engineering, from about 17,000 in 1987
to 68,000 in 2000.
Triple the number of minorities receiving doctorates, especially in science
and engineering. In 1987, just 389 American minority students earned
doctorates in the science and engineering fief. In 2000, at least 1,200 should
earn these degrees.

GOAL 4
Strengthen and increase the number of teachers of minority

students.

THIS GOAL WILL BE ACHIEVED WHEN WE:

Quintuple the number of minority college students newly qualified to teach
who enter teaching from about 6,000 to 30,000 by 2000, with a special
emphasis on mathematics and science teachers.

Triple the number of minority tenure track prof exams in science and engineer-
ing fields from 400 in 1985 to 1,200 in the year 2000.
Increase by one-third the number of certified bilingual teachers, an increase
of about 35,000 by the year 2000.



GOAL 5
Strengthen the school-to-work tramition so that minority students

who do not choose college leave high school prepad with the skills
necessary to participate productively in the world of work and with
the foundation required to upgrade their skills and advance their
Career'.

Tins GOAL WILL BE ACHIEVED WHEN WE:

Ensure that all children, college-bound or not, graduate from high school
having completed a core curriculum that 'imparts them for a career -track
position.

Make apprenticeships or other job training programs available for every
noncdlege-bound minority child in the 22 largest predominantly minority
school districts, as well as in rural districts.

GOAL 6
Pro de quality out-of-school educational experiences and oppor-

tunities to supplement the schooling of minority youth arta' adults.

Tms GOAL WILL BE ACHIEVED WHEN WE:

Provide after-school, Saturday, and summer experiences for minority youth
that will reinforce the learning that occurs during the regular schcol day and

Year-

Increase the involvement ainority students in community service projects.

Expand and straw- barngd-cbanceopportunities for the many imiividuals
who do not follow le litional" educational pathways.
increase the participation in postsecondary educational programs such as
English as a Second language, General Educational Development, Adult
Buie Education, extension dames, and other life -long learning experiences.

To achieve all of these goals, our children need more schooling and better
schooling from pre-kindergarten to graduate levels. They need teachers of the
highest quality, who hold high expectations of them, and who will help nurture
the desire to achieve in them. Alternative settings are needed that provide
students who have dropped out or who are at risk of dropping out with the
skills, confidence, and motivation needed to function successfully. That will
require a different kind of educational system, and a different set of attitudes
about education. This Action Plan lays out a vision and strategy for achieving
that new system. Accomplishing these national goals will require the involve-
ment and commitment of all sectors of society.

.1 C.;
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WHY WE NEED
EDUCATION THAT WORKS

The face of the nation is changing. The minority share of the population
of the country is growing. Indeed, the term "minority" has lost its statistical
meaning in some areas, for there we are now in the majority. Some 20 percent
of this nation is Alaska Native, American Indian, Black, or Hispanic; by about
2020, one-thud of the nation will be minority, including Asian Americans.
By the last quarter of the 21st century, Ir rgely as a result of immigration and
differing birth rates, we are projected to be in the majority. It is a change for
which the nation is not prepared.

The impact of this change on the quality of life in the United States will
be fundamental. Americans must learn to live with one another in a multi-
cultural society, respecting and valuing differences and common traditions.
The nation faces questions of equity, peace, and the common good as we grow
in numbers and in influence in the public and private sectors.

In our schools, the question of what the future holds for the United States
has already arrived. Between 1968 and 1986, the number of White school chil-
dren fell by 16 percent, the number of Black children increased by 5 percent,
and the number of Hispanic children by 100 percent. Mississippi and New
Mexico have "majority minority" public schools, and California and Texas
are about to join that list (see Figure 1). Overall, more than 30 percent of stu-
dents in public schoolssome 12 millionare now minority. The demographics
make it cleat that the country cannot discuss changes to its educational system
without focusing on the needs and perspectives of our students.

The continued pattern of segregation of our children in smarate and under-
funded schools and school districts heightens the importance of these issues,
especially in predominantly minority regions and cities. While there has been
some success in school desegregation ove_ the last twenty years, in general segre-
gation has not decreased significantly since 1970. In some areas it has wor-
sened in the last decade. Today 22 of the 25 largest central city school districts
in the nation are predominantly minority.

Many schools, including those with predominantly minority studu t bodies,
continue to operate with outmoded curricula and structures based on the
assumption that only a small elite will have or need to have substantial aca-
demic success. The problems our children face in and our of the classroom
racism, poverty, language differences, and cultural barriersare not adequately
addressed in today's typical school. We have had, consequently, low achieve-
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ment and high dropout rates.
From the first day of class, the message many of our students receive is "You

will not amount to much. " They attend crowded classrooms with fewer
resources. Their teachers are frequently less experienced, often live outside of
the community, and just as frequently are unfamiliar with or uninterested in
the culture of our children. Their courses are generally less challengirg. Their
predominant mode of instruction is drill and practice. Keeping order in class
takes precedence over interactive learning and problem solving. Many who perse-
vere to graduation face the fact that their education may mean little in the
job market, and may leave them vastly underprepared for college or life. We
have a system in place that prepares our students for failure.

Our children are continually told that if they will try harder, they will suc-
ceed. That is often true. But their tragedy and that of the nation is that, at
least as often, it is untrue. The fundamental reality of educational reform for
most minority children is that so little of it has bee, to their benefit. The rush
to raise test scores, to institute competency tests, and to increase teacher standards
without addressing root causes of problems has served more to cull than to
harvest minority youth.

It is in the schools, the increasingly minority schools, tha he economic future
of the United States will be determined. The nation's schools, as currently struc-
tured, will not provide the skilled workforce the nation needs to sustain itself.
The economic and demographic changes facing our country make a quality
educationeducation that worksessential for all of us.

THE GLOBAL STRUGGLE

By virtually every important measure of a strong economy and a healthy
society, the nation. is falling behind or standing still, which now amounts to
the same thing. Each year during the 1980s, Americans have consumed more
than they have produced. The difference has been made up by heavy borrow-
ing, much of it from foreigners, and by depleting infrastructure and capital:
we are eating up our seed corn. Between 1980 and 1986, production per worker
in the U.S. rose by 2.2 percent, while consumption increased by 8.8 percent
and investment per worker fell by 16 percent. In the meantime, the federal
deficit tripled; interest on the national debt now consumes almost 15 cents
of every tax dollar.

Slow productivity growth has translated into stagnant real incomes. The real
wages of full-time working males were lower in 1987 than in 1973, and wages
are higher in Germany, Sweden, and Japan than in our own land. As wages
have fallen, poverty has grown: 32 million people, about 13 percent of all Ameri-
cans, now live in poverty. Twice as large a percentage of American children
are in poverty as in Japan or any major Western European country. A growing
number of citizens are threatened with permanent second-class status, and
society's unwillingness to equip all Americans to participate in the national
economy may well consign the nation to like status in the global economy.

THE IRREVERSIBLE SHIFT

Among the causes of these difficulties is the irreversible shift that, within
this generation, has created a new foundation for economic power among the
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"Mlle educational reform has
not been effective in narrowing the
educational attainment gap be-
tween White and minority youth.
The cause of the gap is not that
these children ate inherently differ-
ent, but that the schools they at-
tend have less of everything we
believe makes a difference; lacking
good teachers, a rich curriculum,
equipped facilities, and most im-
portant of all, a belief that these
youngsters can really learn. Minor-
ity students who manage to attend
above-average schools are often
slowed by the prevalence of [abil-
ity) grouping and tracking. . . .

Kati Haycock, Former Executive
Director, The California Achieve-
ment Council, QEMPitiject Hear-
ings. Los Angeles. June 1988
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Indus *zed nations. Technological change and internationalization have
greatly ch the basis of national power. In the past, America's wealth and
economic strength were due in large measure to bountiful resources andecon-
omies of scale made possible by mass production for the large and growing
internal American market. Today, new technologies, especially the widespread
use of information systems, undermine mass production processes and organiza-
tional forms. In an internationalized world market, competitiveness depends
mainly on quality, productivity, and flexibilityall matters that received inade-
quate attention in mass production systems. A global, knowledge-based econ-
omy requires workers who can develop and use advanced technologies. It is
therefore no longer possible for the American economy to achieve the easy
irnpmvements in productivity formerly derived from economies of scale.

The preeminent condition for both personal progress and national wealth
has shiftedirreversiblyfrom competitiveness based on economies of scale
to competitiveness based on the productive union of technology with a skilled
workforce. As the MIT Commission on Industrial Productivity has pointed out,
the effective integration of human resources and emerging technologies is now
the principal driving force for growth and productivity.

A QUALITY WORKFORCE

Thus, if the United States wants to compete as a first -class economy, it is
imperative that it develop its human resources to much higher levels of skill
and competence. Because being able to compete successfully depends on the
ability to develop and use advanced technology, we must have the best-educated
and best-trained workforce in the world, not merely in leadership positions,
but throughout the system. Especially important will be developing the talents
of minorities who, along with White women and immigrants, will constitute
almost 90 percent of the net growth of our workforce for the rest of this
century. This is not an option but a necessity; and the need is not eventual,
it is immediate.

FIGURE 3
EDUCATIONAL. REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW JOBS WILL RISE: 1985-2000
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Not only will the workforce look different, so will the work requirements.
The new jobs necessary to remain competitive in the globaleconomy will require
higher levels of skill. Not long ago a high school diploma was a ticket to the
future. That is no longer true. Today's high school diploma is only the pass-
port one needs to begin the journey. The real ticket is the skill that can Ix
acquired only by further education. As the Hudson Institute, made clear in
rock, 2000, between now and the year 2000, for the fast time in history,
a majority of all new jobs will require postsecondary education. (see Figure 3).

At present, the best of America's scientific workforce is still among the world's
finest because, despite the advances of others, our nation retains a technological
lead in many areas. That lead is sustained primarily by the quality ofour major
research institutions, which are among the finest in the world. It is also sus-
tained because we still attract a significant portion of the best technological
and scientific minds from around the world.

The uneven quality of the rest of the workforce, however, leaves the nation
increasingly vulnerable. While we are still the world's richest economy, we arc
losing our competitiveness and dissipating wealth at an alarming rate.

CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS

The crises in our economy and in our schools are exacerbated by some demo-
graphic developments that should create a sense of urgency about improving
the performance of both systans. One of these is the changing racial composition
of our workforce: minorities are increasing faster than the rest of the popula-
tion. Indeed, the Bureau of the Census predicts that by the year 2000, minori-
ties, who today are one-fifth of the national population, will have accounted
for 60 percent of the total population growth. White males, presently the main
source of most elite workers in the mass production system, will constitute less
than 10 percent of the net growth of our workforce between now and 2000.
Blacks and Hispanics already constitute majorities of the students in almost
all of our large city school systems. Indeed, by 2080 non-Hispanic Whites will
probably be a minority of the U.S. population. In other words, the greatest
growth in our population and workforce will be by people who currently are
served very poorly by our schools.

A second demographic factor is the aging of the American workforce. The
large baby boom generation of more than 75 million will start reaching retire-
ment age by the year 2010. There is therefore a need for substantial improve-
ments in the economy over the next 20 years. Otherwise, the health and pen-
sion requirements of an aging population will gre -tly restrict the resources
available for investment and other uses. And investment in physical and human
capital will be a major determinant of our economic strength.

Another important demographic development was the drop in birth rates
after 1965, which translates into slow growth in the workforce and possible
labor shortages in the 1980s and 1990. There are likely to be especially serious
shortages of highly skilled workers, but much joblessress among the unskilled
and uneducated.

The good news is that the American economy, despite its problems, remains
strong With the proper policies, the well-educated baby boomers and highly
motivated minorities could be the source of substantial improvements in
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productivity and economic performance, provided, of course, that all of our
peopleespecially minoritiesare given the kind of tools they will need to
function effectively in the international information world.

Ti E CHALLENGE

The task before us is clear, America must put an end to the educational
neglect of our children, because ending that neglect is part of the answer to
America's larger problems. The road to the future must be paved with the
achievements of our students. As a new century opens, we must all reclaim
the distinctively American promise so well articulated half a century ago by
Franklin D. Roosevelt: "We seek to build an America where no one is left
out." And we must do so not only because it is right, though that is reason
enough, but because the future well-being of the nationnonminority and
minorityhas placed that task so unmistakably before us.



INSIGHTS:
TFIE MINORrTY EXPERIENCE
IN AMERICAN EDUCATION

In the forty-four years since Mkndez v. Westminster School District and the
thirty-five years since Brown v. Board of Education formally desegregated public
schools, many of our youth have made enormous progress in high school com-
pletion, in better test scores, in greater college enrollment, in obtaining col-
lege degrees, and in careers. In fact, studies have shown that Black students
who attended desegregated schools are working in occupations less commonly
held by Blacks and are more likely to be working in white-collar and profes-
sional jobs than those from segregated schools. General trends do not ade-
quately reflect the outstanding academic achievements earned by millions of
our young people and adults each year. The endless stream of negative statis-
tics tends to overshadow the individual accomplishments of those who have
found their way around the barriers and through the dosed doors.

However, some facts cannot be avoided. First, while minority educational
attainment has improved, the amount of education needed to have a real chance
in life has grown even more. Second, the general trends do not reflect how
truly depressing educational conditions are in some schools, in some regions,
or for some groups. Nor do they reflect the decline in some areas, such as the
percentage of minority high school graduates enrolling in college, that has taken
place in the 1980s.

Third, as much as we have gained, the gap between White and minority
achievement remains unbridged. That gap must be closed; an even higher
level of achievement by all youth must be the nation's goal.

TRENDS

Many minority and low-income children begin school without the learning
and social skills requited to succeed in the present school system. in the earliest
years of school, children are separated by perceptions of their abilities. Teacher
expectations are often low for our children, particularly those with cultural and
language backgrounds or preparation at home different from those of the

vher. "Ability" testing of children can begin as early as the pre-kindergarten
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"ISIchool reform. . .has not
fixused on the heart of the prob-
lem within educational institutions;
that is; the deeply ingrained sys-
remk inequities that deny minority
students, at each phase of the edu-
cational pipeline."
Gary Orfieki, Univerxity ofChicago,
QEM Project Hearings. Chicago,
June. 1988
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"[In Chicago,) 87 percent of the
Black children attend racially ibo-
lated schools and schools with chil-
dren from the same socio-rconomic
backgrounds. They are often taught
by substitute teachers, or teachers
who lack appropriate credentials.
Quality education for Black chil-
dren is poible. It can occur, but
it will occur school by school and
not by fiat from above."
Ora McComser, Assistant Super-
:tattiest Chicago Pliblic Schools,

QEM Profict Heanigs, Chicago.
June. 1988

level. Minority children arc frequently placed in low-ability or remedial tracks,
from which it is nearly impossible to escape.

By third or fourth grade, minority and nonminority achievement levels begin
to diverge. At this point, minority children are more frequently placed in low-
ability classes and are more likely to be- placed in classes for the educable men-
tally retarded and other special education classes. Although similar experiences
frequently happen to the children of poor Whites, it happens disproportion-
ately more often to our children.

By the middle school years, test scores show on average that minority chil-
dren are a year or more behind. By the end of high school, . 'tee- to four-year
achievement gap between minority and nonminority outh has opened on tests
such as the National Assessmer of Educational Progress (NAEP), which meas-
ures the ability of students to use knowledge. By age 17, the average minority
student achieves at a level equivalent to that of White 13-yeas-olds, according
to the NAEP.

THE RESULT FOR OUR STUDEIVIS

Our students are pushed out or begin dropping out of school in significant
numbers as early as the 7th grade. The reasons include being behind in class-
work, experiencing low teacher or personal expectations, having to work, becom-
ing teenage parents, being involved in gangs, and relieving boredom.

Dropout rates among Black youth have declined greatly over the last decade.
In 1988, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, about 15 percent of Black youth
aged 16-24 had not graduated and were out of school, reduced by almost half
from the 27 percent rate measured in 1968. But for Hispanic youth, the simi-
lar rate in 1988 was nearly 36 percent, about three times the rate for White
youth. Recent dropout data for Alaska Native and American Indian youth are
not available, but the U.S. Department of Education's High School and Beyond
study showed dropout rates for these students at 36 percent in 1982 (see Table 1).
By 1986, many more of the students followed in that study had graduated,
but minority-nonminority differentials remained.

TABLE 1
1980 HIGH SCHOOL SOPHOMORES WHO DID NOT GRADUATE

AND WERE NOT IN SCHOOL
(Percent)

Group By 1982 By 1986

White 14.8 7.6

Black 22.2 11.4

Hispanic 27.9 18.0

American Indian/ Alaska Native 35.5 27.1

Asian American 8.2 2.0

Total: 17.3 9.2
Source: U... De.partmcnt of Education, High School apd Beyond



HIGHER EDUCATION

The logical consequence of a public school system that continues to fail our
children is lower performance c the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the
American College Test (ACT). Most high school students take one or the other
as part of their applications for college. There is some reassurance but little
comfort in the fact that the score gap between Whites and most minority groups
is smaller today than in the mid-1970s. In 1989, as can be determined from
Table 2, the combined SAT verbal and mathematics scores for White students
were still 27 percent higher than combined scores of Black students, 22 per-
cent higher than scores of Puerto Rican students, and 15 percent higher than
scores of American India r' and Mexican American students. As discussed later,
test scores alone are pf,x)r measures of the potential of students: issues relating
to language, bias, and preparation call into question the value of standardized
tests in judging the abilities of many minority students. Nor do such measures
take into account the interpersonal skills, language abilities, reasoning abili-
ties, and other talents that students will use in the real world. However, the
tests do give us a glimpse of the disparities that exist in test-taking abilities
of White and minority children and indicate the failure of the educational
system to address these and other flaws in the educational experiences of minority
children.

TABLE 2
SC:HOiASTIC APITrUDE TEST SCORES, IN SELECTED YEARS, 1979-1989

1979 1982 1985 1987 1989
Change
1979-89

Verbal

American Indian 386 388 392 393 384 2

Black 330 341 346 351 351 +21
Mexican American 370 377 382 379 381 + 11

Puerto Rican 345 360 368 360 360 + 15

White 444 444 449 447 446 +2

Math

American Indian 421

358

424

366

428

376

432

377

428

386

+7
+ 28Black

Mexican American 410 416 426 424 430 + 20

Puerto Rican 388 403 409 400 406 + 18

White 483 483 490 489 491 + 8

Source: The College Board. hvfile of SA T arid AchieremeNt Teo 7;k4ias
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Test scores aside, the success of the country's higher education system in
meeting the needs of minority students can best be measured by how many
get into college (enrollment), how many stay in (retention), how many achieve
the baccalaureate degree (graduation), and how many complete graduate and
professional degrees.

Unfortunately, college enrollment and degree attainment indicate the same
mixed news. As can be seen in Table 3, the 1.8 million Alaska Native/Ameri-
can Indian, Black, and Hispanic students enrolled in college in 1986 represent
the largest minority enrollment in history, but much of that growth simply
represents overall increases in population. Further, much of the increase came
in the late 1970: for the entire 1976-1986 period, minority enrollment increased
20 percent, however, between 1980 and 1986, enrollment increased just 8 per-
cent. For Black students, enrollment actually declined between 1980 and 1986.

TABLE 3
GROWTH IN MINORITY ENROLLMENTS IN COLLEGES AND uNrvasrms

IN SELECrED YEARS, 1)76-86
(kt rids)

% Change

1971 1980 1984 1986 '76-'86
Black 1,033 1,107 1,076 1,081 + 4.6%
Hispanic 384 472 535 624 + 62.5%
American Indian /Alaska Native 76 84 84 90 + 18.4%
Totals 1,493 1,663 1,695 1,795 + 20.2%

Source: U.S. Department of Education. DIM& m Minority Ererarrient iv Higher Education,
Fall 1976 -Fall 1986

Some additional facts underscore the disturbing nature of enrollment trends:

A smaller proportion of minority high school graduates go to college than
do White graduates, and those proportions have actually been declining
since 1976. In 1976, 36 percent of Hispanic high school graduates and 33
percent of Black graduates went on to college. In 1986, 34 percent of White
high school graduates went on to college, but only 29 percent of Hispanics
and Blacks did (see Figure 4).

Overall minority enrollment in higher education was about 14 percent of
the total in 1986, far less than the roughly 25 percent minority representa-
tion in the total college-age population.

Our students are much more likely than Whites to be in two-year institu-
tions, from which transfer rates to a baccalaureate institution are low. About
36 percent of White students, 43 percent of Black students, and 55 percent
of Hispanic and of American Indian students are enrolled in two-year col-
leges. This differential is extremely significant: many students in two-year
colleges are in nonacademic or pan-time programs. Transfer rates to bacca-
laureate institutions are low and hard to determine accurately; estimates range
from between 5 and 25 percent.



FIGURE 4
HIGH SCHOOL G 1LA_DUATION AND COLLEGE ENROLLMENT: 1986
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It should be kept in mind that enrollment is not graduation: attrition con-
tinues to plague our students. The High School and Beyond study of 1980
high school graduates showed that six years later, White students had earned
bachelor's degrees at twice the rate of Black stud-mm and three times the rate
of Hispanic students. In 1986, Hispanic, Black, and American Indian /Alaska
Native students represented 14 percent of college and university enrollment,
but received just 9 percent of all bachelor's degrees, 8 percent of master's degrees,
and just 6 paten- of all doctoral degrees (see Table 4). In fact, international
students earned nearly four times as many American doctorates from U.S.
universities as all Alaska Native, American Indian, Black, and Hispanic stu-
dents combined. It is clear that the higher up the educational ladder one climbs,
the fewer black, brown, or red faces one sees.

The trend is unmistakable; our children are losing ground. An additional
observation is deeply disturbing in light of the nation's growing need for tech-
nically trained personnel: we are severely underrepresented in science and
engineering. Of the more than 73,000 baccalaureates awarded in engineering
in 1986, just 6 percent went to non -Asian minority students; of the more than
16,000 mathematics degrees, just 7 percent went to minorities; in the physical
sciences, we received just over 7 percent. If we were receiving these degrees
in proportion to our share of college enrollment, these figures would be twice
as high.
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"On most college campuses,
issues affecting minority students
have been assigned to special offices
or separate programs. This dual sys-
tem has completely negated any
institutional responsibility and
accountability for the attraction,
retention, and education of ethnic
minority students. [I]f we expect to
make a difference . . . we must
make institutions accountable, not
for process, but for achievement.
[Wje must establish clear goals and
clear ways to MOM= progress, with
all segments of the university
accountable for their accomplish-
ments."
Herbert Carter, Executive like
Chancellor, Cahlontin State Univer
sity, QEM Pmject Heathsgs, Los
Angeles, June, 1988
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TABLE 4
1986-87 COLI.EGE DEGREE ArrAiNmErsrr

Percent
Undergaduate of

Enrollment total B.A.

Parent
of

total
White 8,552,0(X) 79.2 841,280 85.0
Hispanic 569,000 5.2 26,990 2.7

Am. Ind. /Al. 84,000 0.7 3,971 0.4
Black 995,000 9.2 56,555 5.7

Asia n/Pac. Is. 394,000 3.6 32,618 3.2

Nonresidents 2.04,000 1.8 29,308 2.9
Total 10,798,000 990,4722

Group
Graduate

Enrollment

Percent
of

total M.A.

Percent
of

total Ph.D.

Percenit
of

total
White 1,132,0(X) 79.0 228,870 79.0 24,435 71.7

Hispanic 46,000 3.2 7,044 2.4 750 2.2

Am. Ind./Al. 5,000 0.3 1,104 0.4 104 0.3

Black 72,000 5.0 13,867 4.7 1,060 3.1

Asian/Pac. Is. 43,000 3.0 8,558 2.9 1,097 3.2

Nonresidents 136,000 9.4 29,898 10.3 6,587 19.4

Total 1,434,000 298,341 34,033

Sotuce: U.S. Deparunent of Education



A CLOSER LOOK
To more accurately portray the common as well as unique characteristics of

Alaska Natives, American Indians, Black Americans, Mexican Americans, and
Puerto Ricans, this section presents brief profiles of each group. Each section
highlights some of the more important historical events and characteristics that
shape the educational status of the particular group.

ALASKA NATIVES
In 1989, Alaska Natives numbered an estimated 75,000 individuals or about

14 percent of the state's population. Due to heavy in-migration of no'i- Native
populations, Alaska's Native population has been decreasing as a percent of
total population since 1930 when it accounted for 50 percent of the total.

Alaska is home to three distinct Native groups, the Eskimos (Inupiaq and
Yupti), Aleuts, and American Indians (Athabaskan, Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian,
Eyak, and others). Alaska Natives encompass a rich diversity of culture and
tradition, and there are twenty Alaska Native languages. Alaska Natives are
organized into more than 200 villages and about 60 percent live in rural areas
of the state.

Higromcm. PERSPECTIVE
Prior to the arrival of the Russians and Americans, Native villages in Alaska

had an organized system of educating youth. Instruction was conducted in
a "learning by doing" process under the watchful eye of a tutor, usually a
relative. The customs, language, and skill' s taught were directed by local pri-
orities and the environment in which people lived; education was an internal
responsibility of the village. This system of education was dearly effective; it
allowed the Native population to survive in an unforgiving environment for
thousands of years.

With the coming of the Russians and Americans, the pram of indigenous
education deteriorated. Children were shifted from learning in their environ-
ment to learning in a classroom from teachers from a foreign culture. Through
successive periods of the Russian schools, missionary schools, the Bureau of
Tndian Affairs schools, territorial schools, and public schools, educating youth
Lecame the responsibility of someone outside the community. The underly-
ing American philosophy of eclucation was to "civilize" Alaska Natives by mov-
ing them away from basic culture. Native languages, games, and dances were
banned at schools. Education became a process which alienated youth from
their communities and culture. However, in some of the more isolated villages
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". . .Native cultures had a midi-
skald education system prior to the
arrival of Western education; it
enabled people to survive a harsh
environment for several thousand
yews. It involved wens, uncles
and grandparent teaching youths
about survival. We need the West -
em educational system, but we
should build upon the traditional
rather than replacing it."

Coca Salteagak, Board Member,
North Slope Borough School Dis-
tric, QEM Project Hearings,
Anchorage, August, 1988

across Alaska, local cultures and languages survived and remain alive and strong
today.

Schooling was segregated; and for Alaska Natives, high school often meant
the separation of children from their parents in boarding schools. Studies
revealed that half of the boarding students under them mandatory arrange-
ments experienced school - relaxed social and emotional problems. Dropout rates
were high and sr hievement was low. In the 1970 Census, only 37 percent of
Natives between 18 and 24 had graduated from high school, as compared to
68 percent of non-Natives.

The 1970s marked several monumental changes in the education of Alaska
Natives with the passage of the Bilingual Education Bill and decentralization
of rural school governance to Regional Education Attendance Areas (REAM).
Although the REAR initiative did not give full control to local authorities,
it established a mechanism for providing stronger local ownership of educa-
tion. Further, in 1976, the State of Alaska entered into a judicial consent decree
to provide high schools for students in their community of residence. Under
this settlement, Alaska agreed to construct and operate a high school in any
village with eight or more students.

At a national level, the U.S. Congress passed the Indian Education Act in
1972 which created several programs that benefited Alaska Natives and offered
the opportunity for parent committees to help design the programs their chil-
dren attended. Passage of the Indian Education Self Determination and Edu-
cation Assistance Act in 1975 encouraged the government to contract with
Indians for services such as schools to be operated by themselves for themselves.
In response, five Alaska Native communities organized contract schools.

As a consequence of these changes, education was returned to the village
and responsibility for education was brought home. Alaska Native parents and
community organizations have responded by taking a major and growing interest
in education. Education is a pressing concern of Native organizations such as
the Alaska Federation of Natives and the Tanana Chiefs Conference. In addi-
tion, Native parents have organized several groups to voice their concerns.
Interest was heightened with the publication in 1988 of test scores in basic
skills by the Alaska Department of Education, which clearly revealed low per-
formance by students in predominantly Native school districts.

THE PRINT SITUATION
The dropout rates for Native students remain high in urban areas, but thanks

to the return of secondary education into local communities, the Native drop-
out rate has been reduced dramatically in rural schools. Student achievement
is a growing concern, with children in the rural districts scoring in the 25th
to 35th percentile on standardized tests. Many Native high school graduates
are academically unprepared to go to college, and college attrition rates among
Alaskan Native freshmen are reported to be as high as 60 percent.

Adjusting to an urban college environment dearly poses major problems
for many Native youths from rural areas. Several creative programs have sur-
faced to deal with these problems. For example, in the Yukon-Koyukuk School
district, high school counselors have responsibility to follow up with the dis-
trict's graduates and offer assistance through the first year of college. Summer



institutes have been established at the Univers;.y of Alaska-Fairbanks and the
University of Alaska-Juneau to help acclimate students to college life and boost
their academic preparation. Another proposal that has been made is to create
a thirteenth-year boarding school option as special preparation for college-bound
rural youth.

Most Alaska Natives want a boarding school option as an alternative to the
small rural high school. This is reflected in the attractiveness of the Mt. Edge-
combe residential academy which was opened by Alaska in 1986-87 as a mag-
net school on Pacific Rim studies and administered by the state Board of Edu-
cation. The school enrolls 200 students and has an equal number of students
on a wait list.

Hearings conducted jointly by the QEM Project and the Alaska Senate Com-
mittee on School Performance highlighted several findings .

Some schools and teach= do not value Native cultures. Alaska history, incor-
porating Native cultures and languages, is rarely offered in schools. First
language programs for Native language speakers are too few, often of inade-
quate quality, and are of insufficient duration. Village schools resemble
schools their teachers attended much more than they reflect the cultural values
of the village. Some textbooks demean minorities.

Teachers' expectations are low for Native students. Coursework is too rarely
demanding or rigorous.

Too often, Natives who have problems with English proficiency are mis-
categorized as special education students, producing in them a sense of inferi-
ority. Teachers fail to build self-esteem in students.

Some villages get the worst teachers, but tenure keeps them from being dis-
missed. Some teachers are uncaring.

There is a critical need to attract Alaska Natives into the teaching profes-
sion. As of July, 1988, only 170 (or 2.7 percent) of the statewide teacher
workforce of 6,372 were Alaska Native. At the same time, Alaska Natives
comprised an estimated 20 percent of total student enrollments in K-12
schools. Experts who teach Native language and cultures do not have access
to the recognition they deserve through alternative certification.

Teacher training institutions must help non-Native teachers develop an under-
standing and appreciation of Alaska Native languages and cultures so that
all 'cachets can be more culturally and linguistically sensitized to teach Alaska
Native children. Given its diverse Native populations as well as its Black,
Asian, and Hispanic populations, Alaska needs teachers who use a multi-
cultural approach to teaching, building on the central values students bring
with them to school.

Early childhood development programs, combined with parent education,
are needed to provide Native students the opportunity to begin their for-
mal education on a par with their non-Native peers.

Small rural schools with few teachers offer a limited variety of courses and
extracurricular activities to Alaska Native children. Increasing course and
teacher variety can be accomplished through better use of distance learning
technologies, staffing, curriculum innovations, partnerships with universities
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Culture and Language

On the North Slope in Alaska,
involving parents in than cluldren's
education is difficult, because
many of them lack high school and
even eighth grade education, and
only speak the Inupiaq language.
As pan of their training, North
Slope teachers and administrators
learn Inupiaq. Fifteen f Stom
Inupiaq language teachers ate also
employed in the schools.

This appoach has paid offhand-
soindy, Student achievement has
been moved from the 1st percen-
tile to the 30th percentile. Today,
the district's fast and send gushers
are performing on grade level, and
46 percent of last year's high school
graduates in the borough entered
college or postsecondary training.
Says school official Brenda Itta,
"We are in a grieving proms over
cultural transition, and we are fear-
ful of losing our language and cul-
ture." But, she adds, "I look for-
ward to a bright future, based on
the intelligence I see in oar youth "

--QEM Project Hearings
Anchorage, August, 1988
Albuquerque, September, 1988
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and other schools, and other techniques. However, as past experience has
demonstrated, new technological tools must be integrated into instructional
practices and teachers well trained to use them effectively.

Problems outside of school that affect learning have grown. Social prob-
lems such as the use of alcohol or drugs have grown; one in four youth in
Alaska is estimated to be children of alcoholics and at higher risk of abuse,
neglect, suicide, depression, and substance abuse. Alaska's fetal alcohol syn-
drome rate is the highest repotted in the world. The rate of suicide among
Alaska Native males between 15 and 24 is six times the national rate for
that age group. Alcohol is implicated in two-thirds of all suicide Cultural
conflict and rapid social change are important factors as well.

Poverty and unemployment remain a significant problem. In 1980, the pov-
erty rate for families with children age 13-17 enrolled in school was 26 per-
cent for Natives as compared with 6.9 percent for Whites. High rates of unem-
ployment persist for Alaska Natives, especially in rural areas, even though
as many as 60 percent are not in the labor force.

Schools have been the most pervasive and persuasive force of deculturaliza-
don of Alaska's Native peoples. It is time that schools, in partnership with
the Native communities they serve. be used as vehides for empowering
Alaska's Native children to succeed in life.

CONCLUSION: THE NEED FOR MORE AND BErfER EDUCATION
Despite the slump in the Alaskan economy due to the downturn in oil prices,

several factors have motivated calls for more and better education for Native
youths. Many want to see vocational education strengthened so that jobs that
have gone to in-migrants to Alaska in the past can be obtained by the native
population.

The need for college-trained Alaska Natives is rising as well. Passage in 1971
of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act and creation of thirteen regional
corporations have brought new opportunities for Natives as trained managers,
educators, lawyers, and other professionals. Although the college population
of Natives has increased somewhat recently, Alaska Natives remain under-
represented and no one forsees sufficient numbers coming t1 rough colleges
to satisfy these needs. In 1984-85, when Alaska Natives comprised approxi-
mately 13 percent of the college-age population in Alaska, they received only
7 percent of associate degrees, 4 percent of bachelor's degrees, and a little over
one percent of all master's degrees in the state.

Native villages are becoming increasingly reliant on the cash economy to pur-
chase certain material staples. At the same time, with few exceptions, village areas
lack commercially exploitable natural resources and their local economies rely
heavily on public spending, especially for governmental jobs. With its oil reve-
nues, Alaska has been able to fund jobs in rural areas, but it is unclear whether
and how long such public funding will continue in the future. Despite invest-
ment in infrastructure and education from federal and state sources, the increase
in self-sustaining economic growth has been minimal in most Native villages.

The Native population is expected to double over the next 25 years. Facing
no viable alternatives, many Native youths will be forced to migrate to find
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work in the modem economy. In this situation, the demands on schooling
are great. Alaska Natives want schools to help prepare youth both to live in
the subsistence economy and prepare them to take advantage of the modern
economy so that youth will have a choice. A common concern is that schools
will accomplish neither task very well.

AMERICAN INDIANS
As with our knowledge of their history, our understanding of education

among American Indians is incomplete. Even today it is not uncommon to
find education statistics for American Indians under the catchall category of
"Other." In the 1988 edition of the U.S. Department of Education's Digest
of Ed ucational Statistics, for example, only 21 of the 303 tables provide any
data on American Indians/ Alaska Natives, and none reflect tribal differences.

To understand the educational status of American Indians, it is important
to understand the evolution of their unique relationship to the federal govern-
ment. Federal Indian policy has changed often, depending on whether Indian
nations and their land and tribal rights were seen as needing protection, or
whether these were seen as obstacles to "civilization," preventing assimila-
tion into the "American mainstream. " The establishment of schools and edu-
cation programs have been shaped by the prevailing policy orientation.

American Indians, like the other minority groups discussed in this report,
manifest a general pattern of undereducation: lower levels of academic achieve-
ment; high dropout rates; a small number of college graduates; and the attain-
ment of few Ph.D. and professional degrees.

Not surprisingly, other negative socio-economic indicators are also shared
by American Indians, including the need for public assistance; higher proba-
bility of contact with the criminal justice system; high homicide rates; higher
use of alcohol; and high unemployment. In 1980, 23.7 percent of all Ameri-
can Indian families were in poverty, and 42 percent of the families on reserva-
tions were in poverty. American Indian children thus face most of the risk factors
that place all children from poor families in jeopardy.

WHO ARE THE AMERICAN INDIANs?

American Indians at the time of contact with Europeans exhibited great var-
iance in economic life, political organization, religion, kinship systems, settle-
ment patterns, and language. Although federal policies have altered most of
the historical social and economic patterns, much diversity persists.

At the time of contact, the present United States territory encompassed native
societies that ranged from small hunting and gathering groups (in Alaska, the
Northwest, Atlantic Coast, and other locations) to relatively large political con-
federacies (such as the League of the Iroquois), as well as dense, sedentary com-
munities (like those of the Eastern and Western Pueblos).

At the time of Columbus' arrival, the total population in what became the
United States is estimated to have been about 1 million, comprising 2(X) to
300 societies and some 2,000 language groupings. At least 100 native languages
are still spoken today by more than 300 tribes.

Despite vast improvements in data collection and processing, our problems
in identifying the American Indian community persist. Self-reporting in the
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Local Control

The Zuni public sch/ol district
in New Mexico exemelifies how
local control over education and
parental involvanent can help res-
cue potential student dropouts.
Cleated in 1979, the Zuni school
district inherited a dropout rate of
over 46.3 patent. Skeptical parents
flit they bad no stake in the school,
then part of a larger district per-
ceived as racist and plagued with
substandard facilities.

aeaning up the school, revising
the wadank program, and im-
proving counseling servias were
only a few of the steps the new Zuni
district wok. It introduced a com-
munity-bawd curriculum develop-
ment program, bringing parents,
students, and Tartlets in for a
three-day semincr to find out what
was needed in r.lucation. A major
concern for the community: the
need for more Zuni history, cul-
ture. and language in the schools.

The district responded . "After
nine years cloperation under local.
Indian tribal control in a public set-
ting, we've reduced the dropout
rate to 2.8 percent," says Hayes
Lewis, school district superinten-
dent. He credits this success to the
district's efforts to make connec-
tions among the tribe, the schools,
the Indian Health Service, parents,
and others.

QEM Project Hearings,
Albuquerque, September, 1988

1980 census under the "nice" question, showed 1.4 million American Indians,
Eskimos, and Aleuts. This figure is at great variance with the 6.7 million that
identified themselves as being of American Indian descent in the ancestry ques-
tion; thus, American Indians identify themselves as being either less than one
percent of the population or three percent.

The identification of "Who is an Indian?" is further complicated by fed-
dial statutes and tribal requirements, which can include factors such as whether
the tribe is federally recognized, residence, adoption of lifestyles, and varying
percentages of Indian blood. Individuals defined as Indians in one tribe may
not be so defined in another.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The history of American Indians has been characterized by historian William
Hagan as essentially one of a tragic encounter ` tragic because the opposing
forces were so unequal" and because of the permanent impact that contact
would have both biologically and culturally. If the total initial population of
1 million is used, the Indian population suffered a decline of 75 percent as
a result of warfare and disease since its encounter with Europeans.

Although there have been significant and lasting changes in the majority
culture's relationship with Indians since colonial times, the one factor that has
remained constant for most of the individual tribes has been the special rela-
tionship with the U.S. government. American Indians retain a unique and
special legal status; a status that Chiefjustice John Marshall labeled as "domestic
dependent nations. "

THE EDUCATION OF AMERICAN INDIANS
Prior to the arrival of Europeans, American Indian children were educated

and socialized by the household and the larger kinship system. Existing learn-
ing systems underwent massive changes with the introduction of first Protestant
missions and Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) schools. The primary aim of these
mission efforts was to assimilate forcefully the "barbarian" into Christianity
and into becoming an "American." The elimination of the native language
and culture was an important strategy in the conversion of the American Indian.
Later efforts under the BIA had a similar orientation, although for a period
during the late 1920s and early 1930s, the BIA began to take the self-defined
needs of American Indians into account.

Educational systems have failed American Indians for a variety of reasons.

The process and goals of education were defined by the dominant group.
The language and culture of the Indians were not valued.
The needs and goals of the various Indian communities were not taken into
account.

Educational programs failed to acknowledge fully tribal sovereignty and the
importance of self-determination to American Indians.

Educational programs assumed a non-existent homogeneity.

Programs aimed at relocating Indians from reservations to urban centers failed
to address the fact that in many cases relocation meant only the shift from
one pocket of poverty to another.
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In order to address properly the educational needs of American Indians,
it is crucial that the importance of tribal sovereignty and self-determination
be central to the planning and delivery of educational services.

BLACK AMERICANS
To be Black in America is always to be different. It is to have 350 years of

history as Americans and still be strangers here. It is, 7 5W .E. B. Du Bois wrote,
". . . a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking
at one's self through the eye of others."

Blacks are the largest minority group in the United States: 28.9 million in
1985, about 12 percent of the total population. While the nation commonly
groups together all peoples of African descent under the rubric "Black Ameri-
cans," or "African-Americans," they are in fact drawn from a diverse range
of cultures and countries in Africa, and later from the Caribbean and from
Central and South America.

While the changing economic structure of the post-World War II era sent
millions of Black Americans northward, half of all Blacks still reside in the South.
Black Americans have become an urban people as well: seventy-seven percent
live in urban areas.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Despite the abolition of most legal forms of discrimination, the continued

shadow of racism remains. Sixty percent of all Blacks find that racism intrudes
upon their daily lives and a recent survey showed that 79 percent believe that
racial attacks, such as those in Bensonhurst and Howard Beach in New York
City, could happen to them. Attacks at NAACP offices, racial unrest on col-
lege campuses, the election of a former Klan official to the state legislature
in Louisiana, the growing number of racial crimes and assaults documented
by the Southern Poverty Law Center and othersall are evidence that racism
survived the Civil Rights movement and threatens to renew its attack.

Overall, poverty rates for Blacks are the highest ofany group in America:
31.6 percent in 1988, nearly two and a half times the national average of 13.1
percent. That means there were 9.43 million Black Americans were living in
poverty that year. The rates for Black children were even higher: 42.2 percent,
more than twice the poverty rate for all American children.

Black unemployment rates continue to soar above those for Whites. In 1989,
when the unemployment level was about 5.3 percent nationally, Blackunem-
ployment was more than twice that level at 11.8 percent. The unemployment
rate for Black teenagers was far higher: 34.2 percent, and even those Black
youngsters who earned a high school diploma found themselves less likely to
be employed than White high school dropouts.

Black family income dropped from 59.2 percent of White family income
in 1978 to 56.1 percent in 1987. For the poorest fifth of Black families, real
income dropped 24 percent between 1978 and 1987. For Black high school
graduates, incomes fell 40 percent in constant dollars between 1973 and 1987,
compared to a 9 percent fall for Whites; incomes of Black college graduates
increased in constant dollars in that period, but only by about 3 percent com-
pared to 12 percent for Whites.
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As a result of the growing gap between the Black poor and affluent, some
Black families have left the inner cities for areas where more decent housing
and better school systems are available. Those families remaining are increas-
ingly poor, single- parent households with limited prospects for employment
and little hope for access to quality education.

The impact of these economic changes on low-income Black males has been
especially devastating. A decline in manufacturing and low-skilled jobs, a drop
in real mean wages for young Black men, and the continued undereducation
of Blacks combine to deny fat many Black males the realistic opportunity to
help support a family on their incomes. For example, in 1973, more than half
(55 percent) of Black males had sufficient earnings to help support a family
of three above the poverty line. By 1984, just 23 percent, one in four, had
such earnings. The impact of drugs, AIDS, Black-on-Black homicide, and
accidents have rent death rates soaring for Black men between the ages of 15
and 44. A Black man has one chance in 21 of being murdered before he is
25. Black men who survive are more likely to go to prison than White men.
Although only 6 percent of the total population, Black males makeup nearly
46 percent of the prison population.

Fundamental indicators of the quality of life arc infant mortality and life
span. In 1986, the Black infant mortality rate was more than twice that of Whites.
Even more disturbing is that for the first time in this century, life expectancies
of Blacks have fallen for two consecutive years.

EDUCATIONAL TRENDS

Compared to the educational attainment of Black Americans before 1960,
the gains of the last twenty years are impressive. In 1960, the average Black
adult had an 8th grade education; by 1986, the average Black adult had a high
school diploma. Black students overall have made truly encouraging gains in
the dropout rate, measured at about a 15 percent rate in 1988, and test scores
in recent years show some narrowing of the gap between Black and White stu-
dent achievement.

The major problem facing Black students is that the schools they attend are
often separate, and typically unequal. In 1968, 77 percent of all Black stu-
deno attended predominantly (more than 50 percent) minority schools, while
64 percent attended intensely segregated schools with fewer than 10 percent
White students. By 1980, the figures had dropped to 63.5 percent in
predominantly minority schools and 33.2 percent in intensely segregated schools.
But progress towards full desegregation was halted at that point, and measures
of segregation showed virtually no improvement through 1986.

Black students face discrimination within schools as well, making up 16 per-
cent of the student population, but 31 percent of all corporal punishment cases,
25 percent of all student suspensions, 35 percent of those categorized as educable
mentally retarded, and just 8 percent of those in gifted and talented programs.

While Blacks have made gains in high school graduation rates and college
admissions tests, the number of those high school graduates actually going
on to college has declined in the 1980s. With the growth in overall college
enrollment. the share of college students who arc Black fell from 9.4 percent
to 8.6 percent.
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A successful approach to improving education for Black Americans must
recognize the impact of the economic, social, and educational trends described
above, and be part of a larger effort to overturn them. The educational system
must address not only the racism within it that holds Black youth back, but
also the impact of poverty outside the school walls that can so deeply scar the
educational experience.

MEXICAN AMERICANS
Mexican Americans have, since the founding of the nation, been an impor-

tant part of the society and economy of the Southwest. Their contribution,
though not often acknowledged, facilitated the growth and prosperity of the
states in the Southwest, as well as the Midwest and other areas of the country,
and of specific industries such as railroads and agriculture.

The Mexican-origin population shares many characteristics with other groups
defined as "Hispanic." However, in many cases the use of the label "Hispanic"
hides the actual variance in socioeconomic indicators. One findsa broad array
of labelsMexican American, Chicano, Mexican, Hispano, Latin American,
Spanish, being used to describe the Mexican community. Each label denotes
contextual factors such as language, setting, history, and geography. Thisvar-
iance in group labels is one indicator of the diversity within the group.

Mexican-origin communities have been shaped by similar, though not iden-
tical, factors. Some communities (such as in northern New Mexico) were estab-
lished by Spain, later became pot of Mexico, and then, after 1848, were annexed
by the United States. Other Mexican-origin communities include significant
numbers of households that applied for legalization ("amnesty") under the
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986; they will become permanent
citizens of the United States. Thus, the Mexican American community con-
sists of individuals who have roots in the United States extending back more
than 10 generations (even before the establishment of Jamestown) to those
who have only recently arrived.

DEMOGRAPHICS

The U.S. Hispanic population (not including the population on Puerto Rico)
surpassed the 20 million mark in 1989, according to the Bureau of the Census.
This growth represents a 39 percent growth since 1980a growth that is five
times that of the nation as a whole. From 1985 to 2000, the White and Black
populations are expected to increase by 7 percent and 23 percent, while the
Hispanic population is expected to grow by 46 percent. Mexican Americans
comprised the largest subgroup of Hispanics with 12.6 million people.

Close to 90 percent of the Hispanic population is concentrated in 9 states;
more than half of all Hispanics live in California (34 percent) and Texas (21
percent) alone. The majority of the Hispanics in these two states, as well as
in the other Southwestern states, are of Mexican descent. A significant Mexican-
origin population can also be found in Illinois. Although people of Mexican
descent are the largest Hispanic subgroup, they are not the fastest growing
segment. Central and South Americans increased by 67 percent between 1982
and 1989; while the "other" Hispanics increased by 31 percent, and Mexican
Americans by 30 percent.
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of the growth in the Hispanic population is due to immigration and
the other half to births. The growth in births is largely due to the youthfulness
of the populationfor the total American population the median age is 32.2
years; for all Hispanics it is 25.5 years; and for Mexican Americans it is esti-
mated to be 23.9 years, the lowest median age among Hispanics. Cuban Ameri-
cans, on the other hand, have a higher median age (38.7 years) than the total
population.

POVERTY

Like the other minority groups discussed in this report, poverty is endemic
in the Mexican American population. Since the late 1970s, poverty has risen
almost a third among Hispanics. Between 1978 and 1987, the poverty rate
for Hispanics climbed from 21.6 percent to 28.2 percentthe poverty rate
increased by much smaller amounts for Blacks and Whites. This contrasted
with an overall poverty rate of 13.5 percent for the total population. While
the median family income for all families in 1987 was $30,853, it was $20,306
for all Hispanics and $19,968 for Mexican Americans.

EDUCATION

Educational options have gradually improved for Mexican Americans, as
evidenced in the number of those attending school, completing high school,
and receiving post-secondary degrees. For example, between 1970 and 1988,
the proportion of Hispanics that completed four years of high school climbed
from 32 percent to 51 percent and those that completed four years of college
rose from 5 percent to 10 percent. Thus in some ways the Mexican origin popu-
lation is experiencing the "best of times."

On the other hand, the severe undereducation of many Mexican American
youth and limited access to training for out-of-school youth and adults indi-
cate that perhaps this community is experiencing the "worst of times." The
present U.S. economy requires workers with literacy and numeracy, and a large
number of Mexican-descent students arc not acquiring the knowledge and
advanced thinking skills that they will need to obtain high wage jobs or to
fully participate in society.

In the total population and among Hispanics, the Mexican-origin popula-
tion is the most undereducated subgroup. Between 1960 and 1980, while the
median years of schooling rose from 6.4 years to 9.1 years for Mexican Ameri-
cans, the subgroup with the next fewest years of schooling, Puerto Ricans,
recorded a gain from 7.5 to 10.1 years. Median years of schooling for Blacks
increased from 8.0 years to 12.0 years; non-Hispanic Whites showed a gain
from 11.0 to 12.0 years.

The situation, however, need not remain dismal. A critical issue in improv-
ing the education of Mexican-origin students is the incorporation of outcome
standards and incentives that will make equity and the provision of a quality
education to all students central to the functioning of schools. Included in this
is the a) appreciation and valuing of the culture and language of Mexican Ameri-
can students; b) change in attitudes and behavior toward students from nf.ga-
five to positive expectations that makes it possible for them to achieve; c) elimi-
nation of grouping and tracking practices; and d) revision of curriculum,
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instructional practices, and testing practices that limit learning.

The limited English :.froficieny student population is of a significant size:
between 25 percent and 30 percent of all students in Cantor -1k and Texas;
and ranging from 3.5 to 5.5 million for the nation. These students need instruc-
tion that builds on their first language and moves them toward the develop-
ment of proficiency in English.

Special attention is also called for in the education of immigrant children
and adults. Because of the large number and projected growth rate of foreign-
born students in California (16 percent) and particularly in metropolitan areas
in the Southwest such as Los Angeles, schools must pay more attention to meet-
ing their educational needs. An estimated 3 million persons appi ied for legali-
zation and Congress appropriated funds for their education; adult education
systems can have an impact on the short-term education of the. adults and
on the long-term education of their children.

WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS PACING MOCICAN AMERICAN YOUTH IN
SCHOOLS?

Our educasiosadVstems have not served Mexican Americans well. The specific
reasons have varied somewhat across regions and time; however, the common
problems include the following:

The creation and maintenance of segregated schools. Beginning with Mendez
v. Westminster School District in 1945, nine years before the Bnywn case,
and followed by Delgado v. Bottrop Independent School District in 1948,
the Mexican American community began to use the courts to challenge the
segregated (known as "Mexican" schools, though in some cases these were
also attended by Black students) and inferior education provided to Mexican-
origin students.

The political and economic barriers placed by agricultural systems. Prior to
the significant urbanization after World War II, many rural areas did not
offer schooling beyond the sixth grade since it was not deemed necessary
for farmhands, and Min- origin students were discouraged from attending
school. Moreover, agricultural cycles dictated scr.00l attendance patterns.

The non-valuing of the culture and language of Mexican American students,
including low expectations regarding the academic potential of Mexican
American students; the placing of limited English proficient students in
special education classes from which it became almost impossible to escape;
and the punishment of students for speaking Spanish.

The social and cultural dime between teachers (including Mexican American
teachers) and Mexican-origin students. Although minority teachers may pro-
vide positive role models and have greater insight abom the needs of minority
students, it should not be assumed that Mexico!. I Henan :cachets will nat-
urally, without proper training, be effective with Mexican American students.

The absence of continuity of education for children of migrant workers.
Geographic mobility and f. equent disruptions in schooling place migrant
students at significant risk of receiving a limited education.

The shortage of qualified teachers, vocational teachers, counselors, and other
school personnel to work with non- and limited-English proficiency students.
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The Educatimial Passport

The College Board, with fund-
ing foam the Ford Foundation, has
develeped a two-part Articulation
Agreement Ptojcct between the
New York rxiblit schools and the
Puerto Rico Department of Educa-
tion. Part of the pioject is a bi-
lingual Echxati i Passport, which
stwients can carry with them as they
move between the Island and New
York City. The passport contains
Information about the student's
academic record, health status, lan-
guage capalmlities, and other infor-
mation. The passport serves not in
place of official records, but to
facilitate placement of the student
while the permanent records are
being sent from the previous school.

To adequately address these issues, fundamental changes must be made to
the organization and management of schools. These changesmust place equity
and outcomes as central to the functioning of schools.

PUERTO RICANS
As U.S. citizens with strong tics to both the Island and the mainland, many

Puerto Ricans are participants in a steady and ceaseless migration in both direc-
tions, leaving children divided between cultures, between languages. and
between schools. Puerto Rican society on the Island is racially integrated, but
Puerto Ricans on the mainland live in a racially segregated culture. Puerto Rican
youth on the Island grow up with Puerto Rican teachers, doctors, and political
leaders as a matter of ...ourse, but Puerto Rican youngsters on the mainland
find role mixlels scarce and the image of their people constantly maligned.
Puerto Rican youngsters on the Island grow up speaking Spanish, and on the
mainland speaking English, but those in transition often master neither lan-
guage. No other group faces these obstacles, which must be understood if an
effective strategy to improve education for Puerto Rican youth is to be developed.

POPULATION
The 2.3 million Puerto Ricans on the mainland account for about 13 per-

cent of Latinos in the United States. Adding to that total the 3.3 million on
the Island raises the Puerto Ricans' share of the Latino population to about
29 percent. High birthrates and immigration have combined to create a rapid
increase of Puerto Ricans en the mainland, about 25 percent between 1980
and 1988. With continued migration, high fertility rates, and the relative youth
of the Puerto Rican population, Puerto Ricans will represent an increasing share
of the American population in the years ahead.

INCOME

Puerto Ricans are among the poorest of all Americans, with a 38 percent
poverty rate in 1987, and average family incomes at about half the national
average. Forty-four percent of Puerto Rican families on the mainland are headed
by women, and in New York City, not only is the proportion of female-headed
households in poverty highest for Puerto Ricans, but in absolute numbers there
are more such families among Puerto Ricans than among any other group,
including Whites.

RACIAL ISSUES

One of the most difficult issues for Puerto Rican youth on the mainland
to face, particularly those recently arrived from the Island, is the classification
of such youth into racial groups and the stigmatization of those identified as
Black. In Puerto Rico, cultural identification dominates over race; hundreds
of years of racial mixing has created a society of many colors. The heterogeneity
of Puerto Rican society is in sharp contrast to mainland life, where newly arrived
migrants found themselves classified by others intoone of two groups: Black
or White. WI mainland-born Puerto Rican children emigrate to the Island,
in turn, their sense of identity is confused and some may prefer to think of
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themselves as "New Yorkers" rather than Puerto Ricans.

EDUCATIONAL TRENDS ON THE ISLAND

On the Island, an increasing pattern of economic separation of children is
mauling, with more affluent children attending private schools and low-income
children remaining in public schools. In 1960, only 63,000 children attended
private schools, while in 1986, the figure more than doubled to 130,400. Nearly
90 percent of the 670,000 students in public schools come from families below
the poverty line. Only 40 percent of the population older than 25 has a high
school diploma, which is less than half the national average of 86 percent. Half
of all dropouts leave Puerto Rico schools at the junior high level. Roughlytwo-
thuds of Puerto Rican youth are graduating from high school at present.

Puerto Rico enjoys a much higher rate of college enrollment among high
school graduates than does the mainland: About 83 percent of Puerto Rican
high school graduates go on to college, compared to about 34 percent of main-
land high school graduates, and just 29 percent of mainland Hispanics.

EDUCATIONAL TRENDS ON THE MAINLAND
Few data are available to detail the educational experience of Puerto Rican

youngsters on the mainland. Because Puerto Ricans arc still a relatively small
group, most educational data still are broken down only into the general
"Hispanic" category. Still, enough evidence is available to indicate that Puerto
Rican youth face severe barriers to educational attainment. In New York City,
for example, where most children dassified as Hispanic are Puerto Rican, fewer
than half of the children in predominantly Hispanic school districts in 1983
were reading at or above grade level, and just 54 percent were performing at
or above grade level in mathematics. Dropout rate estimates for Hispanics in
New York City range from 62 to 80 percent. Overall, the Census Bureau esti-
mated that only 46 percent of Puerto Ricans on the mainland had completed
high school in 1985.

Students in Puerto Rico appear to be more likely to graduate from high school,
and those who do have a much greater chance of entering college than their
mainland peels. While students in Puerto Rica are emerging ac national leaders
in science and technology, as evidenced by the many corporations that recruit
for engineers and technicians at Puerto Rican universities, Puerto Rican stu-
dents on the mainland remain a largely untapped resource.

THE STUDENTS IN BETWEEN
There is a third set of Puerto Rican students who spend time on both the

Island and the mainland. Between 1969 and 1973, 51,000 students came from
Puerto Rico to the New York City schools, and another 63,000 traveled in the
other direction. About 30 percent reported between one and four changes in
school between grades seven and nine.

In either direction, migration involves the difficulty of coordinating an educa-
tional program based on the requirements and offerings of two distinct school
systems. While efforts have been made by the Puerto Rican Department of
Education and The College Board to coordinate mainland and Island school
procedures, a continued loss of student records coupled with frequent mid-
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Project CAUSA:
Intensive Training for

Young Scientists

Project CAUSA (C.ompithensive
Activities to Upgrade Science and
Academics) is a university-based
science and mathematics enrich-
ment program for talented students
in grades 9 to 12 in Puerto Rico.
The 300 students who participate
annually in the Saturday pr gram,
Summer Institute, and summer
mathematics and science camps are
provided special scknce and mathe-
matia curricula, materials and
laboratory experiences, as well as
the opportunity to participate in
research at local universities, to be
tutored in English, and receive gui-
dance in preparing for college and
for careers in science or engineer-
ing. Project CAUSA has 'Iso estab-
lishfx1 a training prograi., for high
school science teachers, and works
closely with the parents of its stu-
dent participants. Since its found-
ing in 1985, Project CAUSA has
sent 100 percent of its graduates to
college, with 85 percent majoring
in science and engineering. Said
one young girl who is a participant
in the program: "Project CAUSA
helped bring our the little scientist
tha was within me. I'd like to be
a NASA astronaut, and with the
help of Project CAUSA, I know I
will make it."
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"Inaeasingly, the annular inigta-
tion of Puerto Ricans between the
Island and a growing number of
states has meant that more and
mote Facto Rican childten will suf-
fer the double penalty of attending
two systems of public education
whose' and inadequa-
cies are only further compounded
by their incompatibilities."

Frank Bonilla and Richard
Campos in A Wealth of Poor:
PHerto Ricans and the New Eco-
nomic Order

semester transfers result in many Puerto Rican students losing academic ground.

ISSUES THAT MUST BE ADDRESSED

Language bathers are of immense importance, both for Island-born Puerto
Ricans who must struggle with English, and for mainland-born youngsters
who cannot speak Spanish.

Puerto Rican students on the mainland are clearly harmed psychologically,
when compared to their Island peers, from the lack of visible Puerto Rican
tole models and leaders and the low status of Puerto Ricans on the mainland.

Frequent transition of students between Island and mainland schools requires
better coordination to prevent loss of records and the grade retention of
students.

It is important to avoid placing Puerto Rican students and faculty into a
general category called "Hispanic." While Puerto Ricans and other Latinos
share a common Spanish heritage, the differences in culture, language, and
traditions are great.

Despite the presence of role models, curricula, and language that are famil-
iar and comfortable for students, and the absence of racial prejudice, drop-
out rates in Puerto Rico remain high. Clearly, such positive conditions are
necessary but not sufficient for minority educational achievement.



WHY WE ARE BEHIND

TEN MYTHS ABOUT THE EDUCATION OF
MINORITY AMERICANS

Many barriers stand between our youth and a quality education. Among
the most difficult of these obstacles are the perspectives--myths that together
shape the public's understanding of our situation, what is at stake, and what
can be accomplished.

Myth #1: Learning is due to innate abilities and minorities are thin* less capable
of educational excellence than Whites.

Comment: As distasteful as this attitude is, it cannot be ignored. Although
outright racists are for the most part outside the mainstream, more subtle atti-
tudes of this kind are not uncommon at work and in school. Studies controlling
for environmental factors repeatedly demonstrate that there is no basis in fact
for the myth that minorities are less capable than Whites. Environmental factors
in the lives of minority and poor children Pre the most significant elements
in their lack of school success. When the combined effects of poverty and dis-
crimination are added to the effects of second-rate schools, the achievement
records of minorities arc undersi mdable, but not acceptable.

Myth If2: The situation hope s; the publents minority youth face, including
poverty, teenage pregnancy, unemployment, drug abuse, and high dropout
rates, are so overwhelming that society is incapable of providing effective
responses.

Comment: The educational status of most minority students is discouraging.
We seem to have made only spotty progress and in some critical areas, such
as enrollment of high school graduates in higher education, we ar-, losing
ground. Promised greater educational opportunity in the 1960s, we have
inherited the worst schools with the fewest resources.

The great danger of pessimism is that it is debilitating. At best, it creates a
triage mentality that turns its back on "problem students" to focus on stu-
dents with obvious promise. But such a narrow response is fundamentally wrong;
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cutting losses is not a sound basis for developing America's human resources.
That approach not only ignores the importance of education as a powerful impe-
tus for a free and prosperous society, it also neglects outstanding achievements
at all levels of public education. Many highly successful programs take chil-
dren from the most difficult circumstances and set them on the road to accom-
plishment.

Myth #3: Quality education for all is a luxury, since not all jobs ixesently requite
creativity and problem solving skits.

Comment: America can either compete with a low-wage labor force whose
productivity is limited by its educational underdevelopment, or it can corn-
pete with well-trained workers capable of learning, flexibility, and innovation.
There is abundant evidence.that educational requirements for future jobs will
increase; this is especially true for jobs that pay high enough wages to make
it possible for parents to support themselves and their families at acceptable
levels. Moreover, the country's needs cannot be met by an "elite" few.
America's quality of life depends heavily upon the education of its people.
It is neither just nor economically sound to leave minority youth unprepared
for their responsibilities as citizens or members of the workforce.

Myth #4: Education is an expense and not an investment.

Comment: Of the approximately one million Air erican young people who
drop out of school each year, most are marginally literate and virtually unem-
ployable. The Committee for Economic Development reports that each year's
class of dropouts costs the nation about $240 billion in crime, welfare, health
care, and services. For every $1.00 spent on education, it costs $9.00 to pro-
vide services to dropouts. About 80 percent of all prison inmates, for example,
are school dropouts. Each inmate costs the nation about $28,000 a year.

Education for American youth pays off in the short term through a stronger
economy and reduced public spending. It pays over the long term as well. By
the year 2030, for example, the over-65 population will have doubled. But
the number of workers supporting each retiree will have dropped from a level
of seventeen in 1952 to fewer than two at the turn of the century. Young people
who will be supporting the nation's retirees in the 21st century must be produc-
tive workers.

Myth #5: Equity and excellence in education are in conflict.

Comment: This kind of thinking parallels the conventional wisdom that once
existed in American manufacturing, which created a false choice between high
quality and low costs. Quality, the experts said, could only be achieved by weed-
ing out the defects. But American manufacturers have begun learning from
the Japanese, who have shown decisively that striving for quality reduces ems
with a simple strategy: design quality into the manufacturing process itself



which is much less expensive because it eliminates the need to repeat work.
The same is true of the relationship between equity and excellence in educa-
tion. They are not fundamentally incompatible. A system that provides equal
educational opportunity is more likely to achieve higher levels of excellence
because it focuses on uncovering more potential in the early stages of educa-
tion instead of correcting defects later. It also broadens the knowledge base
ofallby including everyone in the teaching and learning process. This is criti-
cally important for a multiethnic, multicultural society.

Myth 46: All we need are marginal dunes.

Comment: In years past, the American education system was well suited to
training most workers to function in an economy in which all that all they needed
was "the basics." For more than 100 years, this system has been unfair to
minorities, and perpetuating that condition is both self-defeating and morally
unacceptable. Our society cannot thrive in the 21st century with an educa-
tional system devised to meet the needs of the 19th. Marginal changes are insuffi-
cient; rigid school systems can neutralize marginal changes. Just as the require-
ments of flexibility, quality, and productivity demand a radical restructuring
to create a growing ecr,nomv, so too must our schools reject the status quo if
hey are to produce individuals with the creativity and problem-solving skills

the nation needs.

Myth #7: Minorities don't care about education.

Comment: For centuries, minorities have fought for educational systems respon-
sive to the needs of our children, and we have found it necessary to establish
our own schools and colleges. We have demanded an end to de jure and de
facto segregation, argued for tribal control of local schools, and called for cul-
turally responsive curricula. Minority parents have long understood, above all,
that education is the path to freedom and opportunity. Minority parents, how-
ever, are justifiably frustrated by an educational system that has been unrespon-
sive to the needs of our children. Nevertheless, a recent poll revealed that per-
sistently poor parents want their children to have access to educational
opportunities. Fifty-nine percent of those surveyed rated staying in school as
the most important factor for their children to have a better life, followed by
job training (58 percent) and going to college (55 percent).

Myth #8: Bilingual education delays the learning of English and hindersaca-
dank achievement. A corollary myth contends that students whose first lan-
guage is English do not need to become proficient in a second language (a
"foreign" language) nor achieve multicultural literacy.

Comment: The increasing globalization of the economy and social experience
strongly mandates that all Americans be able to communicate with those in
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Resource Centers for Science and
Engineering: A National Model

Through the Resoune Centers
for Science and Engineering Pro-
gram, the National Science Foun-
dation established Regional Centers
in Georgia. New Mexico, Puerto
Rico, and New York, respectively.
Each center is located at a univer-
sity that has a substantial minority
population and is designed to
stremthen opportunities for minor-
ity students and faculty to pursue
studies and careen in science and
engineering. Common components
at most centers include a pre-college
program that offers Sanuday science
academies for elementary and
middle school students, summer
science institutes for high school
students, and pre- and in-service
science training for teachers; a
regional program that gives area
college faculty and students =arch
opportunities not available on thur
campuses; and a university axnpo-
nent, which provides opportunities
for the university at which the center
is located to strengthen and expand
its science and engineering pro-
grams. The success of the Resource
Center concept and its comptehm-
sive approach have been recognized
by leading science education experts

who recommend the expansion of
this model to other regions of the
country with substantial minority
populations.
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other nations. It is imperative that all of us gain fluency in at least one other
language. An educated American needs to be defined as an individual with
strong basic skills, a broad set of advanced thinking skills, and fluency in a
second language.

Recent English-Only and English Language Amendment efforts (already
adopted in more than 14 states and various municipalities) run counter to the
development of an educated nation and foster unnecessary divisiveness in a
pluralistic society. We should aim to build on the strengths of that pluralism.

We support national and local efforts aimed at fostering second-language learn-
ing for allor English Plus. As Senator Paul Simon has so ably argued in address-
ing the problem of the "tongue-tied American," the English Plus effort holds
that "national interests can be best served when all members of our society
have full access to effective opportunities to acquire English language profi-
ciency plus mastery of a second language or multiple languages."

Myth #9: The problem will go away.

Comment: There is an inextricable connection between the need to educate
our children for the demands of the global economy and to prevent the con-
tinued erosion of America's economic place in the world. Equally as clear is
the certain decline of a society that is busy building more prisons to harbor
those it fails to educate.

Myth #10: Educational success or failure is within the complete control of each
individual and in America anybody can make it.

Comment: In a recent study, the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund
found that 80 percent of the Black high school graduates in Mississippi, the
state with the highest percentage of Black public school enrollment in the nation,
had not taken the core high school curriculum that would prepare them for
college admission. Similarly, the National Council of La Raza reports that 75
percent of the nation's Hispanic high school seniors have not taken courses
that prepare them to ( nter college. Donald Stewart, President of the College
Board, addressed this myth very well: "The idea that a child who is simply
smart or able or hard working will somehow get accepted to and complete college
is a myth. Race, economic background, and financial ability now stand between
a student and a college degree." Hard work needs to be supplemented by a
supportive learning environment and resources.

OTHER OBSTACLES TO A QUALITY EDUCATION
A mine. field of other obstacles stands between our children and the educa-

tion they need. Many of these obstacles can be eliminated by expanding or
replicating existing successful intervention models; others can be solved by
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creating new programs. All will require a different set of national goals, expec-
tations, and attitudes.

OBSTACLES IN SCHOOL

Low expectations: Students must not only hear that "all children can learn, "
they must feel that they are truly valued and that they can achieve academic
success. This includes the valuing of their culture and language and the appreci-
ation of their individual talents, essential ingredients for heightened self-esteem.

Tracking: In the first few days of school, judgments are made about children
in the classroom. Some children, it is decided, are advanced, some are aver-
age, and some are behind, and so the grouping and tracking begin. In most
school systems in our nation, this decision effectively seals the child's fate, some-
times for life. Students classified as slow almost never catch up and school rapidly
becomes a forum for failure, not an arena for success. By the time these chil-
dren are in middle schools, tracking intensifies and options begin to close.

Minority children are more likely to be placed in non-academic tracks because
they do not fit the stereotypical, middle-class images our present educational
system holds up as ideal (such as fluency in English, highly educated parents,
and supportive out-of-school experiences). What many need is an enriched
program to compensate for the lack of these assets.

Inadequate School Financing: Even in states with extensive tax equalization
programs to offset weak community tax bases, schools serving large numbers
of our students often have the fewest resources, the most crowded classrooms,
and the lowest per-pupil expenditure ratios. It will require greater than aver-
age resources to provide students in such schools with a quality education.
Improving equity in financingat the intradisuict level as well as on an inter-
district basisis a necessary but insufficient condition to provide quality edu-
cation for many minority youth.

Too Few Minority Teachers: For generations, public school teaching attracted
the best minority graduates of our colleges and universities. With the advent
of the civil rights movement, career opportunities for minorities have expanded
significantly. Greater opportunities have opened for women who in the past
comprised the predominant portion of the teaching workforce. As a result of
these expanding opportunities for both women and minorities, there is a growing
scarcity of high-quality teacher candidates. Other factors affecting this short-
age include the present low pay and status of the teaching profession and the
institution of new and controversial teacher competency examinations.

Over the next decade, when the minority student population in schools will
exceed the present 30 percent and will approach 50percent in most urban areas,
minority teachers are expected to decline from the current 10 percent of the
overall teacher workforce (see Table 5) to just 5 percent. Fewer than 8 percent
of the students in teacher preparation programs are minority, and this pool
is likely to be cut in half by the candidates' subsequent failure to pass teacher
competency tests required for licensing in most stares. To achieve parity between
the teaching force and the student population would require the licensing and
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certification 01450,000 rninurity teachers among the 1.5 million teachers needed
for our schools during the next five years. Of the 700,000 new teachers who
are expected to be trained in this period, only about 35,000 are estimated to
be minority.

TABLE 5
MINORITY STUDENTS AND TEACHERS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

1987
(percent)

Minority Minority
Public School Public School

Students Teachers

Hispanic 9.1 1.9
American Indian/Alaskan Native 0.9 0.6
Black 16.2 6.9
Asian/Pacific Islanders 2.5 0.9

&num Prnerican Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

Overreliance on Testing: The debate on testing leaves many questions
unanswered, but three points seem clear:

(1) In keeping with the present path of educational reform, the number of
standardized tests that students must take, from pre-kindergarten to graduate
school, has greatly increased.

From 1985 to 1987, for example, the number of states requiring students to
pass a standardized test for high school graduation rose from 15 to 24. Require-
ments for readiness tests for entry into kindergarten or first grade, grade pm-
motion examinations, rising junior examinations (taken by college sophomores
before entry into the junior year), and teacher competency examinations have
increased in the 1980s. The National Center for Fair and Open Testing reports
that testing requirements are most common in the South and in the largest
urban areas where high concentrations of minority students are found.

(2) While many minority students score in the very highest rankings of all tests,
the average scores for minority students are almost always below the average
scores for Whites.

Explanations given for this gap include the following: some standardized tests
contain questions that are culturally biased, using language or references that
are unfamiliar to students from low-income and minority backgrounds; minority
students attend the lowest-quality schools, and therefore are not as well pre-
pared for examinations; and minority students are less likely to have access



to the growing number of courses and computer software available to affluent
youngsters both in and out of school help prepare them for standardized tests.
Whatever the explanation, the impact of the differential is undeniable.

(3) Failure to provide remedies for unsuccessful test performance bars the door
to opportunity for many students.

Several examples illustrate this point: more than 25 percent of the 1989 high
school seniors in Louisiana failed the state's new high school graduation exami-
nation, and less than half of the money needed for remedial classes to help
those students was available; a study of the impact of teacher competency test-
ing indicates that 38,000 minority teachers were kept out of the teaching ranks
by these tests in the mid-1980s and no opportunities for continuing education
were readily available; and Florida's rising junior tests permitted 83 percent
of all students who took the test in 1986 to continue with their higher educa-
tion. The state is considering imposing higher score requirements, which, if
applied to the 1986 test-takers, would have allowed only 44 percent of stu-
dents overall and just 18 percent of Black students and 33 percent of Hispanic
students to stay in school.

Whether intentional or not, standardized tests have the effect of weeding out
minority children. Further, the growing pressure on teachers to raise test scores
oft= results in "teaching to the test," so that what students learn in class matches
what will be on the standardized test at the expense of interactive, problem-
solving, and hands-on experiences. Finally, such tests ate often used inappropri-
ately: SAT and ACT test scores are sometimes used as the primary measure
of student readiness for college, and scores on newly developed examinations
have been used as the sole criterion for eligibility for teacher training programs.
We need better ways to measure the potential of our students, not to root out
those who test poorly for whatever reason, but to identify their strengths and
weaknesses, and develop learning programs to help them.

Poorly Prepared Teadics: The poor condition of most ofour children's schools
should make them candidates for the very best teachers, but the opposite hap-
pens. One California study showed that teachers in predominantly minority
schools were the least experienced, held the most emergency credentials, and
were likely to be teaching out of their fields.

Disregard of Language and Cultural Diverity: The de-valuing ofa student's
first language and culture all too often results in the completely inappropriate
placing of bright children in classes for the learning disabled or in remedial
learning groups.

OBSTACIRS OUT OF SCHOOL

What happensor more often does not happeninside the school is often
reinforced by the home and community environments to which our children
return when the school day is over.

Poverty and hopelessness: High levels of poverty, especially in female-headed
households, and unacceptable levels of unemployment create significant
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Children left to care for them-
selves after school, often rcfcuvd to

as "latchkey" children, are twice as
likely to use tobacco, alcohol, and
marijuana, according to a study
conducted by the University of
Southern California.

obstacles in striving for high academic achievement. lo some families, youth
fed obliged to leave school to support their parents or siblings. The devasta-
tion of some urban families by economic dislocation, substance abuse, welfare
regulations, and other causes has created terrible hardships for young children.
The increasing polarization of the nation on the basis of income has been a
major cause of the increasing levels of racial and ethnic segregation in commu-
nities and the schools in those communities. Visions of limited opportunity
and options must be overcome by the creation of clear and concrete examples
that education can make a difference, as well as by economic and social poli-
cies to combat poverty and unemployment.

Absence of Educational Legacy: Low-income parents typically have less formal
education and often find it difficult or impossible to help their children navi-
gate through school. They are less likely to challenge the system on behalf of
their children, and less able to provide a home environment that supports learn-
ing. Studies have indicated that youth from such families lose more ground
academically during the summer months than do their more economically
privileged counterparts.

Negative Peer I's .sure: During the critical adolescent years when basic values
are being formed, peer pressure plays a significant role in whether youth strive
to achieve in school. For example, some studies show that many Black young-
sters who value education are rejected by their peers as "acting White." Because
acceptance is so hard to find, its only measure for a young girl often becomes
the ability to have a baby, and for a young boy is represented by membership
in a gang.

All of these obstacles and the myths with which they are intertwined can be
overcome. Overcoming them requires a plan grounded in concrete goals, rein-
forced with practical proven strategies based on what we know can work, and
supported with the commitment of the entire society. That plan must begin
with the imperative to radically restructure schools to give teachers and prin-
cipals more resources, flexibility, and responsibility for student achievement.



EDUCATION THAT WORKS:
RESTRUCTURING AMERICAN

SCHOOLS
Policymakers, educators, and other leauers are beginning to understand what

is needed to correct these problems and to provide the United States with the
educational system we need to compete in the world economy.

Of primary importance is strong leadership to make Americans aware of
the gravity of the problem and to galvanize public support for the concerted,
long-term actions required to address it. There are literally hundreds of suc-
cessful grassroots programs to improve quality education for all Americans,
including the education of our children. What is lacking is the leadership to
create a sense of national urgency and to focus adequate resources on develop-
ing these local models into national strategies that work for all.

The nation's education crisis is an opportunity to secure the national future
for all children. It is not insurmountable. Effective leaders view it as a problem
to be solved, not one to be tolerated.

Effective leaders also recognize that the skills of all children, including those
of our children, cannot be developed without radical restructuring of our Khools.
What must be done depends first and foremost on making the educational
achievement of all students the highest priority of the schoolsthe bench-
mark against which all of the system's participants are judged and rewarded.
The main focus of restructured schools must therefor be student achievement,
rather than ease of administration, average daily attendance, SAT scores,
teachers' salaries, expenditures per pupil, or any of the other indicators that
have traditionally been used tz.) judge schools.

Since measurable results will drive the learning system, considerable research
and demonstration work will be required to perfect better indicators of stu-
dent achievements. We believe that these measures should not be one-
dimensionalthey should attempt to assess students' multiple intelligences
and achievements, and do so with a variety of assessment techniques beyond
standardized test scores.

The most important part of any plan to improve education for everybody
Whites as well as minoritiesmust be to radically restructure America's schools.
Restructuring can create systems that could incorporate the lessons learned from
the grassroots efforts to improve minority education all over the country. Resttuc-
turing also is necessary to demonstrate to the American people that the increased
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Restructuring in Rochester

"The problem with today's
schools is not that they are no
longer as good as they once were.
The problem with today's schools
is that they are precisely what they
always werewhile the world
around them has changed so sig-
nificantly.

Schools must he r Arucnued as
centers of inquiry r id reflection
not of unexamined tradition. We
must emphasise critical thinking
skills and cooperative learning. . .

We must question even the most
hallowed practices and assump-
tions: that children learn best in 47-
minute segments, sitting passively
in rows; that norm-referenced
multiple-choice tests are the best
indices of student learning: that
teaching is telling, learning is
sreumulating, and knowledge is
facts.

School-based planning may be
the most important and promising
agreement in the new contract with
the Rochester Sclioti.I Board. A
shared governance WOCCSS for
decision-making at the5.rhool level,
it empowers all major stake-holders:
parents, teachers, administrators,
and, in high schools. students:*

Adam. Urbanski, "The Rochester
Contract: A status Report. Ed:Ica-
:demo neadenhip. November. 1988

public investments needed to dramatically improve our schools will in fact be
translated into higher educational achievement for students.

UNDEMANDING SO-1001. REM UCTURING
Because of its importance for all students, especially our students, and because

it means different things to different people, we want to state dearly what
we mean by "restructuring" and why it is important for us.

Restructuring means making fundamental changes in the rules, roles, and
relationships in schools. A restructured school would make student achieve-
ment the main criterion against which teachers, principals, and administra-
tors are judged and rewarded. A restructured system would decentralize deci-
sions about how to improve learning, increasing the involvement of teachers
and principals in policy discussions. Policymakers would establish basic out-
come objectives but would leave decisions about how to achieve those objec-
tives to teachers, principals, parents, child development professionals, and other
interested parties at the school and community levels. In addition to outcomes
prescribed by elected officials and policymakers, restructured schools would
be guided by professional standards based on knowledge and skills developed
through research and experience.

As discussed in the Carnegie Task Force on Teaching as a Profession's A
Nation Prepared, restructuring depends heavily on highly qualified profes-
sional teachers and administrators who are held accountable for student achieve-
ment but who have the knowledge, skills, and flexibility to diagnose individual
learning needs and prescribe learning procedures.

RESTRUCTURING: IMPORTANCE FOR MmoRrnEs
No process is more important to providing quality education for our stu-

dents than school restructuring. Minority concerns were largely ignored in the
early reforms of the 1980s, resulting in negative outcomes for minority teachers
and students.

Restructuring is important to us for a number of additional reasons:

Although the traciitional factory school model does not serve very many stu-
dents well, it has been particularly damaging to the disadvantaged
minorities and Whitewhose home backgrounds have not prepared them
as well as their more advantaged peers to function in an impersonal,
bureaucratic school system.

The factory model has repelled many able teachers, but the rate of decline
has been much greater for nonWhites than for Whites. The model's nega-
tive features include stultifying, even degrading, working environments;
low pay and professional status; and poor outcomes for most students.
Restructuring promises to attract more and better teachers by creating a more
professional environment, higher rewards for teachers, and better outcomes
for students.

Minorities would benefit greatly from restructured learning systems that
genuinely value students by demonstrating sensitivity to their backgrounds,
language, values, and ways of viewing the world and by assuming responsi-
bility for then learning.



Restructuring would result in fundamental systemic changes that would give
Schools and teachers greater flexibility and incentives to incorponite the lessons
of hundreds of local ad hoc programs into their systems. We have found
numerous individual swam stories, but no exemplary school systems. Restruc-
turing would make it possible to have successful systems.

WHY IS SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING NEEDED?

Restructuring is needed for a very basic reason: the traditional hierarchical
factory model is obsolete and unsustainable. It is obsolete because it was designed
to meet the standardized basic skills requirements of an agricultural-industrial
world. The system still does an adequate job of turning out students who are
literate. But it does not turn out very many graduates with the higher-order
thinking skills required in a world-class economy, skills such as th ability to
solve complex problems, analyze abstract knowledge, communicate with pre-
cision, deal with change and ambiguity, or work well with other people.

Factory model schools teach students to memorize through drill and prac-
tice rather than through the use of knowledge and skills to solve problems,
innovate, and learn. The factory model treats students as objects to be acted
on rather than as active participants in their own learning. The factory model
assumes that teachers need not have higher-order thinking skills because they,
like factory workers, only need to follow the rules imposed from above. Above
all, the factory model ignores individual differences by assuming that there
is one best way to learn and teach. It assumes that management's responsibility
is to understand what is best for the system and impose it through bureaucracies
on teachers and students.

Any incentive system is 'lased on the assumption that an organization will
get what it measures and rewards. The factory model measures everything and
rewards nothing. As David Kearns, chairman of Xerox, has observed: "In the
American school system if you are very good nothing good happens to you,
and if you are bad nothing bad happens to you. The system actually encourages
mediocrity. Worse, many of the system's incentives are genuinely perverse.
Allocating money to schools for labeling children as learning disabled, or allocat-
ing funds ca the basis of average daily attendance for a few days at the begin-
ning of the school year encourages such labeling and provides no incentive
to prevent dropouts. The factory model assumes as true what is known to be
false, namely that intelligence and achievement are standardized and there-
fore measurable by objective tests.

The restructured model relies more heavily on participative processes at the
point of learning. Accountaliility in the factory school means observing the
rules and regulations; accountaHl; ty in the restructured school means improv-
ing students' knowledge, skills, and behavior. The new school we seek will
recognize differences in individual experiences, knowledge, learning, and teach-
ing styles. A restructured school system would give professional educators the
flexibility to develop pedagogical approaches to adapt to diverse circumstances
and individual students. A restructured model would stress the importance
of incentives related to changes in student achievement and behavior.

The restructured model assumes complex, multiple intellignices and achieve-
ments that must be assessed through observation and performance. The
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Restructuring Principles

"Education, like private indus-
try, can improve by restructuring
operations following some very
simple principles.

First. go for quality and build it
in the first time whenever possible.

Second, reward success in
producing quality.

Third. when a system for teal ac-
countability is in place, let the
people on the firing line figure out
how to get the job done, and get
rid of as much bureatxracy and as
many intervening rules and regu-
lations as possible. "
To Secure Our Future, National
Center ;in Education and the
Economy, 1989

Restnictuting and At-Fisk Students

Kenneth B. C.12rk and other na-
tional leaders in their report to the
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
recommended:

"That the commissioners or
superintendents uf education of
each state develop recommenda-
tions for the state board and the
legislature on ways to facilitate the
restructuring of the schools to bet-
ter meet the need; of at-risk youth,
and that the legislatures provide
incentives to local distracts to carry
out to mit-luting measures that will
benefit the neediest students in the
district."

Shalffe, AMthell'sti0e,
1988
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Education That row:
An Action Plan
for the Education
of Minorit

Germany's Comprehensive Sthools

"First, our teachers do not work
as isolated individuals. . . They are
part of a team of six to eight
teachers. Together this team is
responsible for the teaching and
education of three groups of
twenty-seven to thirty students.

Second . . . our teachers are
responsible not merely for tea- g
their subjects but for the total edu-
cation of their students, for mak-
ing sue that their students succeed,
personally and academically.

Third. the teacher teams and
their students stay together for six
rats, from the time the students
enter the school in fifth grade until
they earn their leaving certificate at
the end of grade ten.

Fourth, our teachers make all the
instructional decisions, including
how curriculum will be taught. and
all sorts of other decisioni as well
. . . (The) class schedule, deter-
mining who will teach what and
when, whether certain classes arc
best taught in a single period or a
longer bloc of time . . . instigate
in-service training . . . call social
workers when that seems neces-

Fifth, our students are not fatted
to compete against each other . .

we try to give support to our stu-
dents. When they first enter the
school, they are assigned to a table
group of five to six students, inte-
grated by sex, ability, and ethnic
origin. Inside these groups, the
children tutor and encourage each
other."

"Creating a School Community
. . . An Interview with Anne
Ratzki," America,: Educator.
Spring, 1988

restructured model also assumes that there is no one 1, way to teach or learn;
professional educators who can adapt research and expe. .ace-based knowledge
to particular situations are essential. The restructured model stresses an experi-
mental rather than a doctrinaire approach to learning problems, and accepts
that developing new approaches requires risks.

A more panicipaa;ve system requires fewer monitors and bosses, but it requires
more technical assistance, in-service training, and logistical support. The tradi-
tional bureaucracies should therefore be transformed to provide more of these
supportive services.

The Lath is that the factory school model cannot be sustained. First, we
are unlikely to have the resources, especially the highly qualified teachers, even
to sustain present student-teacher ratios. Second, even if we could make the
resources available, the outcomes of the factory system are grossly inadequate
for the needs of a more dynamic and competitive world. We spend more on
education relative to Gross National Product than most other countries, but
student achievement, especially in mathematics and science, is below that of
our major competitors and even below that of some developing countries. Our
dropout rate is about three times as great as that of our principal competitors.
We cannot improve outcomes by enlarging an inefficient system.

How would a restructured system differ from the school reforms of the early
1980s or the choice proposals advocated by some and being tried in a number
of places?

The reforms of the early 1980s were not restructuring: they were based on
the assumption that all we needed to do was to return to "the basics" and
tighten up the system by more rules and regulations imposed from above and
by more standardized tests for teachers and students. These reforms merely
supported the factory system's weaknesses. Indeed, since these measures appar-
ently assumed a surplus of qualified teachers, they accelerated the flight from
teaching for all, including minority teachers, by imposing more onerous bar-
riers that had dubious validity as predictors of teacher qualifications. As the
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards emphasizes, assessing teach-
ing is a complex process vital to restructuring, but unlikely to be achieved by
standardized tests alone.

RESTRUCTURING AND CHOICE

Some proponents of greater choice in the selection of schools for parents
and students believe that choice alone will cause schools to be restructured.
We believe this to be unlikely because this proposal puts the cart before the
horse. Schools must be restructured before students can have a choice. Choice
could be part of a restructuring process, but choice alone is unlikely to do much
to cause restructuring. Choice systems are even more expensive than the factory
model, mainly because of high transportation, information, and administra-
tion costs. Choke is unlikely to provide sufficient incentives for schools ro restruc-
ture. In particular, there likely to be few incentives for parents to move
their chiliren from wealthy to poorer school districts. Choice advocates assume,
moreover, that schools have the resources and flexibility to restructure. How-
ever, the experience in Minnesota, the first statewide choice system, suggests
that demographic, economic, and political realities might deny schools the



necessary resources to restructure even when school authorities are strongly
motivated to do so. Once a system's resources start eroding, choice could cause
a flight from the w.hools and the schools might have no way to halt the process.

Choke systems compound adverse consequences for minorities from low-
income families if they cause a flight by more affluent people from the dis-
tricts where they are concentrated or limit options of students with limited
English proficiency or students pekeived as having a deficiency. Choke is likely
to be exercised mainly by higher-income patents who have the time and resources
to acquire the necessary information to make choices among schools. Systems
should be restructured, therefore, to make every school a school of choice.

THE COMER MODE.
The social and cultural discontinuity between traditional schools and our

children tends to produce alienation and failure. Instead ofattempting to under-
stand this social discontinuity, tea-hers and administrators often blame minority
children and their parents for the students' inability to meet the schools'
behavioral or academic expectations. Unable to achieve in school, our chil-
dren begin to see academic success as unattainable, and so they protect them-
selves by deciding school is unimportant. Many seek a sense of adequacy, belong-
ing, and self-affirmation in non-mainstreamgroups that do not value academic
achievement.

One of the best examples of how restructuring can improve student perfor-
mance is suggested by James Comer's work in New Haven, Connecticut. Begin-
ning in 1968, Corner and his colleagues at the Yale Child Study Center devel-
oped a model that greatly improved the performance of two schools with the
lowest achievement and worst attendance records of New Haven's 33 schools.
The combined enrollment of these two schools was 99 percent Black; 70 per-
cent of the children's families were welfare recipients.

Fifteen years later, the socio-economic makeup of the schools was unchanged
but the academic performance of the two schools had surpassed the national
average, they ranked third and fifth in the city in composite fourth grade test
scores, and both had superior attendance records. Cotner reported in l 9FF that
tl. IC had been no serious behavior problem in either school for more than
a decade.

A follow-up study tracked 24 students through three years in a Comer school
and compared them with a control group who spent the same period in another
New Haven school. The Corner school students were more than a year ahead
in reading and mathematics. The success of the New Haven schools caused
Comer's model to be adopted in more than 50 schools around the country
by 1988.

What accounted for these achievements? Corner's answer seems simple: these
schools paid attention to child development and established a basic participatory
school management system in which the principals shared power with parents,
teachers, and professional support staff. To a very significant degree, Corner's
success came about because he created processes and structures that changed
attitudes, incentive structures, and behavior. One of the mort important
attitudinal changes was to convince teachers, parents and school administra-
tors and the students themselves, that with proper attitudes and hard work
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these students could learn as much as anybody.
Comer and his colleagues adapted child development and behavioral science

research to the New Haven schools. This research demonstrates that children
whose family and social development match the school's mainstream values
can adjust to the school's requirements much better than children from poor
families, who are less likely to have the social skills needed to cope with that
environment. The mismatch between home and school environments impedes
learning. Comer explains:

. . . lack of development or development that is at odds with the
mainstream occurs disproportionately often among children from
minority groups that have had the most traumatic experiences in
this society: Native Americans, Hispanics, and Blacks. The religious,
political, economic, and social institutions that had organized and
stabilized their communities have suffered severe discontinuity and
destruction. Furthermore, these groups have been excluded from
educational, economic, and political opportunity.

Realizing that change had to come from within the school and could not
be mandated from outside as the factory model assumes, Corner and his col-
leagues organized a governance and management team in each school, led
by the principal and made up of elected parents and teachers, mental health
specialists, and representatives from the nonprofessional support staff. These
teams recognized the authority of the principals, but the principals could not
make decisions without considering the concerns of other members of the team.

The teams also decided to concentrate on problem-solving, not blame-fixing,
and to make decisions by consensus rather than by formal votes. This consensus
process gave each member a sense of participation and ownership of the deci-
sions and avoided the tendency to polarize members between "winners" and
"losers." Consensus-building eased communications between parents and
school staff, facilitated joint discussions to solve students' problems, and gave
teachers and principals expert professional help in dealing with stur!ent behavior
problems they were not trained to address. This consensus mechanism had
the added advantage of giving the schools the flexibility to correct problems
and it drove the system as it evolved.

This self-correcting developmental process made it possible to establish the
School Development Program, as Corner's model has come to be called, and
to discover that the key ingredients for success were the governance team, the
mental health group, and paymtal involvement. Most important, "With each
intervention the [school) staff became increasingly sensitive to the concerns
of developing children and to the fact that behavior problems result mainly
from unmet needs rather than from willful badnessand that actions can be
taken to meet these needs."

SCHOOL-LINKED SERVICES

The needs of students also can be served by school-linked comprehensive
social welfare, health, and other delivery systems. Under present administrative
arrangements, the delivery of health and counseling services is based on the
bureaucratic assumption that there is one best way to deliver services to clients.
These systems are too often more concerned about professional boundaries and
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values and the ease of delivering services than in effectively meeting human
needs. These bureaucratic structures are grossly inadequate for the complex
problems confronting today's young people, especially minority students.

School-linked comprehensive service systems can overcome these problems,
more effectively meet needs, and thereby improve student achievement. These
school-linked systems take a variety of forms, but to be effective they seem
to require several bask features, including shared governance among the schools
and various service delivery systems, a flexible menu of services, collaborative
funding, and reducing referrals to service agencies in order to concentrate on
developing sustained relationships with students and their families. This model
provides the flexibility for staffs to move across agency lines in order to meet
their clients' needs.

With few exceptions, school-linked service delivery systems have been devel-
oped too recently to permit the kind of review afforded by Corner's School
Development Program. However, the anecdotal evidence with respect to the
impact of these systems on academic achievement, delinquent behavior, and
the prevention of problem behaviors is generally positive.

OTHER RkSTRUCIURING AcTrvrnEs
Where is restructuring going on? There are hundreds of examples of restruc-

wring in local schools, but only a few in school districts and stagy. Some schools,
like those in New Haven, have been restructured, but we have found no restruc-
tured school districts, though several are in the early stages of this process. Over-
all, probably no more than 1 to 2 percent of the nation's schoolsare involved
in some kind of restructuring, but a number of models are emerging. Among
the most widely publicized of these are in Dade County, Florida and Rochester,
New York. These efforts were partly due to the demonstrated failures of the
traditional models, partly due to a perception that the early school reforms
to strengthen the factory model were counterproductive, and partly to the pub-
lication of A Nation Prepand.

The Miami-Dade model, which began with 33 schools (of 279) in the 1987-88
school year and expanded to more than 80 by 1989, is a joint effort between
the union and the school board. This project solicits proposals from, and enters
into contracts with, schools; it encourages school-based management, shared
decision making, professional teacher development, and an experimental
approach.

Other restructuring projects being tried around the country include (1) several
school-based management projects sponsored by the National Education
Association in 37 districts in 17 states; (2) the Coalition of Essential Schools
in over 50 districts using the basic principles set forth in Theodore Sizer's
Honice's Comprowire, which stress flexibility for teachers to teach and students
to learn in their own ways, concentrating on essential subjects and learning
by doing; and (3) a project jointly sponsored by the Education Commission
of the States and the Coalition for Essential Schools to reexamine the policy
and regulation structures in five states (Arkansas, Delaware, Illinois, New
Mexico, and Rhode Island).
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Such an effort must establish clear goals for the achievement of all students,
reward success in meeting those goals, and give teachers and principals the
utmost flexibility to respond to classroom and building-level conditions in the
most creative ways. Beyond these essential features, no template can be imposed
on 'local restructuring; the best way to encourage it lies in accelerating demon-
stra;ions and experiments already underway, understanding that time and
patience will be required as we learn more about what works best under which
conditions. Above all, we must be prepared to accept the inevitable failures
along with the successes and be prepared to learn from each. As patterns emerge,
they can be emulated and incorporated into a much more diverse, decentral-
ized educational system that promises to be far more responsive to the diverse
population of the United States than the standardized mass production model
now in place.



THE ACTION PLAN
The success of this Action Plan requires that it be

carried out in partnerships between a variety of agen-
cies:federal, state, and local governments, the private
sector, and local communities. Most importantly,
minority and nonminority Americans must work
together. The Plan is therefore written using the col-
lective voices of all Americans.

GUIDELINES
The Action Plan we propose proceeds from guidelines to recommended strate-

gics. That is, we believe certain overarching values must connect minority chil-
dren, schools, and communities to the nation's common future. The guide-
lines below offer a renewed vision of America in which all children, minority
and nonminority, can participate.

Intervene early. Whatever intervention steps are taken, they must begin early.
Early intervention in nutrition, parent education, day care, and pre-school edu-
cation is essential; it has lasting impact and is cost-effective.

Restructure the entire educational system. We believe that the education of
imnotity youth requires that the nation's entire educational enterprise be restruc-
tured to accomplish the following objectives: (1) promote rather than discourage

. the education of minority students, (2) prepare these students to make the
transition from the schools to higher education or the world of work, and (3)
help them succeed, whichever option they choose. The achievement -here
objectives will require that America's schools be radically transformed.

Create an environment for success. Prepare minority children for academic suc-
cess and expect them to achieve it. Schools and colleges must be recognized
and rewarded for their success in educating minority children and youth. Every
child is entitled to at least one adult who believes in his or her potential and
helps the child reach that potential.

Support what works. Numerous programs exist in local districts that have suc-
cessfully solved difficult problems for minority youth. Other programs along
the pipeline work and should be expanded.

Respect and value the culture of the child in school. The educational system
must respect the diversity of all students, including tht.e from "different"
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"One half of what a human
being learns from birth to 17 is
learned before the age of four. Thus
[the education] of the child begins
in the home with the parent. For
any child, the first and rnost impor-
tant teacher is his/her principal
caretakerhis/her parent. Many
parents simply don't know how to
go about teaching their children,
or feel that they can make a differ-
ence, having failed within the sys-
tem themselves. By understanding
and accepting the roles as primary
teachers of their children in a very
active way, parents have higher
aspiration levels and a new sense of
hopefulness. They are motivated to
change the course of events for
themselves and the destiny of their
children."

Mercedes Perez de ColOn,
AVANCE, QEM Project Hearings,
San Antonio. April. 1988
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"We need to rethink and chal-
lenge the bask assumptions on how
we address the educational needs
of minority students in higher edu-
cation and in elementary and sec-
ardary schools, or we will all con-
tinue in the sum rut. We can't
change unless we begin to have a
different vision. and a different
process and goal of what we plan
to do. Pik challenge is one of
developing educational policy that
addresses the issue of equity. and
needs of an increasingly diverse
population."

Max Castillo. President, San
Antonio College. QEM Project
Hearings, San Antonio. April,
1988

Mathematics and Science
in the Community

To improve mathematics and
science skills among minority youth,
the Linkages Project of the Ameri-
can Association for the Advance-
ment of Science has developed po-
groms with numerous community-
based organizations. One project
involves coordinating the educa-
tional outreach efforts of 380 Black
churches to students from pre-
school to high school. Another
cent project is the development
of Community Computer Centers,
a network of 38 nonprofit organiza-
tions establihed with the assistance
of the Apple Computer Company.
At each center, computer learning
programs in mathematics are tar-
geted at youth in middle schools.

cultural and language backgrounds. Schools must also make use of pedagogical
strategies that have proved most effective with minority students, and apply
suc;.-. techniques more broadly.

Strengthen existing bonds and forge new linkages among all elements of the
eduortion system that serve minority students. This should occur between Nunes
and schools, between pre-schools and kindergartens, between middle and senior
high schools, between schools and adult education, schools and colleges,
between two- and four -year institutions, and between undergraduate and gradu-
ate institutions. We must not continue to tolerate gaps in the system for too
much talent is being lost.

Create nontraditional and life-long learning opportunities for minority youth.
The "summer loss" phenomenon aggravates the academic achievement prob-
lems of low-income students. In fact, some have estimated that as much as
80 percent of the difference between advantaged and disadvantaged children
in learning occurs during the summer. We must provide more after-school,
summer, and apprenticeship opportunities; provide opportunities for continual
reentry into the educational system; and create new models that encourage
school professionals to deal effectively with students' physical and emotional
needs. both at school and at home.

Create incentives that will make the best teachers available to those who need
them the most. We can no longer tolerate a situation in which the least
experienced educators are assigned to schools where the students need the best
teaching, while the best-prepared serve in predominantly middle-class com-
munities. We must put in place incentives that remedy this situation.

Coordinate existing intervention programs by suengthening the bonds between
the schools and other service delivery systems in low-income communities
through implementation of school-based services. Health care, literacy pro-
grams, day care, employment training, and other social services for children
and their families continue to operate in relative isolation from the schools.
Traditionally, schools arc involved in children's lives about six hours a day,
nine months a year. Yet, many minority children and their families face prob-
lems at home that impede the educational achievement of the children and
the employability of their parents. Community schools must serve to coordinate
the social, health, and vocational services that children and families need. One
approach is to view campuses as community schools, open not just from 8 to
3, but also in the late afternoon for chit' "n of working parents and in the
evenings for parent education and commt Aty events. Many successful projects
such as Harlem's Public School 208 demonstrate that schools can become com-
munity centers that improve educational opportunities for children and fami-
lies from low-income communities.

Revitalize the traditional faith in minority communities and families in the
power of education to advance minority children. Community institutions and
informal networks that once served as safety nets for urban children have
weakened considerably over the last two decades. Minority leaders must work
to rebuild these networks, particularly in the schools, and especially in those
areas devastated by poverty, substance abuse, and crime. A declining faith in



education as a pathway to advancement has critically undermined efforts for
positive change. The one sure way to increase the value of education in the
eyes of minority children is to show that it works and that education can reap
rewards commensurate with effort and performance. Minority youth need
greater exposure to role models who have persisted in school, have launched
successful careers, and have seen their incomes rise steadily. They must know
that education has been the foundation of the expansion of the minority mid-
dle class since the 1960s.

In particular, we must ensure that positive values are modeled for children.
Children in poverty are easy victims of those who urge them to live for the
present and ignore the value of education as a sustaining power for their lives.

VISION
Eased on these guidelines, we envision a nation moving forward on democratic

principles of opportunity and access. Minorities will contribute as decision-
makers and leaders at all levels of society, and will be counted among the best
lawyers, business executives, elected officials, school principals, university presi-
dents, scientists, and engineers. Today's minority children will be productive
members of tomorrow's society. All citizens will prosper from the growing skills
of the American workforce, able to adapt to and improve upon the rapid changes
in technology in the workplace.

These changes will occur because all minority children will have had access
to a quality education throughout their lives. By the time they graduate from
high school, they will be well-grounded in biology, chemistry, physics,
mathematics, and English; they will be fluent in English and at least one other
language; and they will have strong writing, analytical, problem-solving, and
computer skills.

Educational achievements will be due in no small part to improvements in
schools, as well as to their access to an array of after-school and weekend pro-
grams. But perhaps most imp( irtant to their success will be the increased value
placed by parents on learning and achievement. Access to a quality education
will foster a love of learning in families and will help pave the way for aca-
demic success.

Students entering higher education will have developed skill and comfort
in taking tests that are used for diagnostic purposes. During their pre-college
years, they will have had repeated experiences with new methods of testing
that not only assess their knowledge and understanding of specific academic
concepts, but also evaluate their writing and reasoning skills, their leadership
and entrepreneurial promise, and their other special talents.

These college students will be secure in the knowledge and appreciation of
their own heritage, which they will have acquired both at home and in the
classroom. They will be confident of their abir y to contribute to academic
discussions, and they will not hesitate to ask questions of their professors. Their
self-esteem will be high and evident through the leadership positions they hold
in student organizations and in their living groups. As in high school, they
will receive their education from well-trained and enthusiastic minority and
nonminority teachers who have high expectations of all students and who are
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Investing in LA's Best

Despite evidence that unsuper-
vised children are vulnerable to
drugs and gangs, few cities have
marshalled the resources needed to
offer quality after-school services to
low-income youth. In Ins Angeles.
with an estimated 100,000 children
left on their own of school each
day, a partnership between the
public and private sectors now
brings needed after-school care to
elementary school students in Los
Angeles.

IA's BestBetter Educated Stu-
dents for Tomorrowprovides
3,000 students at 15 elementary
schools with education, enrichment,
recreation, nutrition, and self-
esteem programs after regular school
hours.

Participating schools offer after-
school services from 2:00 until 6:00
p.m., accormnodating the needs of
low-income working parents while
boosting the academic and social
development of students. Enrich-
ment activities include a homework
lab providing tutoring, a library
program in reading and computer
skills, and science, music, art, and
theater programs. Students also
enjoy recreational activities. LA's
Best programs are staffed by profes-
sionals with the aid of volunteers,
including older students and com-
munity members.

What is unusual about the pro-
gram is the source of public funds:
a $2 million grant from the Corn -
mu nity Redevelopment Agency,
using funds generated from com-
mercial development. Public funds
have been supplementr, '/ private
contributions.
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"There are shockingly few mi-
nority faculty in this country to
serve as models for both minority
and majority students."

Bernard Harleston, President. City
College of NY, QEM Project Hear-
ings, New York. February, 1988

supportive of their career aspirations in science, literature, the am, and in
education. These students will find living and learning environments that are
supportive and friendly, and a climate in which racist, sexist, and other dis-
paraging attitudes arc not tolerated.

One of the most important aspects of this learning environment is that it
will avoid early tracking and other practices that ultimately limit the intellec-
tual choices available to minorities at a very early age. A world-class school sys-
tem keeps the options open for students at every stage in the learning cycle.

These students of the future will find it difficult to imagine the world of
prejudice, crime, and violence their parents and grandparents feared they might
inherit. Their futures will be bright, for they will be disciplined, hard-working,
and eager to learn. They will feel confident that they will be judged on the
quality of their workand not on their skin color or background.

This vision can be real if America RCM h will not be easy to attain, but it
is within reach. It must stem from an equitable and accessible educational sys-
tem and from the improved social and economic policies resulting from a bet-
ter educated populace. It must build upon successful programs already in place,
upon other initiatives already on the drawing board, and upon ideas not yet
imagined. But most essential, it requires a strong consensus within minority
and nonminority communities that quality education for minorities is critical
to America's continuing prosperity and international leadership.

RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING
QUALITY EDUCATION FOR MINORITIES

By the year 2000, we believe it is possible to have in place an educational
system that will deliver quality education to minority youth. Such a system
can be achieved if we act now, if we reallocate some existing resources as well
as invest new money now, and if we coalesce around a set of national goals
for the education of minorities now.

Fundamental to bringing about the changes we advocate are the total restruc-
turing of schools and the marshalling of energy and resources of various organi-
zations, agencies, and communities toward the provision of quality education
for minorities.

Within the framework of restructured schools, we present a set of six national
goals and strategics for achieving each of them, and we provide summary descrip-
tions of the roles of various institutions and individuals in carrying out these
strategies and bringing about lasting change. We end with estimates of costs
for implementing various strategies recommended in our Plan.

GOAL 1
Ensure that minority students start school prepared to learn.

ACCOMPLISHING GOAL 1:
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR PRE-SCHOOL YEARS

Increase participation in the Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) Program
so that by 1995 all the eligible participants are provided support.



Double the participation in child nutrition programs.

Increase federal and state funding for child care programs to cover a 100
percent participation rate of pre-schoolers with moths on welfare or for
working mothers whose inconx is 150 percent of the poverty line.

Increase enrollment in Head Start incrementally over the next five years to
cover 100 permit of the eligible population by 1995.
Invest in new approaches to easing and strengthening the home-to-school
transition.

DISCUSSION: PRE-SCHOOL YEARS

The gap that produces fewer minority graduates from high schools, colleges,
and graduate schools often begins before birth, with poorly nourished mothers
who lack medical care. Some pre-school children do not receive the attention
and Stimulation they need as a foundation for intellectual curiosity and develop-
ment. The Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and Chil-
dren (WIC), a federal program that addresses this problem, costs only $118
for each full-weight baby born at term, but currently reaches only half of those
eligible.

Compelling evidence indicates that youngsters with the benefit of compre-
hensive pre-school services are much more likely than their peers to persist
through high school graduation. Detailed studies of the Early Training Project,
the Perry Pre-school Project, and other programs show that children enrolled
in quality pre-school programs are more likely to complete high school, attend
college, and hold a job, and are less likely to be on public assistance.

However, poor children are less likely to be enrolled in such programs: in
1986, according to the Children's Defense Fund, fewer than 40 percent of four-
yeas-olds from families with incomes below $ i0,000 annually were enrolled
in pre-school, while two-thirds of four-year-olds from families with incomes
above $35,000 were in pre-school. Head Start is a federal program that pro-
vides such pre-school opportunities to three- and four-year-old low-income chil-
dren. Despite the national consensus on the importance of Head Stan, cur-
rent funding is only adequate to support about one-third of the children eligible
for its services. We seem to lack the national will to do what is clearly in the
children's or the country's best interest.

Of critical importance is the involvement of parents in the education of their
children and the assurance that the interests of children are central to the school's
agenda. To help secure a smooth home-to-school transition, and to provide
on-site advocates for the interests of chilclien, we endorse the recommenda-
tion of the National Association of State Boards of Education for a "restruc-
tured approach to schooling" for four- to eight-year olds (pre-K to grade 2).
We support their call for the creation of special units within schools to serve
these children and their parents. These units would ensure that practices and
activities in school are appropriate for young children and would actively work
with parents during these critical years in their children's development.
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Ensure that the academk xhievement of minority youth is at a level
that will enable them, upon graduation from high school, to enter
the workforce or college fully prepared to be successful and not in
need of remediation.

ACCOMPLISHING GOAL 2:
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL YEARS

Eliminate ability grouping and age-grading in the elementary grades.
Establish elementary core competencies, including computer literacy.

Ina ease funding of Chapter 1 programs so that by 1995 all eligible children
are covered.

Provide access to quality health education by the third grade.

Actively promote and support the learning of at least two languages by each
child.

Enlist the cooperation of the media, particularly commercial television and
its advertisers, in efforts to ensure that after school programming is educa-
tional and intellectually stimulating.

Extend the sdu.al day and year to minimize summer loss and maximize
exposure to mathematics and science.

DISCUSSION: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL YEARS

Many alert and curious minority youngsters arrive in kindergarten eager to
learn, yet are channelled into school structures that sap their curiosity and numb
their minds. By third grade, they begin to fall behind and may be at a grave
disadvantage educationally before they leave elementary school.

Eliminate ability grouping and age-grading in the elementary grades. The deci-
sion about how to track a new student rarely takes more than a week; the damage
lasts a lifetime. School boards should require principals and teachers to address
differential rates of preparation for learning by such techniques as flexible pacing
and cooperative learning, not by segregating students according to the
criteria of preconceived expectations and often suspect tests. Equally impor-
tant, we believe that restructutd elementary schools should start from the propo-
sition that age-grading is entirely inappropriate in the early years of schooling.
We are convinced that student progress should be governed by skill-grading,
a system under which student mastery of specific skills, or combination of skills,
would permit them to advance. This approach lends itself particularly well to
cooperative learning and team teaching.

Establish elementary core competencies. Every state should develop criteria for
core competencies for all elementary school children in basic skills (reading,
computing, and communicating) and higher-order cognitive skills (analysis,
synthesis, evaluation, and problem framing). The state should mandate that
local boards incorporate these criteria into grade school curriculum development,



promotion standards, and school evaluations.

Increase funding of Chapter I programs so that by 1995 all eligible children
are covered. Programs established under Chapter 1 of the Elementary and Secon-
dary Education Act, which provides federal funding to schools with large num-
bers of low-income and minority students, repeatedly have demonstrated effec-
tiveness in raising achievement levels of such youngsters. Gains in reading and
mathematics of up to 12 months in the 8-month school year are common.
Unfortunately, only about 40 percent of children eligible for Chapter I services
now receive them and funding is rarely sufficient at the local level to provide
summer enrichment programming to cover the period when many minority
youngsters lase the ground they gain during the regular school year. We endorse
the proposals of the National Center on Education and the Economy to allow
greater flexibility in the use of Chapter I funds by schools, including the strong
caveat that such flexibility must be accompanied by standards of accountability
based upon the performance of minority students.

Provide access to quality health education by the third grade. Minority youth
in particular need early and realistic health education because of the health
risks often found in urban or low-irkonle areas. Health education in the elemen-
tary years should focus on regular exercise, bask safety, basic nutrition and
hygiene, and on introducing children to the dangers of drug and alcohol abuse.

Actively promote and support the learning of at least two languages by each
child. Foreign languages should be introduced to English-speaking children
as early as the third grade, and we believe that every child should be proficient
in at least two languages. In schools with students from more than one lan-
guage background, bilingual parents and community members should be used
as teachers' assistants.

Enlist the cooperation of the media, particularly commercial television and
its advertisers, in efforts to ensure that after-school programming is educational
and intellectually stimulating. During the two-hour slot after school (3:00 to
5:00 p.m. ), stations should be strongly urged to air such programs asReading
Rainbow, Sesame Sheet, 3-2-1 Contact, and Square One to reinforce and
supplement classroom instruction as well as provide a much needed alterna-
tive to unsupervised play. Stations might also use that time period for tele-
vised homework assistance or foreign language study.

Extend the school day and year to minimize summer loss and maximize exposure
to mathematics and scktur. The evidence seems clear that many minority youth
begin to fall behind by the third or fourth grade due to the cumulative effect
of low espectations, inadequate preparation at home, language or cultural differ-
fr firs, and, most notably, summer learning losses. We propose an 11-month
school year for all children, but especially minority children, at least every three
years, to enable students tc. stay on grade level and pursue their learning interests.
We further recommend that a longer school day of at least 1.5 hours be available
to provide reinforcing experiences to students and to ease the burden on working
parents and single-parent families. After the completion of "regular" classes,
we must make supervised and enriching activities available to minority youth,
staffed through the use of parents, community and business organizations,

6.
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The Higher Education
Infornution Center

"Higher education is within
your teach." That is the message
of the Higher Education Infonna-
tion Center, helping young people
in Massachusetts overcome the
inforrnation barrier that so often
sands between them and their col-
lege dreams.

Many urban youngsters lack
access to the knowledge they need
about what courses they must take
to be prepared for college, what
they must do to apply and be ad-
mitted to college, or even what
their college options might be.

Visitors to the Center have access
to counselors, as well as college
videos and computerized college
databases. Students receive help in
selecting colleges and careers, and
get assistance in identifying sources
of financial aid and filling out
forms. Staff have developed the
Boston Youth Outreach and State-
wide Youth Educational Awareness
programs. The Center also sponsors
a toll -free telephone hotline pro-
viding career. educational, and
financial aid information.
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and business organizations, and volunteers, and also through the use of minority
paraprofessionals trained by schools and patterned after the experience of the
Head Start Program in employing low-income mothers as aides. Reduced
summer vacation plans and lack of air conditioning should not be allowed to
stand in the way of an extended school year nor should unfounded worries
about "more of the same" prevent providing enriching hands-on experiences
and extra-curricular activities through an extended day.

ACCOMPLISHING GOAL 2:
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR THE MIDDLE YEARS

Create small learning communities.

Staff middle schools with teachers and administrators who are experts in
adolescent development.

Reengage families and the community with the middle schools in the edu-
cation of young adolescents.

Stimulate and nourish positive values.

Implement the science curriculum reforms recommended by the National
Science Teachers Association and The Human Biology Project beginning
at least by grade 7, as well as the recommendations of Project 2061 and the
curriculum standards in mathematics advocated by the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics for K-12.

MAke college and career options known to children beginning in the middle
school years.

Extend the Talent Search component of the TRIO Programs to the middle
years.

Promote schools-within-schools, career academies, and alternative prepara-
tory academies.

DISCUSSION: THE MIDDLE YEARS

We must create middle schools that allow 12-to-15 year-olds to use the period
of adolescence as a staging area for intellectual and social maturation. As the
Carnegie Council for Adolescent Development made dear in its report, Turning
Points, the long-neglected middle school years are of immense importance to
all youth, but especially so to minority youngsters. In the smaller, restructured
schools recommended by the Council, minority students would have the oppor-
tunity to establish key relationships with teachers and other adults who can
help the youngsters foster belief in their own potential as well as in the value
of education itself. Of particular importance to minority youth are recommen-
dations regarding restructuring, staffing, and family participation in schools.

Create small learning communities. It is essential to create learning environ-
ments that encourage intellectual growth and personal maturation in an
atmosphere of respect for peers and adults. Schools-within-schools, teacher-
student "families" bound together through several grades, cooperative learn-
ing, peer tutoring, and the elimination of tracking all provide a structure of
stability necessary to adolescents.

Staff mkIdle schoats with teachers and administrators who are experts in adolescent



development. Middle school students are not taller versions of elementary chil-
dren or shorter versions of high school students. They are a distinct population
with their own diaracteristics and needs. We urge the Naional Bard for Profes-
sional Teaching Standards to develop a national model for teacher certification
in the middle schools. Such a model can serve as a guide to strengthen the
preparation of middle school teachers and hold out middle school teaching as a
professional specialization, focusing the attention of the entire educational com-
munity on the importance of these crucial years for development and pedagogy.

Reengage families and the community with the middle schools in the educa-
tion of young adolescents. We urge health care professionals, the private sector,
and community organizations to strengthen their engagement with the middle
schools to reduce life-threatening and unhealthy behavior, to offer out-of school
learning opportunities, and to support the learning process at home. In partic-
ular, we believe that parental support efforts such as those offered by the Qual-
ity Education Project in California offer promising avenues for increasing parental
involvement with their children's education. In this program, parents agree,
through written contracts, to see that their children arrive to school on time
properly clothed and fed, to set aside a specific space in the home where home-
work is done each day, and to monitor their children's progress in school.

!ate and nourkh positive values. Every middle school student should learn,
h -egular courses and in special programs, to resolve differences without
rte.: is to violence, to respect the rights of others, to work together in groups,
and to value oneself. Too many students live under circumstances where vio-
lence is the main method used to resolve differences, gangs are the major sup-
port groups, and pregnancy is seen as the way to get affection.

Implement die trimce curriculum reform re commended by the National Science
Teachers Association (NSTA), and the Human Biology Project, beginning in
grad 7, as well as the recommendations of Project 2061 and the curriculum
standards in mathematics recommended by the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics (NCTM) for grades K-12. The NSTA reforms, the Human
Biology Project, and Project 2061 all involve a new approach to the teaching
of science. Rather than the traditional sequence of courses, all taught in isola-
tion from each other and from the immediate experience of students, these
curricula now in development attempt to integrate science fields with each other
and with the world familiar to the student. Through an integrated approach,
through hands-on experiments and experiences, and by making an explicit
connection between science and familiar events, such as the physical changes
associated with puberty, these curricula better enable students to understand
and use scientific principles. This is especially important for minority students,
who are less likely to have access to role models in science or out-of-school science
experiences, and are more likely to be tracked out of traditional science courses.
The reforms proposed by NSTA would extend the teaching of Biology, Chemis-
try, Physics, and Earth/Space Science across grades 7-12, with emphasis span-
ning from descriptive and phenomenological, to empirical and semi-
quantitative, to theoretical and abstract. Among the many changes in the NCTM
reforms of mathematics would be a major shift in emphasis away from rote
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Parents Making a Difference

To motivate Black children to
aim for college, the most convinc-
ing proponents can be family
members and friends. Integrating
parents into the process is the key
to the Saturday Academy at the
University of California at Irvine.
Established in 1985, the Saturday
Academy takes Orange County
children and gives them supple-
mental coaching using faculty from
UC Irvine. The unique aspect? Par-
ents must attend half the sessions.

The Cgifomia Quality Educatice
Project, funded by private founda-
tions, adopts a similar strategy.
With 100,000 students in 16 dis-
tricts, QEP asks parents to pledge
they will set aside study time at
home, get their children to school
on time, read to children every day,
attend back-to-school nights, and
attend parent-teacher conferences.

QEM Project Hearings,
Los Angeles, June, 1
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Central Park School:
Small is Beautiful

Central Park School is located in
New York City's EMI Harlem. It is
based an the alternative education
philosophy of Theodore rizer which
calls for a smaller school size to
allow for greater personal contact
between teacher and student. The
sr: ool was initiated in 1974 by
Deborah Meier, the current prin-
cipal, and is affiliated with the
Coalition of Essential Schools.

The school's aim is to "give
teachers time to get to know each
student and time to tailor the
instructional program for each

Teachers collectively
make decisions on the students'
standards of performance and style
of pedagogy. Teachers also develop
the omiculurn for the entire school.

Parental involvement is a key
component. Patents are involved in
a variety of areas including school
operation, curricularn develop.
ment, and special projects. Com-
munity seamier is required of stu-
dents. In 1987, the student popu-
lation was comprised of 25 percent
White and Asian students, 30 per-
cent Hipanic, and 45 percent Black
students. Me dropout rate in the
Central Park School was 3.1 percent
in 1987, which contrasts to the
more than 70 percent rate fo' His-

\ panics and Blacks city-wide.

to active problem solving by students, the understanding of underlying
concepts, the use of tools such as calculators and computers, and the applica-
tion of mathematical disciplines to real life situations.

Make college and career options known to children beginning in the middle
schools. Students and their families need information about college or careers
before students enter high school. Without extensive educational experience
it is difficult for families to understand not only the range of college or career
options open to children but, in addition, how to prepare for those options.
Few counselors have training in pre-college issues, even at the high school level,
and less so in the middle school years, and yet course decisions made as early
as the 8th grade can have a permanent effect on the child's college and career
prospects. This is further aggravated when there is a language gap between
the counselor and the student; school districts must increase the number of
bilingual and culturally sensitive counselors. We urge new linkages between
middle schools and colleges, expanding upon the work already initiated by
The College Board, the National Association of College Admissions Counselors,
and others, to offer college counseling that helps 8th and 9th graders keep
their options open. Where possible, neighboring colleges should set up offices
at school sites to ensure that students are aware of college entrance require-
mans. Similarly, we urge that local private industry councils and business groups
develop career counseling programs for the middle schools that help orient
students and teachers to the academic skills needed in the job market.

Extend the Talent Search component of the TRIO Programs into the middle
schools. The objective of the Talent Search is to identify, encourage, and help
able students and their families become aware of educational opportunities
at the postsecondary level. Talent Search's track record of placing 75-85 per-
cent of its high school seniors into postsecondary education demonstrates its
effectiveness. By intervening even earlier, many students can be reached who
otherwise may drop out before reaching senior high school or who may not
select appropriate courses to enable them to attend college.

Promote schools-within-schools, career academies, and alternative preparatory
academies. The concept of school as a special "place" is fundamental to what
is known as the "effective schools" movement, but too often special schools
are limited to magnet schools that serve only a small number of gifted young-
sters. Ultimately, every child should have the opportunity to attend a school
that has a special sense of place, or mission. In the meantime, we recommend
that every school develop a smaller academyprogram, with the goal ofmaking
the special program available to all students. These should not be special aca-
demic trackswe do not believe in tracks. Rather, our vision is based on the
school-within-a-school concept pioneered so successfully by the Coalition for
Essential Schools and the career academies that are in place in California and
other states. Such smaller units promote student pride and participation, but
also family and community involvement it. schools. Career academies, in which
students get work experience as well as coursework that draws upon a particu-
lar vocation, such as communications, computers, or teaching, help provide
the .nd of "real-world" experiences students need to better appreciate the
education they are receiving.



These schools-within-schools are part ofa larger continuum of special programs
that give students learning experiences outside, and in addition to, the tradi-
tional classroom structure. We also recommend that colleges and schools col-
laborate to provide Saturday academics and summer programs that provide
hands-on science, mathematics, and culturally reinforcing experiences. These
are the experiences, supplemental to what takes place in most schools, that
can excite a love of learning and a sense of a one's potential and how it can
be expressed through academics.

Further along that continuum is another kind of academypublicor private
preparatory academies at the pre-college level. These academies, which were
in place in the Black community before Brown v. Board of Education, could
provide access to high-quality education in an environment where academic
excellence is expected of all students, where the cultural heritage and language
of all children are cherished and integrated into the entire curriculum, where
students can be safe and secure, and where low-income and minority youth
can pursue intellectual pursuits in the same way that their more affluent peers
now do at preparatory schools. While the primary focus for reform should reside
in the public schools, and while we do not argue that such academies are
appropriate for all minority youth, we do believe that such schools should be
available to students of all talents and abilities as one alternative to the present
school system.

ACCOMPLISHING GOAL 2:
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL YEARS

Replace the general track curriculum in high school with a core academic
curriculum that will prepare students for college or the workplace.
Develop clear expectations for student learning.

Require participation in community service programs for high school
graduation.

Institute peer and cross-age tutoring programs.

Provide on-site health service, ad strengthen health education.
Focus on life skills.

Increase the number and quality of counselors, including bilingual coun-
selors, available to students in ptedominandy minority schools.

DISCUSSION: THE HIGH SCHOOL YEARS

Replace the general track curriculum in high school with a core academic cur-
riculum to prepare students for college or the workplace. To keep students'
options open, every middle school student should arrive in high school having
taken algebra. On a larger scale we strongly support the development ofa core
academic curriculum for middle mid senior high school students that prepares
all students for college or a meaningful career. To ensure that minority youth
find their own voice and culture represented in the curricula, the local corn-
munittes must be closely involved in the development of whatever courses are
adopted for a particular school. Working together, representatives of the local
community, business, higher education, and ethnic orgaaizations in each area
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West Philadelphia
Improvomit Corps

The West Philadelphia Improve-
ment Corps (WEPIC) is a "school -
based neighborhood and school
revitalization movement" concep-
tualized at the University of Penn-
sylvania and involving West Phila-
delphia public schools. The pm-
gram began in 1985 and currently
involves six public schools and more
than four hundred children. The
program's aim is to integrate the
irseatth, teaching, and severe mis-
sion of the university with the
educational, social and economic
needs of the community.

WEPIC began as a summer pro-
gram involving children from
William Cullen Bryant Elementary
School and concentrated on paint-
ing a mural, planting trees, and
cleaning up the area. Since then the
program has grown to include
junior high and high school stu-
dents and has become a year-round
ptc,ram. Its activities involve school
children, parents, and community
members in landscaping, housing
rehabilitation, construction work,
work with the elderly, computer
workshops, and many other com-
munity projects.

Recent activities include the
opening of one of the schools for
18 hours, seven days a week; and
establishment of a clay care center.

The WEPIC approach is cur-
rently being expanded throughout
Philadelphia and the Delawatr
Valley.
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Valued Youth Helping Each Other

The Valued Youth Partnership
is a comprehensive peer-tutoring
project conducted in San Antonio,
Texas by the Intercultural Devdop-
ment Resaarh Association (IDRA).
The project employs three concur-
rent strategies: cross-age tutoring,
structural learning experiences
through small group course work.
and the utilization of successful
minority adult role models.

The project was implemented in
five school districts in San Antonio
between 1984 and 1988. The pro-
gran uses as flaws 525 low-income,
Hispanic middle and high school
students who were at a high risk of
dropping out. They tutored 1,575
elementary students.

The results have shown a decline
in the rate of absenteeism and dis-
ciplinary action referrals, and an
improvement in self-concept. In
school distrkts with over 40 percent
dropout rates, dropouts of high-risk
students declined to an average of
2.5 percent during thew four years.
In 1989, the dropout tate among
the tutors fell to ::ero.

or *et can develop guidelines with reachets and administrators to ensure
that what youth are taught not only prepares them for work and college, but
also to be proud members of theirown community. These requirements must
be revisited periodically to adjust to changes in college admissions requirements
as well as the needs of the labor market.

Develop dear expectations for student learning. Public schools should develop
with and disseminate to students and families a set of clear expectations for
student performance each year. These expectations should take the form of
unambiguous academic, behavioral, and extra- curricular goals, focusing on
learning, school citizenship, and participation in the life of the total school
community.

Require participation in community service programs for high school gradua-
tion. Community service programs, such as those found in the Atlanta school
district and the Central Park East distrkt in New York City, help students estab-
lish important and lasting links with their communities. provide them with
a stake in the success of community institutions, and provide community leaders
with a stake in the success of the schools.

Institute peer and cross-age tutoring programs. When college students tutor
high school students, and high school students tutor not only each other but
students younger than themselves, benefits accrue not only to the learner, but
to the teacher as well . The tutors learn the material more completely, of course,
but they also learn about their own abilities as teachers and as members of
a larger community. They serve as role models and, in turn, find their own
self-esteem bolstered. Every high school should establish peer and cross-age
tutoring programs with nearby colleges and middle and elementary schools.

Provide cm-site health services and strengthen health education. There are no
easy responses to the drug and alcohol problems affecting many youth today,
nor are there simple ways to slow down the occurrence of teenage pregnancy.
What we do know is that there are several effective strategies that can help.
These begin with education in school on drugs and sexual behavior. A surpris-
ing number of children simply do not have adequate information on the impli-
cations of sexual behavior or contraception, for example, or on the effect of
drugs upon their bodies. Nor do they have adequate information about nutri-
tion. Communities cannot assume that families are able to impart this kind
of knowledge. Second, successful strategies must provide children with real
economic alternatives to the drug trade and emotional alternatives to pregnancy.
Other strategies, such as the declaration of "drug-free zones" around schools
may have promise, but little evidence is in place to judge their effectiveness.
More gcnerally, to fulfill their academic mission effectively, schools must address
the human service needs of students. The widespread implementation of school-
linked services has monsuated the positive impact that such efforts can have
on academic adIA. ment.

Focus on life skills. Secondary schools should provide training in "life skills"
such as formulating good work habits, interaction with public agencies, job
hunting, appropriate dress and behavior for the workplace, how to work in
a team, how to complete applications and follow instructions, and how to look



for meaningful employment where growth and development are possible. Many
of these skills, as well as useful career experience, can be gained through appren-
ticeship programs, described later.

Increase the number and quality of counselors, including bilingual counselca,
available to students in predominantly minority schools. The availability of
trained school counselors is critically important to the academic success of
minority students, and the education reforms recommended in this Plan and
by others will make the counseling role even more important in the future.
Yet minority students are least likely to receive goodand sometimes any
counseling and are most vulnerable to its absence.

Affluent students can rely upon the educational experiences of their parents,
older siblings, or relatives to help steer them through the complex options avail-
able to them in high school and the increasingly long-term decisions required
to take advantage of college or career opportunities. They are ready to make
the course selections in middle school that will determine their college eligi-
bility; they ate aware of the college admissions process and are ready for stan-
dardized tests, applications, and interviews; they have access to information
about financial aid; and they likely have visited colleges or already have attach-
ments to the colleges their parents attended. Minority students are much less
likely to have family resources available to help guide them through these deci-
sions, or even to make them aware of these decisions.

The College Board's Commission on Pre-college Guidance and Counseling
found in 1986 that in urban school districts as many as 700 students were assigned
to each counselor. Not only are these counselors overwhelmed by the number
of students they must serve, they are frequently hampered by a virtual absence
of formal training in pre-college issues. A survey of counselor education pro-
grams by the National Association of College Admissions Counselors found
that only 4 in 125 college programs offered courses in pre-college guidance,
and two of these courses were offered only in the summer.

While there is no simple formula for determining the number of counselors
that should be available for students, a guideline in this area seems clear: we
must equalize distribution of counselors and counseling resources so that the
counselor to student ratio in predominantly minority urban schools is at least
equal to, if nor greater than, the ratio in more affluent suburban schools. Coun-
selors not only can offer college services but can be an invaluable help to stu-
dents having to cope with family problems, peer pressure to use drugs and
join gangs, and neighborhood violence.

GOAL 3
Significantly increase the participation of minority students in higher
education with a special emphasis on the study of mathem.racs,
science, and engineering.

ACCOMPLISHING GOAL 3:
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR P-GHER EDUCATION

Revise federal student aid formulas to increase me proportice tAi grants to loans.
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Linking up with Colleges

Despite progress. a major chal-
lenge for educators remains con-
vincing minority students to con-
sider college as an option. The
Comprehensive Mathematics and
Science Program (CMSP) at
Columbia University, in operation
for 13 ran, has proven that the pri-
vate sector, working with high
schools, can vastly improve minor-

ity NosPert5.
Serving 3,500 mostly Black and

Hispanic students in six New York
City high schools and three high
schools in Fulton County, Georgia.
the Trograrn randomly selects ninth
graders to participate in CMSP.
There arc no special selection
criteria. The students are linked
through an enrichment program
with college professors and high
school teachers, and a major goal
is to ensure that they have access to
the matlxxnatics and science mums
needed as college prerequisites.

According to Gil Lopez, direc-
tor of the program, participants
perform much better on the New
York Regents examination than
non-participants. More important,
participants are 50 percent more
likely to finish high school.

QEM Project Hearings, New
York. February, 1988

Offer a six-week summer science residential program for at least 50 minority
high school juniors on each college and university campus.

Increase support for predominantly minority institutions that produce
mathematics and science graduates.

Expand the concept of affimsauve action to include outreach efforts at the
pre-college level.

Intensify minority student recruitment.

Improve the camps racial climate.
Create minority enrollment incentives.

Link salary and promotion decisions to effectiveness in facilitating the gradu-
ation of minority students.

Improve minority faculty recruitment and retention.

Clarify and enforce articulation agreements between community colleges
and four-year colleges and universities.

Actively support mathematics and science-based career choices by minority
students.

Encourage more minority students to take advar led placement examinations.

Form institutional consortia.

Involve the private sector.

Modify institutional accreditation criteria to include an assessment of institu-
tional climate for minority students.

Offer optional 13th year programs on college campuses.

Fund residential summer science academies through the National Science
Foundation and the Department of Energy for students in grades 7-12.

DISCUSSION: HIGHER EDUCATION

Revise federal student aid formulas. Federal officials must correct the imbalance
that has developed in the last decade between grants and loans. Loan subsi-
dies now consume over 50 percent of the total federal funds available for stu-
dent financial assistance, some of it to the benefit of relatively affluent fami-
lies. The growth of Pell Grants and Basic Educational Opportunity Grants is
severely constrained by the pressure of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
There is strong evidence that reduced student aid has been a factor in the declin-
ing college enrollment during the 1980s. A dollar cap should be placed on
total federal expenditures for loan subsidies, allowing increases in student aid
to be devoted to grant programs.

At the same time, student aid policy should direct grant funds to low- income
and minority students L their first two years of a four-year institution, while
reserving loan funds for the last two years. Such a policy would bring the costs
of attendance at four-year institutions in the .irst two years into line with the
generally lower costs of attending community colleges, and encourage
more minority students to consider pursuing hccalautrate an other advanced
degrees.

Offer a six-week summer science residential program for at least 50 minority



high school juniors on each college and university campus. To allow high school
students to experience life on a college campus and also to strengthen their
backgrounds in mathematics, science, writing, and the humanities, every college
should offer a summer program for a group of minority high school juniors.
These students should be strongly encouraged to apply for admission at that
colleTe, with the host college or university offering scholarships to promising
summer participants.

Increase support for predominantly minority institutions that produce
mathematics and science graduates. The National Science Foundation should
support predominantly minority institutions that have a track record of produc-
ing minority students in mathematics and science at the baccalaureate levels
or minority students who successfully transfer to baccalaureate-granting insti-
tutions in these areas. Funds could be used for recruitment and development
of minority faculty, outreach into local communities to nurture minority high
school students interested in science, and scholarships and paid research oppor-
tunities for minority undergraduates.

Expand the concept of affirmative action to incluck outreach efforts at the pre-
clege level. The definition of "affirmative action" should be expanded to
include outreach efforts to increase the pool of minority students prepared to
enter college. Other efforts should include establishing formal mechanisms
that will allow for intellectual interactions between college faculty and teachers
in local predominantly minority schools. Such a mechanism might include an
institutional presence at the school site, plating a college counselor there, offering
minkotuses for high school science and mathematics teachers, or underPraduate
tutorial services available to high school students.

Intensify minority student reauitment. Every college should intens fit-

ment efforts in minority and low-income communities and consider . sting,
where necessary, summer transition programs to smooth the educational path
of those minority youth who have been inadequately served by the educational
process.

Improve the campus racial climate. Every college and university in the country
should fumly address issues of race relations on their campus. This might be
done through courses on, for example, the History of Slavery and Reconstruc-
tion in the United States, as well as on topics of historical significance to Hispanics
and American Indians. Whatever steps are taken, they must not be fragmented
or shunted aside to minority-focused offices or studies. Teaching throughout
the academy must be sensitive to minority concerns and achievements. More-
over, trustees, administrators, faculties, and student leaders must make it clear
that racial intimidation has no place on campus. Institutions must establish
well- defined grievance procedures, and must respond swiftly, fairly, and deci-
sively to all allegations of racist behavior. The tone must be set by the president
and chief academic officer, and faculty must have high expectations of minority
students, and challenge, encourage, and motivate them as with nonminority
students.

Create minority enrollment incentives. While we believe that most college and
university faculty and administrators would follow these guidelines enthu.siasti-
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A Leg-up on Science

How can underrepresented
minorities take their rightful place
in the science and technical profes-
sions? The Mathematics Engineer-
ing Science Achievement (MESA)
program is attempting to make it
happen at 35 university campuses
throughout California. With each
site staffed by professional wreath
officers, about 5,000 studens are
now enrolled in MESA's pre-!
program; 2,800 are in its minority
engineering program. MESA boasts
a phenomenal success rate: About
90 percent seniors enrolled in
MESA go on to college, the vast
majority to four-year institutions.

MESA's Richard Santee attrib-
utes the program's success to part-
nerships between people and insti-
tutions. First, MESA ; -: structured
so that teachers. engineering faulty,
business people, and administra-
tors share in the program's owner-
ship and its achievements. Second,
the state and industry are partners,
with every dollar raised from pri-
vate sources matched by two state
dollars.

QEM Project Hearings, Los
Angeles, June, 1988
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Stand and Deliver: The Sequel

Two years ago, the nation be-
came acquainted with mathematics
teacher Jaime Fsadantr through
the film, Saavi oral Deliver, which
dramatiztd the success of Escalate
and his colleagues at Garfield High
School in Los Angeles since 1979 in
coaching inner-city students to take
the Advanced Placement calculus
exam. The newest evidence of the
success of Garfield's math and
science program is a $457,000 grant
from the National Science Fonda-
dm to allow about 560 predomi-
nantly Hispanic students to anend
accelerated classes at East Los
Angeles College and provide min-
im for secondary and elementary
teachers in Escalante's methods.
The Escalante equation: "Demi-
natixt + Discipline + Hard Work
= Success." According to the
Bolivian "Success is a vic-
tory. h is a big bonus to your com-
munity, to your school, and to your
last name."

Although most of the students
are from poor families in which
neither parent has a high school
diploma, about 140 students from
Garfield High School, where
Escalante teaches. took the Ad-
vanced Placement calculus test this
year. That was a reaxd for both the
school and Las Angeles, but Na-
tional Seknce Foundation Assistant
DittaOr Bassani Shakhashiri hopes
that the Escalante program will pro-
vide a model for improving minor-
ity opponunmes nationwide. "The
East Los Angeles area is typical of
fertile ground that must be culti-
vated if the United States is to con-
tinue at the forefront of science and
technology," he says.

--Easiseetiv rawer, August, 1989
Wasliwgion Post Aux 25,1989

oily, we also believe that we must institute new incentives to encourage institu-
tional as well as personal changes. To begin, state legislatures should devise
funding formulas to reward institutions that are successful in enrolling and
graduating minority =dear, in proportions equal to or greater than the minority
college-age population of the state.

Link salary and promotion ckcisions to effectiveness in facilitating the gradua-
tion of minority students. The present absence of incentives for faculty to pm-
mote the retention and graduation of minority students has contributed to
the present problem. To reverse this situation, fundamental changes must be
initiated to create the necessary incentives that will encourage minority and
nonminority faculty to assume greater responsibility for the progress of minority
students. Two key areas that have great potential are salary and promotion
decisions. The careful linking of decisions in these two areas to the production
of minority students (or other related outcomes) has great promise for increas-
ing the pool of minority college graduates.

Improve minority faculty recruitment and retention. Collaborative arrange-
ments involving majority and minority institutions should be created that will
have as their goal the identification, nurturing, and graduation of talented
minority undergraduates through the doctoral degree. Such efforts would be
concrete ways of addressing the small pool of minority faculty, especially in
science and engineering fields. New, comprehensive reward structures should
be developed by colleges and universities to encourage the recruitment and
retention of minority graduate students and faculty, with a view to increasing
the number of positive role models for undergraduates.

Clarify and enforce articulation agreements. The largest untapped reservoir
of potential college baccalaureates is in community colleges. Transfer rates,
however, are low, and many of those who do transfer fail to graduate. Transfer
agreements between community colleges and four-year institutions should be
more dear-cut and binding, and created with a particular view to easing the
transition of minority students between institutions. Each state must set numer-
ical goals for minority transfer students and then provide final ial incentives
to two- and four-year institutions which meet these standards.

In addition, transfer centers at community colleges must be put in place. We
recommend programs jointly funded by community college districts and regional
consortia of four-year colleges and universities to help guide potential transfer
students.

Actively promote mathematics and sciencecarnets. Preparation for baccalaureate
degrees in mathematics and science should include active promotion by col-
leges and private sector sponsors of science faits and competitions for high school
achievement. Awards, scholarships, summer institutes, and pan-time jobs
should be made available to encourage minority students to pursue degrees
in these fields.

Encourage participation in advanced pLeximent examinations. Additional
preparation can be achieved through acivt k emotion of college advanced place-
ment courses in mathematics and science at the high school level. The nationally



recognized work done by Jaime Escalante at Garfield High School in Los Angeles
with low-income Hispanic students is as, encouraging as it is instructive.

Form institutional consortia. Because Black and Hispanic youth live
predominantly in major urban areaswhich are also rich in institutions of higher
educationwe encourage college and university consortia to pool their resources
for counseling and tfailSi ion programs as an additional way of ensuring the
graduation from high school of minority students who can be successful at the
baccalaureate level.

Involve the private sector. Private companies should provide the services of
scientists, mathematicians, statisticians, and engineers, especially those who
are minorities, to area colleges and universities as tutors, mentors, science project
advisors, and faculty members. Local private laboratories can offer internships
for high school students and for undergraduates as an inducement to poten-
tial majors in the physical and life sciences and mathematics. Modest stipends,
tuition grants, and assistance with expenses can serve as additional inducements
to low-income students pursuing degrees in these areas.

Modify institutional accreditation criteria. Accreditation criteria should be modi-
fier' ,Ja encourage regional accreditation teams to pay at least as much atten-
tion to the number of and quality of life for minority students on campus as
the number and quality of books in the library. Sul criteria must include
the provision of a supportive and affirming climate for minority s,

Offer optional 13th year programs on college campuses. Middle Colicge High
School in Long Island, New York, with a predominantly minority student body,
is located on the campus of La Guardia Community College. Mission High
School in San Francisco brings in faculty from California State University at
San Francisco to teach college-credit classes for its predominantly Latino student
body. In both cases, students who might otherwise have little or no contact
with higher education find their horizons and options broadened by their
exposure to the college environment, and are more likely to attend college.
Drawing upon these models, we propose an optional 13th year of high school
spent at a college campus, sponsored jointly by colleges and by school districts,
which could serve as a powerful tool for increasing (chool graduation rates
while boosting the number of minority graduates wl . ,o on to college. The
optional 13th year could serve as a transition period for students needing to
boost their academic preparation before entering college full-time, benefit-
ring the many minority youngsters who graduate from inferior high schools,
ill-prepared to compete in college with peers of equal talent who benefited
from more rigorous pre-college training. The 13th year could serve the needs
of older students who have fallen behind due to tracking, the need to work,
or other concerns, and are embarrassed to be in school with students of a younger
age. It could also serve as the academic component of an apprenticeship pro-
gram, combining work and learning experiences_ Ideally, students participating
in the program would be eligible to attend the host college and would receive
assistance in the admissions and financial aid process, as well as in test-taking.

Fund residential summer science academies for students in grades 7-12. The
National Science Foundation and the Department of Energy should support
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Cakulus: A Critical Filter

U.C. Berkeley's Uri Treisrnan
was baffled in 1979 by an ines-
capable fact about freshman calcu-
lus: while one minority group---
Asians --- routinely excelled, another
groupBbwkshad the highest
rate of failure. This remained true
even for Blacks with high SAT
scores and low-income Asian
students.

To get at the reasons, Treismar.
began an 18-month examination of
the study habits of Black and
Chinese students in freshman
mathematics. He discovered that
none of the conventional explana-
tit vs for failure-- lower rnotivation,
poor preparation, the disadvantage
of poverty, unsupponive families--
was borne out. But a striking pat-
te:n emerged. Bkick students whose
self-reliance got than to college
were virtually isolated, studying
alone; Chinese students formed
study groups to solve problems
together.

Rejecting a remedial approach,
Treisman formed the Mathematics
Workshop. Black students in fresh-
man calculus classes are organized
into a study group, spending six
hours a week working on problems
Treisman constructs. A key factor
asking students to solve tough
problems. The workshop's effec-
tiveness is impressive. Failure rates
have dropped from 60 to 4 percent;
four times as many participants
earn degrees in math-based fields
as non-workshop Black students.

Variations of the workshop pro-
gram has spread throughout the
California system and to about 30
other universities. Ttrisman's prin-
ciples: 1) help minority students
excel; 2) emphasize collaboration
and small groups; 3) obtain faculty
sponsorship. His aim: To prepare
students "to replace us someday."
Charles Dana Foundation
Report. Spring, 1988
Ausetiaw &?tuolor, Spring, 1988
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the creation of summer residential science academies at institutions of higher
education for students in grades 7-12 beginning with 50 seventh and eighth
graders at each site in the first year, and expanding to 300 students in the steady
state with 50 new seventh graders joining returning students each summer.

If we are to increase significantly the number of minority students receiving
baccalaureate degrees in science and engineering, we must ensure that these
students pursue an academic cunicultnn that includes the sequence of geesnetty-
algebta-trigccometty and foundation courses in biology, chemistry, and physics.
Here the knowledge base is inescapably cumulative. If minority children are
to contribute to the nation's growth and success in these areas, special science-
oriented initiatives must be attempted at the pre-college level as a prerequisite
for increasing the number of science and engineering baccalaureates.

GOAL 4
Strengthen and inctrase the number of teachers ofainority students.

ACCOMPLISHING GOAL 4:
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR STRENGTHENING TEACHERS OF

MINORITY STUDENTS

Provide incentives for the best teachers to be available to the students who
need them the most.
Pay educators to work 12 months, and have them use that time to prepare
for and to deliver quality education to students.

Support and expand the efforts of predominantly minority institutions to
prepare teachers, including bilingual teachers.

Develop more creative recruitment and outreach programs for prospective
teachers.

Support alternative paths into teaching from other professions.
Create a National Merit Teaching Scholarship Program.

Develop loan forgiveness programs for high-atility minority students to attract
them to teaching.
Establish a national Doctoral Opportunities Program.

DISCUSSION: THE PRE-COLLEGE TEACHING WORKFORCE

A fundamental problem facing minority children is that they are dispropor-
tionately taught by the least experienced and least cpialifiecl teachers. Not only
is action needed to attract better prepared students into teaching, steps are
urgently needed to address the poor quality of many current teachers of minority
students.

At the very time minority enrollments in public school! are skyrocketing,
the number of minority teachers is on a downward spiral. In 1970, for exam-

"1:,k , 12 percent of the teaching force in our public schools was Blak k; by 1985
it was 8 percent, and most experts believe it will fall below 5 percent in the
next decade.



While experts continue to argue the causes, a crisis is developing. Students,
rarely seeing a minority teacher, may get the message that the authority, status,
and accomplishment of learning are largely the province of Whites. And many
nee minority students who will enter a society and wotitfotce with a ring propor-
tion of minorities will be denied the insight and knowledge they might have
acquired from minority teachers. This would be an unfortunate lesson for non-
minority and minority Americans alike. We must expand the pool of minority
teachers.

Provide incentives for the best teachers to be available to the students who
need them the mist. The Council of Great City Schools in a recent study found
that teacher shortages are four times higher in urban areas than in other areas
of the country. Among the reasons teachers leave urban schools are substandard
facilities, overstretched resources, students with profound needs, and numer-
ous social problems outside the school the Council recommends decent salaries,
improved wIrking conditions, pna' ssional respect and support, a collegial
atmosphere, adequate resources, and a good principal as conditions necessary
to attract and retain urban school teachers. In addition, we propose that dis-
tricts establish a system of incentives that provide the greatest rewards --both
financial and in terms of status and authorityto teachers who work in the
lowest-achieving school districts. The emphasis would be on "value-added"
performance, so that the best teachers, who can have the greatest and fastest
impact on youth, would have the most incentive to work at the urban schools
with the lowest-achieving students.

Pay educators to work 12 months, and have them use that additional time
to prepare for and to deliver quality education to students. Presently, most
teachers are far too overburdened with paperwork and other obligations to meet
the vastly expanded needs of the restructured school. To meet with parents
takes time, as does the training necessary to be effective. To learn Spanish to
communicate with Puerto Rican or Mexican American youth is critical in many
areas for White teachers, but many find it difficult to carve out time to master
this new skill given competing demands. All teachers, regardless of race or ethnic
background, need to work on multicultural curricula and pedagogy to be more
effective. All of this requires training and, most importantly, time. But time
is the most precious and least available rerurce for a teacher.
We believe that the answer to this problem stems from a new approach to the
growing effort to recognize teaching as a profession. As teachers negotiate con-
tracts to be paid as professionals. we believe that this obligation should extend
not for nine months, as at present, but for 12 months, including vacation,
as for other professionals. We also believe that this should be optional, as many
teachers do pursue other interests in the summers; teachers should have the
option of more financial compensation for a longer work year. We would hope
that most if not all teachers will choose this option for, with this time, teachers
can keep current in their fields and our youngsters will be better educated.

The summer period can be used for teaching, language training, multicultural
curriculum development, workshops offered by other teachers, community
wont, parental education, or training for certification as a master teacher. Courses
to help teachers gain confidence and comfort in mathematics and science can
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Mathematics and Science
Educitim Nerwcmk (MSEN)

The MSEN Pre-college Program
in North Carolina has, as its pri-
mary goal, to increase the number
of underrepresented minority stu-
dents who pursue mathematics- or
science-based fields of study at the
university level by providing them
with cigorous academic enrichment
activities in the sixth through twelfih
grades. Participating students have
shown excellent gains in mathe-
matics, language arts, and scree.
MSEN teacher training workshops
offered over the past two years in
mathematics, science, and commu-
nication skills have reached more
than 200 teachers.
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be offered. Teachers will be needed for the I I -month school years we propose,
in the management of restructured schools, and in the development ofcareer
academies, cultural academies, and schools within schools. We encourage dis-
tricts and states to begin this process on a pilot, voluntary basis, with funding
provided by the states.

Support and expand the effons d'predommantly minority institutions to pre-
pare teachers, including bilingual teachers. In 1980, historically Black colleges
and universities produced about half of the education baccalaureates awarded
to minorities. Sustaining their capacity requires first that these institutions remain
financially healthy. Second, it requires that they have access to scholarship
resources to recruit academically able freshmen. Third, it requires the more
than one hundred historically Black colleges, as well as Hispanic and tribally
controlled institutions, to establish the preparation of quality teachers as a near-
term priority for the institution as a whole and not merely for the institution's
Education Department.

Develop more creative recruitment and outreach pnwrams for prospective
teachers. An aggressive campaign to visit every high sumol in the 25 largest
cities in the United States to encourage minority students to consider teaching
as a career should be mounted by schools of education, local teachers' unions,
historically Black colleges and universities, and other predominantly minority
institutions. Recruiters should emphasize the pending shortage of teachers;
the critical need for minority teachers; and for minority teachers as leaders in
minority communities; and the recent improvements in teacher pay scales and
working conditions in all systems.

Support alternative paths into teaching from other professions. The Depart-
ments of Education and Defense should cooperate to establish a program that
supports master teaching graduate programs for college-trained, career mili-
tary personnel !caving the Armed Forces. Modest living stipends in conjunc-
tion with existing military education benef.zs could be a powerful inducement
to enter teaching to the 5,000 college-trained military personnel-almost all of
them male and highly experienced at bending complex bureaucracies to achieve
difficult goals-who retire from the Armed Forces every year. An important model
is now underway at the National Executive Service Corps to recruit mathematics
and science teachers from industry and the military.

However, alternative mutes must provide assurance that those who enter class-
rooms are not only bright and knowledgeable, but are also prepared to teach.
As the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education points out in
its policy statement, "Alternative Preparation for Licensure," such routes should
"recognize the unique strengths of prospective teachers from nontraditional
backgrounds, and prepare these individuals to meet the same standards that
are established for others who enter the profession."

Create a National Merit Teaching Scholarship Program. A federal effort, accom-
panied by similar state initiatives, should be mounted to offer merit-based
grants of up to $5,000 annually for at least three years to outstanding minority
students who agree to enter public school teaching for at least three years fol-
lowing graduation.

E (i



Develop loan forgiveness mgrams for high-ability minority students to attract
them to teaching. Participating students should be given loans that are for-
given by the federal or state government if the recipient completes an agreed-
upon number of years in tenhing. Participating students should be required
to meet high academic standards.

DISCUSSION: MINORITY FACULTY

Alaska Natives, American Indians, Blacks, and Hispanics are grossly under-
represented among doctoral recipients. They received only 5.6 percent of all
doctoral degrees and 8 percent of all professional degrees in 1986. The fields
producing the fewest number of doctorates were the sciences and engineer-
ing. The quality of minority education in America is inextricably tied to the
quality of those providing educational leadership at degree-generating ins i-
tutions. Clearly, achieving this recommendation requires strengthening the
performance of the entire educational "pipeline." But it requires as well special
attention to the unique financial needs of low-income and minority students
in graduate school.

Establish a National Doctoral Opportunities Program. It should be built on:
(1) expanding existing doctoral development efforts, and (2) creating initia-
tives to increase the number of minorities receiving doctorates annually to at
least 6,000 by the year 2000. We propose a two-stage process. We should double
the support for existing programs, which currently assist about 2,000 minority
scholars to achieve the doctorate each year. The Department of Education's
Graduate and Professional Opportunities Program (which supports about 800
minority students) and fellowships supported by the National Institutes of
Health and the National Institute of Mental Health and the National Science
Foundation, should be doubled. We should also create a new partnership among
universities, foundations, corporations, and state governments, which should
aim at enrolling at least 25 addition? I minority doctoral candidates at each
of 100 research institutions by the year 2000.

GOAL 5
Strengthen the school-to-work transition so that minority students
who do not choose college leave high school prepared with the skills
necessary to participate productively in the world of work and with
the foundation required to upgrade their skills and advance their
careers.

ACCOMPLISHING GOAL 5:
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR STRENGTHENING THE

SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION

Replicate promising efforts in this area such as the Boston Compact.

Provide summer and academk year internships, apprenticeships, and cooper-
ative worksite training.

S
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A Step Forward
for Summer Learning

The Summer Youth Employ-
ment and Training Pr-gram has
supported the Summer Youth
Training Education Program (STEP)
that provides a combination of
work. personal development, and
education in the summer. STEP
has been carefully evaluated and
has demonstrated that it reduces
the summer loss of mathematics
and reading skills among partici-
pants in comparison to control
groups. and has significantly re-
duced mach behavior problems as
teen pregnancies and drug abuse.
MEP was in place in 62 cities and
counties in the summer of 1989.

DISCUNION: SCHOOL TO WORK TRANSITION
The lack of a systematic bridge between school and work disproportionately

harms poor and minority students. They have access to few resources or infor-
mation networks to obtain mainstream jobs. In labor markets, word-of-mouth
contacts among people who know and trust each other matches jobs with job
seekers. Middle-class parents often have the contacts and resources to be good
job developers for their children. Low-income Black and Hispanic parents usually
are not so well positioned. Also, the location of available jobs may pose sig-
nificant problems for inner-city youth and minority youth in isolated rural areas
who do not have access to transportation to the available :nployment.

Unlike Japan or West Germany, few American high schools are linked to
jobs. We need to build alternative pathways from the high school which.com-
bine working and learning into an integrated approach that takes full advantage
of the practical orientation of many young people and uses this interest to stimu-
late the learning of more theoretical concepts. These pathways should be
designed so as not to foreclose options for subsequent advancement or college
level studies.

Rebate primising efforts in this area such as the Boston Compact. The essential
mission of city-wide compacts, such as the Boston Compact, is to stimulate
academic achievement and career readiness among students. Under the Com-
pact, students contract to meet certain standards for attendance and achieve-
ment, ant4 school authorities agree to make specific improvements in perfor-
mance. In return, businesses agree to preferential hiring of students who meet
the specified standards. Each of the parties in the compact agrees to commit
to a set of measurable goals or outcomes and to a system established for evalu-
ating each through time. Useful experience and some success in linking school
to work has been achieved in other places as well, such as Compacts in Cleveland,
Portland, Louisville, and several cities with which the National Alliance of Busi-
ness is collaborating; the Partnership Academies operated in Philadelphia and
in various California cities; the Regional Occupational Program in California;
the Work Place Study program in St. Louis; and various school-to-apprenticeship
linkage programs conducted in Alabama, Maryland, and several cities across
the country.

Provide summer and academic year internships, apprenticeships, and cooper-
ative worksite training. An organized effort among employers is needed to
provide students with appropriate skills with access to jobs and structured training
during summers, to pan-time johs after school, and to jobs with career poten-
tial after graduation. Among the tasks of this effort would be (1) to convey
to schools more clearly and precisely the nature of qualifications needed for
jobs; (2) to relate performance in school better to the ability to obtain a job,
thereby increasing student incentive to achieve; (3) to expand and improve
various forms of structured worksite training arrangements for "learning by
doing" during the last two years of high school, such as cooperative educa-
tion, pre-apprenticeship programs, and apprenticeships; and (4) to promote
the development of practical and formal career ladders for high school graduates.



GOAL 6
Provide quality out -of school experierves and opportunities to
supplement the schooling of minority youth and adults.

ACCOMPLISHING GOAL 6:
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR OUT-OF-SCHOOL OPPORTUNITIES

Establish a National Youth Service.

Double the capacity of the Job Corte.

Expand and improve basic education and mining services for youth and
adults under the Job Training Partnership Act.

Make available financial aid for those in the wcwkforce who want to go to
college or other forms of postsecondary training.

DISCUSSION: OUT-OF-SCHOOL OPPORTUNITIES

Establish a National Youth Service. The establishment of a National Youth
Service could improve. education in several ways. Young people who partici-
pate in service programs strengthen their skills and knowledge. National service
could, ir, addition, provide a sense of unity that comes when young people
from different backgrounds are united in the achxvement of common goals.
Tasks that might be performed through a national youth service include tutor-
ing, helping to improve physical facilitim, helping in school-based :mice
centers, and serving as teachers' assistants.

Double the capacity of thc Job Corps. There is solid evidence that the Job Corps,
the nation's largest training program for school dropouts, improves employ-
ment outcomes. Those who attended Job Corps averaged 15 percent more in
earnings per year than did a similar group of non-participants. A higher share
of participants completed high school, went into the military and avoided depen-
dency on welfare. While the cost of the residential Job Corps is high (currently
about $9,500 per participant/year), evaluation has demonstrated that the pro-
gram's benefits exceeded its cost by more than 40 percent. Several elements
in the Job Corps model help explain its success. It provides a mix of remedial
education and skills training deli .tered in a residential setting, free from dis-
tracting influences, making it ,..sier to upgrade skills and change behaviors.

Expulil and improve ly -lc education and training services for youth and adults
under the Job Training Partnership Act. Local JTPA programs currently serve
only about 5 percent of the eligible population, many of whom are minori-
ties. In real terms funding for employment and training programs has declined
70 petrel a since 1980. JTPA offers great potential for effectiveness in second-
chance learning. Private Industry Councils, mandated under JTPA in every
locality across the nation, have demonstrated themselves to be responsive to
community interests. Through JTPA, alternative learning environments can
be provided that make use of instructional approaches different from those
conventionally used in schools. This approach can combine work and learning,
be individualized and competency-based, and be delivered in an open-entry,
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open-exit mode, using alternative instructional methodologies.

Make available financial aid for those who want: ;) go to college or other farms
of postsecondary mining. Financial aid for pcstezconu., -v studies can be used
together with counseling and minoring programs as important incentives to
motivate students to achieve in school, as exemplifl cd. by liberty Scholarships
in New York State, the various "I Have a Dream" programs, or the "last dollar"
scholarship assistance programs under the Boston Plan for Excellence. But it
is also important to maintain incentives for learning after individuals leave high
school. Several fums provide tuition teimbuisenwnts for employees who success-
fully complete college courses or other job-related training. Some colleges have
established "colleges for working adults" with schedules designed to facili-
tate working adults achieving a baccalaureate degree within a reason* time
period. The key point here is that although everyone may not want t6 enroll
in college, especially immediately after high school, everyone should engage
in learning beyond high school and we should keep options open for individuals.



WHAT WE MUST Do:
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The recommendations outl led in this Action Plan are broad and difficult,
but they are also necessary and possible. To carry out these recommendations
will take a truly national commitment of energy and resources, but the alter-
native is surely even more costly. The evidence can be gleaned from scholarly
papers and economic forecasts about the growing expense of ignorance, but
the results are in plain view on our streets and are replayed every evening on
the 7:00 news. The answers lie in our nation working nether, at every level,
in what is the greatest national challenge of the decade ahead. To provide educa-
tional excellence for all is not simply to address problems faced by minorities:
our destiny as a great nation hangs in the balance.

Following is a summary of the roles that must be played by various segments
of American society in carrying out recommendations from the Plan.

THE ROLE OF MINORITY FAMILIES AND
Co

The bedrock of a new future for our children and youth lies in our commu-
nities. Parents and community groups must take the leadership in suggesting
new directions and new solutions to put before the public. There are two reasons
why minorities must lead. First, no other Americans understand minority prob-
lems so well, and no other Am zricans have more experience with what works.
Second, and equally important, minorities must lead because our stake in our
owa communities, :mu the goals set forth here. are our priorities, for ourselvf-
and for our country.

The strongest leadership is the leadership of example. It begins at the elemen-
tal levels of the family, with efforts that parents can make, such as monitoring
homework and supporting local teachers and schools. Community groups such
as churches and social organizations, also have a role to play .

It is the responsibility of every family, reg. .rdless of racial or ethnic back-
ground, income level, r zducational experieice, to help nuicure a love of learn-
ing in their childrr a, in and out of school. Some parents or care providers are
unable to do so because of their own limited educational oppommit. Many
lack the most basic requirements, such as a permanent home or 7-Iequace food.
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Minority parents are ftequently reluctant to contact school personnel because
they arc intimidated by teachers or by language or cultural barriers. Many par-
ents will need help from schools and local governments in understanding what
is required to make this nurturing possible, and that help should be provided.
Nonetheless, to the best of a family's ability this responsibilitymust be fulfilled.

Students, of course, have a major responsibility for their education. While
they are not to blame for uncaring or poorly trained teachersor for inadequate
materials and facilities, they are responsible for their conduct, their treatment
of others, and the level of effort put forth to learn in even the poorest of cir-
cumstances. Despite often having to study in deficient circumstances, minority
students in particular must set their sights high. It is not sufficient for an Alaska
Native, American Indian, Black, or Latino student amply to pass or to "get
over" when excellence is possible.

Penally, minatity community leaders and those of us who have achieved eco-
nomic and educational success must take responsibility for our own peoples.
Our energy, ideas, and money must return to our communities and to our
children. No one canor shoulddo it for us.

Roles and responsibilities of minority families and communities include:

instilling the highest educational expectations in our children;
ensuring that students get to school on time and are supervised when they
leave school;

setting aside uninterrupted time in the evening and a place devoted to
homework;

taking our children to libraries, which are always free, and museums, which
usually have free evenings or afternoons;

encouraging children to read;

_aking responsibility for our children's television watching and making sure
it includes programs such as Reading Rainbow, Sesame Street, 3-2-1 Contact,
and Square One that help build interest in science and learning;

attending school meetings and becoming involved in school activities through
a PTA or other school organization;

monitoring student progress through regular contact with teachers;
early planning with our children for college;

meeting with school personnel to ensure that children take pre-college courses;

enrolling children in school or community-sponsored after-school, Satur-
day, and summer programs;

participating in mentoring programs and community organizations:

returning physically to our communities whenever possible to serve as tole
models; and

investing our money and out attention in our people.

THE ROLE Or TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS
It is upon the shoulders of teachers and administrators that so many of the

recommendations made to improve educe ton for minority students fall. Indeed,



the task of school restructuring is necessarily a local task. As the nationwide
education reform movement has already begun to show, "top-down" direc-
tives are far less effective than "bottom-up" energy. Yet without the proper
support and training, without decent salaries and professional working condi-
tions, and without the confidence and cooperation of communities, families,
and students, no teacher or administrator can bear the load .

Teacher and administrator roles and responsibilities discussed in the Plan
include:

understanding the restructuring alternatives open to their schools and step-
ping forward to participate in the discussion of change within their schools;

holding higher expectations for minority youth and helping than to achieve
academic excellence;

being knowledgeable of the culture and language of all children in the class-
room, and offering instruction that reflects and respects cultural differences;

reaching out to families and communities and involving them in the educa-
tion of their youth;

utilizing more effective instructional strategies with culturally diverse stu-
dent groups, such as cooperative learning, peer tutoring, ?nd mixed ability
groupings, rather than the debilitating practices of tracking and remedia-
tion; and
working summers to learn additional languages, becoming familiar with
multicultural curricula, planning for restructured schools, training to work
with families and gaining new pedagogical skills.

THE ROLE OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS
It is at the individual sistrict level where the many and often conflicting

demands of parents, students, educators, communities, and local, state, and
federal government agencies must be balanced. In this dashing of interests,
it is the district's responsibility to make as its highest priority the needs of the
children with the fewest resources and the most to gain.

School districts around the nation are beginning to experiment in ways that
support many of the recommendations in this Plan. According to the General
Accounting Office, more than half of the nation's school districts have begun
to implement "effec.ive schools" programs, which incorporate factors such
as staff consensus on educational goals and pre calures; an emphasis on the
acquisition of basic and higher -order thinking skills; high expectations for all
students; and continuous assessment of progress. School districts such as Miami,
Rochester, Memphis, San Diego, and Denver are taking lane strides towards
restructuring, with the latter two districts abolishing remedial courses in favor
of keeping students of mixed abilities together in the classroom. Districts are
experimenting with closer ties to the community, such as the closely-watched
experiment in Chicago, where newly-elected school councils made up of
teachers, parents, and community leaders will have budgetary and hiring
authority for individual schools. Districts arc attempting to attract and retain
qualified teachers through better salary packages and more responsibility for
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those closest to the students. In short, much is happening, often in isolation
or in small experiments, that show great promise for change.

In this Plan, we have made specific recommendations that require leader-
ship at the district level. These include:

improving teacher salaries and working conditions;

increasing the number of precollege counselors, beginning at the middle
school level;

developing programs to recruit minority and bilingual teachers;

initiating and encouraging restructuring efforts that make schools responsi-
ble for student outcomes;

increasing linkagr, between schools and families;

working with lot -rendes to coordinate the delivery of social services for
students and tht Amities;

increasing the leng h of the school day or providing quality after-school
activities;

making year-round school for students mandatory every third year;

furthering the ability of schools to serve as resource centers within minority
communities through after-school and evening programs;

helping to prevent summer learning loss through high-quality summer pro-
grams for low-income and minority youth;

training teachers to work with a multilingual, multicultural student body;

making bilingual classes available for students while they learn English, and
requiring all students to learn at least two languages;

eliminating tracking in schools;

incorporating new approaches to the teaching of science to expand science
literacy for all students;

implementing cooperative learning and mixed ability groupings for all
students;

requiring students to participate in community service activities;

developing a core curriculum for all students that prepares them for college
or a career;

establishing linkages with local employers to further apprenticeship and men-
toting opportunities; and

funding magnet schools, career academies, and schools-within-schools at
every school site.

THE ROLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
The mix of mural and practical motivations that is driving the nation's

renewed interest in a quality education for minority Americans is crystallized
in the situation confronting predominantly White colleges and universities.
As public and private institutions helping to shape the future of American
society, they have a powerful moral responsibility to provide equal educational
oppo tunnies for all students, and to diversify their faculty and staff. But as
ittstitutions often struggling to survive declining "traditional" enrollments,



many colleges and universities are encouraging &versity for fiscal, as well as
moral reasons.

Higher education is beginning to understand that its responsibility for educa-
tional diversity begins long before student orientation week. As competition
intensified over the past twenty years for a relatively narrow field of well-prepared
minority students, higher education began involving itself far earlier in the
development of potential minority college students. We believe that colleges
must expand their definition of affirmative action to indude efforts made in
conjunction with local schools and communities to nurture minority young-
sters. Similarly, colleges must reach out to local community colleges to mine
the talented minority students there that so infrequently transfer to four -year
institutions. Further, we believe that higher education must institute the same
kinds of incentives now proposed at the pre-college levels by linking state fund-
ing, faculty and staff salary and promotion decisions, and accreditation to out-
comes in minority student and faculty recruitment and retention.

Similarly, universities are comprehending that their responsibility continues
after the baccalaureate degree is granted. The dearth of minority faculty can
only be at!dressed by the most careful attention to the development of min9rity
doctorates through nurturing of promising minority undergraduates and the
funding and mentoring of minority graduate students.

Finally, colleges and universities of all sizes and missions must turn atten-
tion inwardly to the climate and living conditions faced by minority students,
faculty, and staff on their campuses. The increasing number of race-related
incidents on college campuses calls for leadership from the campus adminis-
trauon, but also for programs, curriculum changes, and policies against dis-
crimination and harassment that are strictly enforced.

Few institutions have combined so many of these approaches as the University
of Wisconsin. Through its "Madison Plan," the university intends to double the
number of minority undergraduates, create financial aid packages for low-income
students, hire 70 new micority faculty, require ethnic studies courses, and hire or
promote 125 minority academic staff members. Further, the University ofWiscon-
sin will work with local high sclmols to improve graduation rates, and will double
the number of fellowships to minority students in their graduate and profes-
sional schools to encourage more minority students tot ursue advanced study.

Roles and responsibilities for higher education discussed in the Action Plan
include:

linking salary and promotion decisions to effectiveness in facilitating the
graduation of minority students;

linking accreditation decisions to progress in minority student, staff, and
faculty recruitment and retention;

working with local school districts to offer an optional 13th year after high
school on college campuses to case and strengthen the transition from school
to college;

offering a residential summer science program for minority high school
juniors;

sponsoring Saturday academies for local minority youth using colkge faculty
and students as resources;
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forming partnerships with local school districts to involve students and faculty
in the teaching and tutoring of minority students, in pre-college counsel-
ing, and as staff in pre-service and in-service teacher preparation, especially
in the science-

developing and enforcing policies against discrimination and harassment;

establishing transfer centers at two year colleges;

continuing efforts to meet the finaixial needs of low-income students through
institutional grants and work-study programs;

revamping teacher training programs to strengthen the preparation of new
teachers and to enable them to understand and reach youngsters of differ-
ing cultural and ethnic background using various instructional strategies; and

revising pre-service training for counselors to increase familiarity with col-
lege admissions and financial aid issues.

DIE ROLE OF STATES
No observer of education policy can fail to be impressed by the vigor and

scope of state efforts in the 1980s to i ...love education. Through the leader-
ship of individual governors and state legislatures, as well as organizations such
as the Education Commission of the States, the National Governors' Associa-
tion, the Council of Chief State School Officers, the State Higher Education
Executive Officers. and others over the past decade, some of the most impor-
tant policy developments have occurred at the state level.

While these policy developments have been well-intentioned, some I. we
ironically ended up working to the detriment of minority students. For erampi
efforts spurred by A Nation at Rirk to raise test scores and graduation require-
ments that were not accompanied by additional resources to help students meet
those requirements deepened divisions along socio-economic lines. A second
unresolved issue facing states is the continued funding inequities among dis-
tricts within several of the states. Renewed court challenges in the decade past
have led to decisions ordering new funding formulas in Texas, New Jersey,
Minnesota, and Kentucky, with cases pending in Alaska, Connecticut, Indiana,
Montana, North Dakota, Oregon, and Tennessci.

While there has been a rapid growth in the state share of funding for public
schoolsfrom 39 percent in 1971 to 50 percent in 1987state funds remain
inadequate to meet the most pressing needs for which school districts are turn-
ing to the states for help. For example, a 1988 survey by the Education Writers
Association showed that 25 percent of the nation's school buildingsare "`shoddy
places for learning," 33 percent are "only adequate" and "because ofgrow-
ing enrollments and deferred maintenance could easily become inadequate,"
and the remaining 42 percent offer "starkly superior environments compared
to those school districts even in the same state because their communities can
afford them." Further, a study conducted by MDC Inc. and funded by the
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation estimated that just five percent of state edu-
cation funds are used "specifically for service to at-risk youth."

The state role is of course not limited to funding. States are now working
hard to support school restructuring, providing schools with flexibility from
state regulations as well as the money needed to launch these efforts. Florida,

I-.



Indiana, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and South Carolina, for example, have estab-
lished financial incentives for high-achieving schools. In Utah, Texas, Colorado,
and other states, legislatures are supporting experiments with year-round schools.
In Iowa, Arkansas, New Jersey, Maryland, Minnesota, and other states, efforts
are being made at the state level to coordinate schools with local social services.
But according to the MDC study, only a handful of states, including South
Carolina, Arkansas, New jersey, Colorado, Kentucky, and Ohio, have taken
steps that are leading to a comprehensive set of plans and programs to serve
minority and low-income students.

Finally, it is state agencies, particularly state education and employment agen-
cies, that will bear the major weight of policy development, priority setting,
and resource coordination. The "fit" between the state's education system,
employment security programs, and job training efforts for minorities will be
constructed here. As part of this effort, we encourage every governor to estab-
lish a Council on Educational Equity to review, consider, and implement the
goals we put forward to integrate education and training for minorities at the
state level, and to monitor continuing efforts, with a view to policy recom-
mendations and new initiatives, from the highest levels of state government
to the most immediate levels of set ,rice delivery.

In this Plan, we have made specific recommendations that require leader-
ship at the state level. These include:

equalizing funding among districts in all 50 states and establishing long-
term funding commitments to improve the physical and human resources
available to low-income and minority youth in each state;

establishing state funding incentives and accountability measures to ensure
that the best teachers are attracted to the schools that need them the most;

reviewing state regulations to facilitate restructuring activities in schools;

establishing incentive programs at public colleges and universities to
encourage recruitment and retention of minority students and faculty;

revising articulation agreements between two- and four-year colleges to facili-
tate transfer;

establishing transfer centers at community colleges;

supporting district efforts to establish 11-month schooling and extended
school days;

supporting the development of schools-within schools, career academies,
and other special academic programs within public schools;

reviewing state curriculum requirements to facili. ate local implementation
of a core academic curriculum;

supporting schools using cooperative learning, grade clustering, and other
alternatives to tracking;

eliminating the inappropriate use of stanclq rdized tests, such as cut scores
for teacher certification, and working to :velop more suitable tests that
help diagnose, rather than limit, student progress;

assisting minority and low-income students attend college through tuition
guarantees, such as New York State's Liberty Scholarships, and through
increased grant aid;
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funding personnel and programs that help provide pre-college infoimation
to minority and low-income youth about higher education; and

establishing a State Council on Educational Equity.

THE FEDERAL ROLE
Since 1980, the federal role in educat -on has become increasingly visible.

It wu., the leadership of Education Secretary T.H. Bell that helird spark the
education reform movement with the release of A Nation At Risk. Secretary
William Bennett brought renewed attention to the distressing conditions in
urban school districts. In September, 1989, President George Bush and Secre-
tary Lauro Cavazos brought together the nation's governors to focus national
interest on school improvements, and are working to set new national goals
for educational achievement.

Ironically, in a period in which the symbolic role of the federal government
in education grew, Washington's fiscal commitment to education declined
significantly, although bipartisan support in Congress prevented the cuts from
being as deep as had been requested by the Executive Branch. According to
the T.I.S. Department of Education, funds appropriated in the federal budget
for education programs increased from $34.3 billion in 1980 to $43.3 in 1988
in actual dollars. But adjusting the figures for the 43.6 percent inflation in
that period shows that in constant 1988 dollars, federal spending on educa-
tion actually dropped 12.2 percent, from $49.3 to $43.3 billion. In other words,
adjusting for inflation, federal spending on education in 1988 was $6 billion
less than necessary to maintain programs at their 1980 levels. Overall spend-
ing on elementary and secondary education programs, for example, dropped
19.2 percent in constant dollars, while spending on postsecondary education
fell 29.6 percent in constant dollars. University research increased 25.8 per-
cent in constant dollars in the 1980-1988 period.

Many of the programs that have particular benefit for minority students
suffered greatly in constant dollars: child nutrition programs fell 10.2 percent,
vocational and adult education fell 23 percent, and Chapter I grants for the
disadvantaged fell 17.3 percent, now serving only about half the eligible par-
ticiFants, down from 75 percent coverage in 1980. Head Start funding grew
20 percent in constant dollars, but still only serves about one-quarter to one-
third of the eligible population. At the college level, spending on Pell Grants,
which is the largest federal student grant program, grew about 17 percent
between 1980 and 1988 in constant dollars, but this gain must be placed in
perspective: the cost of attending a public four-year college increased by 26
percent in constant dollars between 1980 and 1988 and costs at a private four-
year zollege increased 47 percent in constant dollars. Further, the number of
students actually receiving Pell Grants has declined by 10 percent since 1980.
Spending on the smaller federal grant program, the Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants, has fallen 14.7 percent in constant dollars. Federal spend-
ing on the College Work-Study program fell 28 percent in constant dollars.

The form in which students receive financial aid has changed in the last
decade: in the mid-1970s, a period in which 33 percent of Black and 36 per-
cent of fr..panic high school graduates went on to college, grants made up
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80 percent of the avuage financial aid package. By 1986, however, grants were
only 50 percent of the share, and just 29 percent of Black and Hispanic high
school graduates went on to college. In 1988, grants were just 47 percent of
the total. The prospect of such loan burdens is devastating to the college dreams
of low-income minority students: a 1986 study by the National Institute of
Independent Colleges and Universities and the United Negro College Fund
reported that loan burdens for low-income Black students, sometimes greater
than their families' annual incomes, was discouraging a generation of poten-
tial scholars.

Certainly, the federal role in education spending has always been relatively
small. In 1990, of the $353 billion to be spent by the public and private sectors
on education, federal expenditures will account for only about 6 percent of
the total; private spending will account for 27 percent, and the balance will
come from state and local governments. But the role of federal funding is espe-
cially crucial to minority students, serving to address inequities in the quality
and quantity of educational experiences available to Americans of differing
levels of income. In some cases, where federal grants do not meet the needs
of college students, for example, states and the colleges themselves have stepped
in to fill the balance. Grants from states and institutions have increased 46.5
and 78.8 percent respectively between 1980 to 1989 in constant dollars. But
the ability of states and institutions to make up for federal cuts varies from
state to state and regicl to region. In pre-college education, 1987 per-pupil
expenditures were $3,977 for the nation as a whole, but ranged from $2,350
in MississiPpi to $3,728 in Catifornia to $6,947 in New York to $8,010 in Alaska.
Indeed, Mississippi, whose public school enrollment is 51 percent Black, receives
nearly one-sixth of its education budget from the federal government: even
marginal changes can be devastating to students there. Further, about 90 per-
cent of the money states spend on remediation comes from the federal govern-
ment, and most of the national research on dropout prevention, curricula, and
other issues of critical concern is minority students is federally funded.

Thus, for minority students in the nation's schools and colleges, the federal
role is crucial to ensuring equity in opportunities among states and regions.
That role includes funding for the immediate educational needs for low-income
students, through programs such as Chapter I and college financial aid, and
also through programs that prepare students for learning, such as Head Start
and the various nutritional and health programs now underfunded by the federal
government. The U.S. Department of Education must serve as an advocate
for minority students in fighting for necessary funding for educational pro-
grams and for educational research; so too must other federal agencies make
minority students a priority, such as the Department of Labor, which is respon-
sible for employment and training programs, such as the Job Corps. No state
alone can shoulder the burden imposed by hunger, lack of prenatal care, and
poor health upon learning: the scope of these needs, and others, such as child
care and housing, call increasingly for an expanded federal role.

The federal government must play additional roles as well, beginning in
the area of moral leadership. After a decade in which civil rights enforcement
by the federal govemmun "dramatically declined," as the Citizens Commis-
sion on Human Rights points out, it is time for the Department of Education
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will have passed since the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund filed
suit in what is known as the Adams case to force the federal government to
monitor and enforce desegregation in public colleges in 18 Southern and border
states. The continued efforts of the Depamnent of Education to resist enforce-
ment of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which bars racial or ethnic
discrimination in programs receiving federal money, is morally unacceptable.

The federal government also has a special responsibility for Indian educa-
tion. In nearly 400 treaties negotiated from the American Revolution to 1871,
American Indians ceded nearly one billion acres of land in exchange for services,
especially education. But as the congressional report released in November,
1989, by the bipartisan Special Committee on Investigations revealed, the cur-
tent approach to delivering education and other services to American Indians
is not working well. The Special Committee recommended a radical shift to

Jetermination by Ametican Indians themselves. This emphasis on self-
determination concurs with our own call for greater participation by minori-
ties in education as well as with a growing body of judicial decisionson tribal
sovereignty. Self-determination should not mean funding cuts, however; the
federal government must not retreat from its obligations to adequately finance
American Indian education.

Finally,we encourage the President of the United States to become directly
involved with the goals stated in this report by requiring serious consideration,
throughout the Executive Branch, of the resource implicatims of the specific
recommendations in this document. Further we recommend the establishment
of a National Human Resources Development Council, paralleling the Council
of Economic Advisors and at the same level of importance for policy making.
The symbolic importance of such a Council---demonstrating the federal commit-
ment to human resource development as a top national prioritycannot be
overestimated.

In this Plan, we have made specific recommendations that require a federal
role. These include:

full fun. ,ng of prenatal and nutritional programs to serve all eligible chil-
dren and families, including WIC, and child nutrition programs;
full funding of Head Start for eligible families, increasing enrollment
incrementally over the next five years to reach full participation by 1095;

full funding for Chaplet I, increasing enrollment incrementally over the next
five years to reach full participation by 1995;

allowing greater flexibility in the use of Chapter I and other federal categor-
ical programs, ensuring that performance standards for minority and low-
income snidents are strictly enforced;

expanding of talent search programs to the middle schools;

doubling the capacity of the Job Corps;

increasing the federal share of student financial aid, and restoring the
grant t loan balance to at least the mid-1970s levels for low-income students;



increasing support for historically Black and tribal colleges, and expanding
eligibility in federal programs to include institutions with 25 percent or greater
Hispanic enrollment;

expanding education and training services available under the Job Training
Partnership Act;

funding residential summer science academies for minority youth;

creating a national merit teaching scholarship and loan forgiveness programs
for teachers;

establishing a national Doctoral Opportunities Program to produce more
minority scholars;

increasing support for bilingual and multicultural programs and curricula;

establishing a National Youth Service;

supporting efforts to give American Indian tribes control over Indian schools
and education;

supporting efforts to improve the school-to-work transition and to boost
apprenticeship opportunities for minority youth; and
establishing a National Human Resources Development Council.

THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR
Corporate America has already taken the lead in pressing for structural change

in the nation's schools, inspired in part by their employees' need for extensive
remedial training, requiring spending of as much as $44 billion annually. The
range of private sector involvement in education has vastly increased in the
decade past, from personal interventions such as the "! Have a Dream" pro-
gram, in which wealthy benefactors work with an individual class of students
to guarantee their college education, to large contributions such as those made
recently by Coca-Cola and Comsat, to broad coalitions such as the Boston Com-
pact, in which business and school leaders work together on joint educational
and employment goals.

The private sector must continue its efforts to provide direct support to schools,
through financial or in-kind contributions, mentoring, and research and
employment opportunities for students. Further, since the capacity of the pri-
vate sector to add to the resources available to education is relatively small com-
pared to the need, the role of business leaders in pressuring government agen-
cies for increased funding and structural changes is crucial and must continue.

A business sector that has particular importance to minority education is
the broadcast industry. Television, radio, and film so strongly influence the
attitudes and dreams of children, especially those children who do not enjoy
an affluent background. We concur with the congressional Task Force on
Women, Minorities, and the Handicapped in Science and Technology that
the media has a deep responsibility not only to keep the public's attention
focused on the needs of minority youth, but also to present a positive image
of education and to promote a positive self-image among minority youth. The
devaluation of minority characwrs on television and in film is not simply racist;
it is damaging the lives of minority youth who see themselves most often por-
trayed as hustlers, criminals, drug addicts, or characters with questionable ethics.
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This harms nonminority youth as well who come to see their minority peers
in that same dim light. It is not enough to ask that the entertainment industry
produce more television shows like Sesame Street or more films like Stand and
Deliver; also needed are more shows that portray minority Americans of all
walks of life as positive, productive human beings, meeting their civic, family,
and employment responsibilities.

Among the roles and responsibilities recommended for the private sector
in this Action Plan are:

developing apprenticeship programs, career academies based on models such
as the California Partnership academies, job training programs, and other
efforts to help smooth the transition between school and work for those not
headed immediately to college;

expanding mentoring and adopt-a-school programs so that every child and
every school is covered;

establishing regional cooperative projects, such as the Boston Compact, that
bring together school and business leaders to develop course requirements
and employment commitments;

devising employee education programs to help adult learners gain academic
skills and enter college;

developing regional consortia to offer tuition guarmtees to all students, such
as the Cleveland Initiative for Education, or last-dollar scholarships for
minority college-bound students, such as the Boston Plan for Excellence;

allowing the establishment of mini-schools at large businesses, such as those
found in Dade County in Florida, that help bring minority parents closer
to schools, or work-school programs such as Rich's Academy, sponsored by
the Cities in Schools Project at Rich's department store in Atlanta, in which
underachieving students combine work with school at the worksite;

supporting restructuring, based upon the lessons learned by business with
its own changes over the past decade to better compete in the world economy;

investing in minority workers as employees at all levels and clearing the path
toward upward mobility within their companies; and

supporting educational television during the after-school hours.

THE ROLE OF FOUNDATIONS
AND INDIVIDUAL PHILATHROPISTS

The philanfaropic community's involvement in the future of minority edu-
cation is critical. First, more foundations and individuals need to respond to
the areas of concern dealt with in this report because of their potential for

'making a difference" both to groups and to be nation. Second, we encourage
the nation's foundations to continue to do what they now do so effectively:
search for those points of leverage and potential multiplication of effort that
ran help wide-scale change emerge from comparatively small resources. These
include supporting pilot efforts such as home-to-school transition teams (P:e K-
grade 2) and alternative preparatory schools (grades 7-42).



MEETING THE CHALLENGE
More than twenty-five years ago. Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke the sen-

tence that distills the meaning of this nation: "I have a dram." We believed
him because he made us see what he could still see, but what the nation had
lost sight of, and we set to work.

Despite its frequent failure to live up to its highest aspirations, the great-
ness of the United States has always derived from its ability to blend the strengths
of very different kinds of people. It is perhaps the only country in history deliber-
ately founded not on the past, but on the future it set out to achieve.

As America progressed, its peculiar genius has been that each generation
has somehow learned to recast that vision in a new guise, as history has presented
each generation with new challenges and opportunities. This, this nation has
achieved the ideal of independence, responded to the challenge of war, created
an unparalleled standard of living for most Americans, accepted the mantle
of world leadership, and committed itself to the pursuit of peace and to the
ideal of social justice.

But no matter what form it took, the future hasnever been fanciful or utopian;
even though Americans have always kept their eye on the future, they have
given their hands to shaping the present. The true gift of America is the ability
to translate lofty goals into tasks that men and women could grasp and achieve.
The difficulties encountered have only made the effort more interesting and
the task more worthwhile.

America has succeeded because, at every turn, it has been able to being its
most precious national resource to bear on the tasks at hand: a diverse and
talented people. In the twentieth century, it has been the slow maturation
of the nation's pluralism, the growing recognition that every current in the
American stream teems with new life and greater possibility, that has expanded
this society's reach and enriched its members.

The one force that has sustained and empowered all our people, has been
the power of education. It has been our schools that have equipped individuals
to take their places in the great work of transforming visions into realities. But
today, as we have seen, that power is being dissipated. Minority children, who
by right and by virtue of their unlimited potential, surely deserve their own
role as visionaries and builders, are being shut out. If, indeed, education is
the way we deal with the future before it arrives, then we are truly casting our
future aside if we do not bend every effort to open opportunities for minority
children. The door to the future for every child is first and foremost the door
to the schoolhouse.



A PROPOSAL FOR
A NEXT STEP

This Action Plan has presented numerous recommendations to be carried
out by the public and private sectors, by minority and majority communities,
by large and powerful institutions in consortia, and by individuals acting alone.
There is one more proposal to make, and that is for a mechanism to facilitate
and monitor the greater changes recommended in the Plan, to ensure that
we set and meet the goals for minority students, and to help provide an educa-
tion that works for every American.

Accordingly, we propose the creation of a nonprofit organization, the Quality
Education for Minorities (QEM) Network. The QEM Network will serve as a
focal point for the vision and goals set forth in this report, and for promoting
its broad strategic action principles. Further, it will periodically assess progress
against the goals established in the Action Plan.

Although its initial efforts will focus on members of those groups histori-
cally underserved by education (Alaska Natives, American Indians, Black Ameri-
cans, Mexican Americans, and Puerto Ricans), the QEM Network will advo-
cate quality education for everyone. Following this initial focus in its early efforts,
the QEM Network will expand to include other groups poorly served by our
educational system because of socio-economic status or language barriers.

The QEM Network will operate in a collaborative mode, working with the
many minority and non-minority individuals, groups, organizations, and insti-
tutions involved in the activities of the QEM Project as well as with new par-
ticipants. Through a variety of means, the QEM Network will work to ensure
that: (1) the provision of quality education for minorities is explicitly included
in efforts around the country to restructure schools, to upgrade teaching stan-
dards, and to reform undergraduate education; (2) the pedagogical strategies
proven most effective with minority youth are publicized and replicated more
broadly; (3) the general public better understands the importance of providing
quality education for everyone and of the need to act now; and (4) minority
families and communities play an increasing role in the education of their youth
and in the raising of their children's educational aspirations and commitment
to the discipline and hard work required to succeed in school, in the work-
place, and as citizens.

The QEM Network will convene groups to explore specific topics in depth
that are related to the QEM Network's purpose, and will carry out joint projects
with others that are designed to achieve the goals and vision Set forth in this
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`IA] new establishment must be
created who main function is to
address minority student needs.
The following criteria should be
met: attention to minority student
needs at every juncture of the
educational continuum: commit-
ment by the governing board to
minority students' potential, high
educational standards the em-
powerment of minority students as
independent thinkers and lifelong
learners, and respect for minority
students' cultural heritage."

Elmer Washington. First Congres-
sional District Education Advisory
Council. QEM Project Hearings.
Chicago, June, 19&:

plan. In addition, the QEM Network will have a research and evaluation arm
that will assist existing exemplary and promising projects with their =eminent
and evaluation efforts, and will facilitate communication between project dlr.cc-
tors and others interested in minority education through an accessible, com-
puterized data base and an electronic bulletin board. It will also assist project
directors in identifying potential sources of support.

The QEM Network will be unique in a variety of ways. It will be compre-
hensive in nature (i.e., concerned with all educationally underrepresented groups
and with education at all levels). It will serve in a convening, consensus-building,
and collaborating role. It will create a computerized communications network
for directors of minority-focused education projects and for others interested
in the education of minorities. It will advocate the scaling up or replication
of educational strategies that work for minorities. It will work to ensure that
educational reform efforts at all levels explicitly address the provision of quality
education for minorities, and it will issue an annual report card on how well
the various sectors (governmental, corporate, educational, philanthropic, and
community) are doing in helping to make quality education fur minorities
a reality.



ESTIMATED COSTS
This Action Plan has identified a series of alternative strategies for provid-

ing quality education for minorities. Many of our recommendations do not
call for new funding; rather, a reallocation of existing funds (for example, school-
linked social services). Still others require do funding or very little funding
at all (for example, cooperative learning). Estimates are given below for selected
items to provide a frame of reference for setting funding priorities.

To implement these strategies in the nation's 16,000 school districts would
require substantial new funding. For example, the Education Commission of
the States estimates that, based upon the average per-pupil expenditure of
$4,209 for the 1987-88 school year, adding one extra day to a 180-day school
year would cost approximately $922 million for all states combined. Hence,
to add 40 days (for the 11-month school year we propose) would require almost
$37 billion alone. However, if we were to focus on the 25 largest predominantly
nonWhite school systems, with their approximately 4.2 million students, (non-
Asian minority students are in the majority in 22 of these), the annual costs
for the additional two months of schooling would be approximately $4 billion.
If we were to implement our recommendation every third year as proposed
(i.e., following grades 3, 6, and 9), thereby affecting only approximately 25
percent of the students in any given year, the extra two months for the 11-
month school year would cost an adcr_tional $1 billion annually.

Other estimates of priority areas for this Action Plan are as follows.

To fully fund Head Stan, which currently reaches fewer than 20 percent
of all eligible 3- to 5-year olds, would require an additional $4.3 billion.
Chapter I funds of $3.65 billion currently reach only 40 percent of the youth
eligible for services, hence full landing would require an additional $5.5
billion.
The National Education Association estimates that to serve the 1.6 million
students with limited English proficiency through federally-funded bilingual
education programs would cost $1.4 billion or an increase of more that-,
$1 billion.

WHAT IF?
What if the federal spending on education had kept up with inflation since

the 1980 level of $34.3 billion? With a cumulative inflation rate during that
period of approximately 44 percent, the federal support actually available in
1988 ($43.3 billion) would have included an additional $6 billion. By 1989,
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inflation had increased an additional 5.1 percent. Using Fiscal Year 1989
constant dollars, we outline below how we would use the funds that would
be available if the federal government were to return to its 1980 spending level.

If that additional $6 billion were available this fiscal year ($6.3 billion in
Fiscal Year 1989 constant dollars) to implement priority strategies contained
in this Plan, we would use the funds as follows:

Expand Women, Infants, and Children (WIC)
program $0.8 billion

Head Start (to reach an additional 20 percent) 1.0 billion

Chapter I (to reach an additional 10 percent of
eligible students ) 0.9 billion

Restructure at least 10% of the approximately 5500
schools in the 22 largest predominantly minority
school districts 0.3 billion

Extend the school year in the 22 largest predominantly
minority school districts 1.0 billion

Bilingual Education (to reach an additional 30
percent of eligible students) 0.6 billion

Summer Science Academies for minority students in
grades 7-12 (affecting approximately
100,000 students) 0.6 billion

In-service and pre-service training of minority science
and mathematics teachers 0.4 billion

Federal financial aid to low-income minority
undergraduates (to reduce loan burden in financial
aid packages) who are prospective mathematics and
science teachers 0.4 billion

Development and support of minority doctoral
students in science and engineering 0.3 billion

TOTAL $6.3 billion

As the Committee for Economic Development emphasized in Children in
Need, these budget items represent high-yield investments and not just budget
costs. It is not hard to demonstrate that it will cost the nation much more not
to make these investments. We also believe that restructuring would make
it possible to use existing resources more efficiently. Nonetheless, it is clear
that additional resources will be required to attain an equitable and efficient
education system.

WHAT IF ADDITIONAL FUNDS WERE ALSO AVAILABLE FROM NON-FEDERAL
SOURCES AT THE SAME Tam?

State funds would be required to supplement the additional federal funds
now available each year for such programs as WIC, Head Start, Chapter I, and
Bilingual Education. The amounts required would vary by state. Beyond these
cost-sharing funds, what if additional funds were available from state and local

I t"



governments, corporations, foundations, and colleges and universities for the
16 states and the District of Columbia in which the 22 largest predominantly
minority school districts (see Table 6) are located? Since federal funds would
now be available to extend the school year in these districts, we would use addi-
tional non-federal funds to support a pilot effort involving several of the initia-
tives recommended in this report. Such a pilot effort might involve two to ten
schools in each of the 22 cities (ranging, for example, from two in cities with
fewer than 100 schools to ten in cities with more than 500 schools) as well as
schools in Alaska and in Puerto Rico, in the rural South, and on American
Indian reservations. Estimates are provided belowon non-federal costs of vari-
ous pilot initiatives assuming an involvement of 130 schools. Details are provided
in Table 7 for Fiscal Years 1991-95 in order to show the shifts in sources of
non-federal funding we would encourage.

In addition to having an extended school year, each site might be asked
to establish a local advisory council conmosed of parents, community leaders,
and teachers; create a partnership with local industry and neighboring colleges
or universities; and mo-lify its existing academic core curriculum over time so
that it reflects recommendations of such groups as the National Science Teachers
Association (NSTA), the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (Ncrm),
the Human Biology curriculum being developed at Stanford University, and
Project 2061 of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS). Examples of other changes that might occur during the pilot years
include the following:

Provide supplemental learning activities for at least 100 pre-school children
with siblings in the school.

Create a Home-to-School Transition Team that will serve as an advocate for
the children.

Provide health services that include health and sex education and parenting
skills.

Extend the school day to provide enriching activities for the students and
to meet the needs of working heads of households.

Provide mined mathematics and scierce counselors.

Establish drawing accounts (for example, of $1,000 each) for middle and
high school science and mathematics teachers for supplemental instructional
purposes.

Offer adult education courses for parents of students at the school.
Create special career academies including ones for future teachers.

In addition, the salaries of teachers at the participating schools would be
supplemented beyond inflation to reach an average annual level of $42,000
by Fiscal Year (FY) 1995. Salary supplements would be needed for approxi-
mately 5,000 teachers at the 130 schools participating in the pilot effort at an
estimated cost of $8.0 million (using FY 1989 constant dollars).

Assumptions regarding costs (in FY 1989 constant dollars) for priority initia-
tives from the above list and reflected in Table 7 are as follows:

10,
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Each of the 130 schools would provide supplemental learning activities for
100 pre-school children at a base annual cost of $3,000 per child or $39
million.

Each Home-to-School Transition Team would require an on-site staffof one
full-rime coordinator and one-half time support staff plus modest funds.
Estimated annual costs are $50,000 per site or $6.5 million for 130 schools.

Each site would have one middle school and one high school mathematics
and science counselor. Since the rural and reservation sites would have much
smaller enrollments, only one such counselor would be provided. Assum-
ing an ani,ual salary of $30,000, the total costs that year for 250 such coun-
selors would be $7.5 million.

Each site would be provided with supplemental funds of $10030 to be used
by the science and mathematics teachers for instructional and enrichment
purposes. Annual costs for the 130 schools would be $1.3 million.

OTHER PILOT INrrunvEs
Foundations are known for seeding new ideas, for funding -not,el ptqlects,

and for assisting with the implementation and evaluation of pilot efirmb to re
they are scaled up or replicated widely. We recommend, therefore, that they
partially support an experimental network of preparatory schools for a small
number of talented students from the 130 schools participating in the larger
pilot initiative described above. More specifically, we propose an experimental
network of, say, 5 schools covering grades 7-12, each with an average enroll-
ment of 600 students (for an overall network total of 3,000 students). Each
site would belun by an alliance involving the schools from which the students
come, neighboring college and university partners, and local advisory coun-
cils. These schools would be designed primarily for talented students who are
unable to reach their academic potential because of the impoverished and unsafe
conditions under which they are forced to live.

Details on the proposed preparatory schools are available in a separate docu-
ment prepared by the QEM staff; however, costs are estimated to range from
$12.0 million in Year 1 during which 1,000 students would be involved (100
seventh and 100 eighth graders at each of the sites) to $44.7 million in Year
5 when 3,000 students would be involved.

Faculty and students, including prospective teachers, at colleges and univer-
sities near the pilot network of preparatory schools would staff the schools along
with outstanding individuals who have retired from the teaching profession,
the military, or industry as well as outstanding teachers from the current teaching
workforce who wish to participate in this pilot effort.

We are also proposing that every college and university offer a six-week
summer science residential program for at least 50 minority high school juniors.
We know, based upon the experience of several institutions with similar efforts
(for example, the Minority Introduction to Engineering and the Resource Centers
for Science and Engineering Programs), six-week programs of the type envi-
sioned can be carried out at an estimated cost of $1,000 per student, or $50,000
per site to implement our recommendations.

In addition, colleges and universities located near the 22 largest predominantly

.I.



minority school districts as well as participating schools in Alaska, Puerto Rico,
the rural South, and on reservations would be expected to form partnerships
with these schools, along with local business and community leaders, to assist
the schools in the following ways:

The pre-service and in-service preparation of mathematics and science
teachers.

The special preparation of mathematics and science counselors.

Tutoring and after-school, Saturday, and summer science enrichment
programs.

Science and mathematics curriculum revisions to reflect new standards and
content such as those being recommended by the NSTA, Pmject 2061, the
Human Biology Program, and the NCTM.

Finally, we urge that an optional 13th year program modeled after the Middle
College High School at LaGuardia Community College be established at com-
munity colleges near the 22 predominantly minority school districts, in Alaska,
Puerto Rico, and near the participating rural and reservation schools in order
to provide second chance opportunities for students who have left school.
Although funds are not included in our estimated costs, federal and statesup-
port would be required along with the colleges' own resources to support this
initiative.
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TABLE 6
LIST OF 22 LARGEST PREDOMINANTLY MINORITY

PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL DISTRICTS

State City Number Number Percent Number Average
of of Minority of Number

Schools Students Teachers Lf
(to nearest Tra,aers

'000) Per
NIA

.fraot School

NY New York City 993 940,000 N/A 52,953 53

CA Los Angeles 619_ 589,000 83 25,088 41

IL Chicago 596 420,000 87 21,753 36

FL Dade County 264 253,000 77 14,014 53

TX Houston 239 192,000 84 10,499 44

PA Philadelphia 250 189,000 76 10,756 43
MI Detroit 268 185,000 91 N/A N/A
TX Dallas 188 131,000 80 6,904 37

MD Baltimore 179 110,000 N/A 5,696 32

TN Memphis 154 108,000 78 5,225 34

WI Milwaukee 145 92,000 65 5,565 38

DC Washington 186 86,000 96 5,498 30

NM Albuquerque 117 82,000 N/A 4,424 38

LA New Orleans 119 81,000 N/A 4,663 39

OH Cleveland 129 72,000 76 3,578 28

TX Fort Worth 110 67,000 64 3,184 29

GA Atlanta 113 64,000 N/A 3,737 33

TX El Paso 74 62,000 77 3,392 46

TX San Antonio 97 61,000 93 3,393 35

TX Austin 103 61,000 55 3,879 38

CO Denver 113 59,000 64 3,512 31

MA Boston 117 59.000 75 N/A N/A

SOURCE: National Center for Mutation Stitistks, U.S. Dcpanmrnt of Education Survey Report
"Characteristics of the 55 Largest Public Elementary and Secondaly School Districts in the
United States. 1987-88.- May P)89.

NC TITS: (1) The Island of Poem) Rko is second to New York City with 4(, 7,000 students enrolled in
1.756 schools.

(2) This list must also he expanded to include sites in Alaska. Puerto Rita. the rural South.
and on reservations in (Ada to math minority thildrrn living in thust. areas



FABLE 7
NON-FEDERAL FUNDING REQUIRED BY SOURCE FOR PILOT EFFORTS

IN 22 LARGEST PREDOMINANTLY MINORITY SCHOOL DISTRICTS,
ALA.SEA, PUERTO RICO, AND SELECTED RURAL AND RESERVATION SITES

Fiscal Yeats 1991 through 1995
(In millions and in Fiscal Year 1989 constant dollars)

FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 Totals

S/LCF0S/LCF0S/LCFOS/LCF0S/LCF0 bliow
5% Annual Supplement
to Teachers' Salaries
beyond Inflation 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 40.0
Early Childhood
Education 26.0 13.0 26.0 13.0 26.0 13.0 26.0 13.0 26.0 13.0 195.0
Home to School
Transition 6.5 6.5 .5 6.5 6.5 32.5
Math/Science
Counselors 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 37.5
Drawing Accounts for
Math/Science Teachers 1.3 1.3 1.3 I.3 1.3 6.5
Alternative Preparatory
Schools 12.0 3.0 15.0 4.0 15.0 5.0 6.0 15 0 9.0 9.0 15.0 12.0 110.0
QEM Network 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 8.5
Totals by Column 34.0 21.8 20.2 34.0 24.8 23.2 34.0 25.8 23.2 5.0 34.0 27.8

$94.0

23.2 9.0,34.0 30.8

$100.0

23.2 12.6

$440.0Totals by Fiscal Year $76.0 $82.0 $88.0

Lrgcnd: S/L State /Local Government anti industry
F = Foundations
C = Corporations
0 ()tiler sources, including individual Philanthropists

1C
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Table 8 summarizes estimates of additional funds required from all sources
to fully implement the recommendations contained in the Action Plan nation-
wide in some instances and only in the schools in the 22 largest predominantly
minority school districts in others as indicated.

Sala

TABLE 8
ADDITIONAL FUNDS REQUIRED FOR 11%.eLEMENTATION OF
QEM RECOMMENDATIONS IN FIX AL YEARS 1991-1995

(lb Billions, rounded to the neatest l,undrvdth billion)
PROGRAM FY 91
WIC 1.60
Head Start 4.50
Chapter 1 5.50
Doubling Child Nutrition 3.45
School Restructuring Grants 0.32
Doubling Job Corps

2.4uExpanded ji VA

Improved Corrections Education 0.10
Doubling Fellowship Assistance 0.08
Bilingual Education 1.00
National Merit Scholarships 0.03
Science /Engineering Doctoral Stucients 0.50
Teacher Preparation CY 50

Financial Aid (Prospective Teachers) 0.50
Support to Predominantly Minority Institutions'f 0.15
Summer Science Academies 1.80
Extended School Year* 1.10
5 Percent Teacher Sala.a Supplements* 0.32
Early Childhood Education* 0.90
Home-to-School Transition* 0.15
Math/Science Counselors* 0.33
Drawing Accounts Math/Science Teachers 0.06
Alternative Preparatory Schools 0.05
School-to-Work Transition 1.00
QEM Network 0.01
TOTAL $ 27.31

Include', tribal tolk-rs, historically MIA Institutions. and institutions with 25 patent or grzner enrollment
Hispanic students.

In 22 cities in which there arr 5.500 st btxils including AV elementary schools.
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GOAL
Ensure that minority students start
school prepared to learn.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
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Increase participation in the Women,
Infants, and Children (WIC) Program
so that by 1995 all the eligible
Participants are provided suppon.

Double the participation in child
nutrition kilograms.

Increase federal and state funding for
child care programs to awe: a 100%
participation rate of pre-schoolers with
mothers on welfare or for working
mothers whose income is 150% of the
poverty line.

Increase enrollment in Head Start
incrementally over the next five years
to cover 100% of the eligible

.rpulation by 1995.
Invest in new approaches to easing
and strengthening the home -to- school
tranition.
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CHART OF ROLES AND RFSPONSIBILMFS

GOAL 2
Ensure that the academic achievement
of minority youth is at a level that will
enable them, upon graduation from
high school, to enter the sulifwee or
college fully prepared to be successful
and not in need of remediation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE
ELEMENTARY YEARS

Eliminate ability grouping and age -
in the elemen.. des.

"r,

.0
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44'

Establish o -mazy core competencies,
inchn-li computer literacy.
Inn . ft ng of Chapter I
prqi.ans so it by l995 all eligible
children are covered.

111C113111

Provide access to quality health
education by the third grade.

Actively promote and support the
learning of at least two languages by
each child.

Enlist the cooperation of the media,
particularly commercial television and
its advertisers, in efforts to ensure that
the after-school programming is
educational and intellectually
stimulating.

Extend the school day and year to
minimize summer loss and maximize
exposure to mathematics and science.

I 1,



CHART OF ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

GOAL 2
Ensure that the academic achievement
of minority youth is at a level that will
enable them, upon graduation from
high school, to enter the workforce or
college fully prepared to be su cessful
and not in need of remediation.

RECOMI 'ENDATIONS FOR THE

Apprnhx .4:
.4 nog Plan Rules

n Req,nymbiitiw.1
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Create small learning communities.

Staff middle schools with teaches and
administrators who are experts in
adolescent development.

Reengage families and the community
with the middle schools in the

`education of young adolescents.
Stimulate and nourish positive values.

Implement the science curriculum
reforms recommended by the National
Science Teachers Association, and the
Human Biology Project, beginning in
grade 7. as well asthma
recommendations of Project 2061 and
the curriculum standards in
mathematics advocated by the
National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics for K-12.

Make college and career options
!clown to children beginning in the
middle school.

Extend the Talent Search component
of the ilt10 Programs to the middle
yeas.
Promote schools-within-schools, career
academies, and alternative preparatory
academies.
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GMT OF ROLES AND RFSPONSIBILrriES

GOAL 2
Ensure that the academic achievement
of minority youth is at a level that will
enable them, upon graduation from
high school. to enter the workforce or
college filly prepared to be voccessfiil
and not in need of remediation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE
HIGH SCHOOL YEARS
Replace the general track curriculum
in high school with a core academic
curriculum that will prepare students
for college or the workplace.

/1

itw

Develop dear expectations for student
learning.

Require participation in community
service programs for high school
graduation.
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GOAL 3
Significantly increase the participation
of minority students in higher
education with a special emphasis on
the study of mathematic:, science, and
engineering.

RECOMMENDATInNS FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION ce

Fy

Revise federal student aid formulas to
ITICUMSC the proportion of grams to loans.

Offer a six-week summer science
residential program for at least 50
minority high school juniors on each
college and university campus.

Increase support for predominantly
minority institutions that produce
mathematics and science graduates.

Expand the concept of affirmative
action to include outreach efforts at
the pie-college level.

intensify...minority student recruitment.

Improve the campus racial climate.

Create minoti entailment incentives.

Link salary and promotion decisions to
effectiveness in facilitating the
gradus don of minority students.
Impre e minority faculty recruitment
and retention.
Clarify and enforce articulation
agreements between comminity colleges
and tour-year colleges and universities.

Actively support mathematics and
science-based career choices by
minority students.

Encourage more minority students to
take advanced placement examinations.

Form institutional consortia.

Involve the private sector.

Modify institutional accreditation criteria
to include an assmsnent of institutional
climate for minority students.

Offer optional 13th year programs on
college campuses.

Fund residential summer science
academies through the National Science
foundation and the Department of
Energy for students in trade 7-12.
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CHART OF ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

GOAL .1
Strengthen and increase the number
of teachers of minority students.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Provide incentives for the best teachers
to be available to the students who
need them the most.
Pay educators to work 12 months, and
have them use that time to prepare
for and to deliver quality education to
students.

Support and expand the efforts of
predominantly minority institutions to
prepare teachers, including bilingual
teachers.

Develop more creative recruitment
and outreach programs for prospective
teachers.

Support alternative paths into teaching
from other professions.

Create a National Merit Teaching
Scholarship Program.

I
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Develop loan forgiveness programs for
high-ability minority students to
attract them to teaching.
Establish a national Doctoral
Opportunities Program.
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GOAL 5
Strengthen the school-to-work
transition so that minority students
who do not choose college leave high
school prepared with the skills
necemary to participate productively in
the world of work and with the
foundation required to upgrade their
skills and advance their careers.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Replicate promising efforts in this area
such as the Boston Compact.
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Provide summer and academic year
internships, apprenticeships, and
cooperative worksite training.
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CHART OF ROLFS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

GOAL
Provide quality out-of-sehoul
experiences and opportunities to
supplement schooling of minority
youth and

RECOMMENDATIONS

Establish a National Youth Service.

Double the capacity of the job Corps.

Expand and improve bask education
and training services for youth and
adults under the job Training
Partnership Act.

Make available financial aid for those
in the workforce who want to go to
college or other forms of postsecondary
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ETHNIC GROUP LABELS
The subject of ethnic group labels is not a simple issue. Changes in history, geography. and

perceptions by both members and nonmembers of the respective groups alter the preferences
within and outside the group. One constant s that no single label is uniformly used.

Although we are aware that there is significant diversity across and among the ethnic groups
that we refer to in this Plan, we were also concerned with the readability tithe report. Conse-
quently, we chose in the main to use a consistent set of labels for the five groups with which
we were primarily concerned. This. however, should not be understood as an attempt to ignore
the broad diversity within each of the groups in terms of nativity, migration, immigration,
skin color, language, residence, or cultural orientation. When citing statistical data, we retain
the identifier used by the respective data source.

It should also lx noted that we perceive the groups discussed in this report as " "ethnic" groups.
rather than "racial" groups. This is based on two factors: the absence of clarity or consensus
on what constitutes distinctive and unique racial markers; and the important role that social
definitions play in defining what constitute "racial" differences and how culture shapes social
definitions.

Even though we use the labels below as primary identifiers, this does not imply that we
perceive the five groups as completely distinctive. This is cleady not the case. Historic?! as well
as modern interaction and communication between these group: have resulted in partial
blending.

The ethnic identifiers used in this apart and their explanation are presented below:
"Alaska Native" refers to those residing in Alaska who are Eskimo (Lnupiaq and Yupik ),

American Indian (Athabaskan, Tlingit, Haida. Tsimshian, Eyak and other North American
Tribes), or Aleut.

"Amainut Indian" reins to members of one of the 300 to 400 tribes (both federally and
non-federally recognized) that exist in the U.S. with ancestors who lived heir before the arrival
of Europeans. American Indians are also often referred to as Native Americans or Indians,
and individuals are frequently identified by tribal affiliation.

"Mai Americus" or "Nadi" refers to individuals of African heritage, most of whom were
born in the U.S., making up the largest ethnic group in America. The label, as used by the
Bureau of the Census and other data sources, includes U.S.-born and non-U.S.-born Blacks,
such as the from the West Indies. Hispanic-Blacks are included under the specific national
affiliation (for example, Cuban or Cuban American) or the broader label of Hispanic. Other
labels include African Americans and Afro Americans.

"Hispanic" is a generic term that includes such diverse communities as persons of Mexican
descent, Puerto Ricans (both in Puerto Rico and on the mainland). Cuban Americans. and
persons from Central and South America, the Caribbean, and other locations. When appro-
priate, we have sought to refer to the specific subgroup in the plan. We have also made an
effort to be careful when citing data about "Hispanics" because of the possible distortions
cleated when one generalizes about a group that encompasses such diverse characteristics. Other
labels include Latino, Latin Ametican, Spanish Origin. Spanish Surname, or Spanish Speaking.

-ion Amer?" is used to refer to individuals of Mexican descent; including those
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born in and outside the United States but residing in the U.S. Other identifiers: Mexican,
Mexican°, Chicano, Latino, Hispano, and Spanish American.

"Minority" as used in this report refers primarily to five ethnic groups: Alaska Natives, Ameri-
can Indians, Black Americans, Mexican Americans, and Puerto Ricans. However, some of the
descriptions and discussions in the report can also apply, in several instances, to other minority
groups such as Cuban Americans, Asian immigrants, Central American immigrants, and others.
Occasionally, such as in the description of demographic trends, the term "minority" is used
in this report to refer to all non-White Americans.

"Puerto Rican" refers to persons born in Puerto Rico as well as those born or' the mainland
but of Puerto Rican descent.

"White" is used to refer to those of European, Near Eastern, and N. African heritage.
As counted by the Bureau of the Census, this category includes those who identified them-
selves as "White." Low-income "Whites" share many of the educational harriers discussed
in the report, including high dropout . ates and limited educational opportunities.
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Our special thanks are extended to the numerous individuals who unselfishly contributed

to the project. At MIT, we benefitted from the assistance of Marilyn Bodnar, Steven Burke,
Richard Eckaus, Nit,za Hidalgo, Dina Moakley, Ayida Mthembu, Moon Nimon, Tom Peacock,
Judy Jackson Pitts, Elizabeth Rigby, Tracy Robinson, Mileta Roc, Renee Smith - Maddox, and
Betty Sultan. In addition, we want to thank the MIT undergraduates in our Student Resource
Group: Joaquin Abrcu, Laura Armstrong, William Bankhead, Beven13aurnan, Chtistina Boyle,
Steven Danner, Tom Fahy, Natalia Fuentes, Alberto Herrera, Kirsten Hoyle, Jonathan Katz,
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Texas Indian Commission

Tom Atcitty, Member
New Mexico State House of Representatives

David Beaulieu
Director of Indian Education
Minnesota Department of Education

Sharlene Begay, Director
Native American Program at the College

of Engineering
University of New Mexico

Barbara Calderon, Director of Education
Job Corps/Teledyne

Juanita Cata, Area Administrator
Bureau of Indian Affairs

Maria Chavez, Member
New Mexico State Board of Education
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Wendell Chino, President
Mescalero Apache Tribe

Rosemary Ackley Christiansen
Director, Indian Education
Minneapolis Public Schools

Carlos Cordero, President
D-Q University, Davis, California

Gary De Cramer, Member
Minnesota State Senate

Sam Deloria, Executive Director
American Indian Law Center
University of New Mexico

John Echohawk, Executive Director
Native American Rights Fund

Lorraine Edmo, Executive Director
American Indian Scholarships,

Diego Gallegos, Member
Albuquerque School Board

John Gonzalez, Secretary/Treasurer
All Indian Pueblo Council

Tanya Gorman, Assistant Director
Education Supper Programs
Northern Arizona Uruversity

Michael Paul Gross, Attorney
Roth, Van Ambcrg, Gross, Arnarant and

Rogers

John Gonzalez, President
National Congress of American Indians

Lisa Harjo, Director
Circle of Learning
Denver Indian Center

Shirley Hendricks, Director
Southwest Resource and Evaluation Center

Larry Holman, School Superintendent
Eastern Navajo Agency

Dean Jackson, President
Navajo Community College

Walter Johns, Executive Director
Colorado Commission on Indian Affairs

Charles Lenth, Senior Program Director
Western Interstate Commission for

Higher Education

Hays Lewis, Superintendent
Zuni Indian Public School District

Bob Martin, President
Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute

Vernon Masayesva, Vice Chairman
Hopi Tribe

Dewayne Matthews, Executive Director
New Mexico Higher Education Commission

Alan Morgan
Superintendent of Public Instruction
New Mexico Department of Education

Frank Newman, Executive Director
Education Commission of the States

Regis Pecos, Executive Director
Office of Indian Affairs

Donna Peterson. Member
Minnesota State Senate

Anita Pfeifer, Associate Professor
University of New Mexico

Ray Ramirez, Tribal Administrator
Tigua Indian Reservation

Paul Resta. Director
Center for Technology and Education
University of New Mexico

Lucille Stilwell, Director
American Indian Student Services
University of New Mexico

Victoria Sorrell, District Coordinator
Indian Education Program
Albuquerque Public Schools

David Warren, Consultant
Smithsonian Institution



aadt Atlanta University
Manta, GA
October 28-29. 1%18

On Arlington
Vice President for Research
Georgia State University

Fionne Austin, Student
Archer High School

Lydia Boyd, Student
Morehouse School of Medicine

Paul Brown, Student
Clark Atlanta University

Helen C.arithers, Director
Academy of Math and Science
B.E. Mays Comprehensive High School

Carolyn mutt - Thomsen, Director
Southeastern Consortium for Mirwrities

in Engineering

Willie H. Clemons, Chair
Developmental Studies Division
Atlanta Metropolitan College

Thomas Cole, Jr., President
Clark Atlanta University

Rev. McClellan Cox. Site Coordinator
Project Spirit

Vernon Crawford, President
Literacy Action

Alonzo Grim, Professor
Department of Educational Administration
Georgia State University

Praert Dixon, Principal
Archer High School

Monica Douglas, Executive Director
Project Success
Archer High School

Clinton Dye, Vice President
The Atlanta Urban League

Carol Edwards. Director
Southern Coalition for Educational

Equity, Inc.

Leroy Fails, Regional Director
The College Board

Andrew Fellers, Past President
Atlanta Council of Parent Teacher

Associations

Audrey Fisher-Brown
Education Specialist - Southeast Region
NAACP

D.F. Glover, Assistant Professor
Morris Brown College

Milford Greene, Director
Dual Degree Program
Atlanta University Center

Jerome Harris, Superintendent
Atlanta Public Schools

Derrick Jenkins, Student
Archer High School

Joseph Johnson, Vice President
Atlanta University Center

Samuel Johnson, Director
National Scholarship and Service Fund

for Negro Students

Edward Jonas, Staff Researcher
Atlanta Public Schools

Leroy Keith, President
Morehouse College

Michael Lomax, Member
Fulton County Commission

Peggy Martin, Teacher
Exodus/Cities-In-Schools Program

Valerie Martin, President
Atlanta Council of Parent Teacher Associ-

ations

Eric A. McNair
Chief Executive Officer
Ronald McNair Scholarship Foundation, Inc.

Charles Ivferideth, Chancellor
Atlanta University Center
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Moses Norman
Area Superintendent
Atlanta Public Schools

Damon Phillips, Student
Morehouse College

Deloris Pringle, Project Director
Dropout Prevention
The Southern Regional Council

Herman Reese, Consultant
Southern Education Foundation

Renard Robinson, Student
Morris Brown College

David Spence, Executive Vice Chancellor
University System of Georgia

Kyra Stinson, Student
Spelman College

Steve Suitts, Executive Director
Southern Regional Council

Louis Sullivan, President
Morehouse School of Medicine

Melvin R. Webb, Director
Saturday Science Academy

E.E. Wiggins, Director
Defense Equal Opportunity Management

Institute
Patrick AFB, Florida

Howard Wray
Assistant Dean for Campus Life and

Director for Minority Student Programs
Emory University

University of Puerto Rico
San Juan, PR
December 9-10, 1988

Fernando Agrait, President
University of Puerto Rico

Luis Agrait, President
Luis Muiioz Marin Foundation

Maria Aguirre, Teacher
Resource Center for Science and

Engineering Workshop

Luz C. Akjandro, Student
Project C.A.U.S.A.

Gloria Baquero, Principal
&mind School

Ethel Rios de Betancourt, President
Puerto Rico Community Foundation

Ronald Blackburn, Director
Project C.A.U.S.A.

Norma Castro, Teacher
Resource Center for Science and

Engineering Workshop

Louis R. Christiansen, Headmaster
Saint John's School

Odene Furrier° de Colon, Principal
Padre Rufo School

Linda Creque, Commissioner of Education
Department of Education
U.S. Virgin Islands

Ramon Cruz
Former Secretary of Education and Past

President
InterAmrrican University

Jose Cusrodio, President
Council of Higher Education

Evelyn Divila, Director
Project Education Passport

Frances Figahella, Teacher
Resource Center for Science and

Engineering Workshop

AlmodOvar Fonseca, Teacher
Paralas High School

Lucy V. ConcepciOn de Gaspar, Teacher
University of Puerto Rico High School

Manuel GOmez-Rodriguez, Director
Resource Center for Science and

Engineering and EPSCoR Project

Wanda Morales Flemandez, Student
Resource Center for Science and

Engineering



Hector Jimenez Juarbe
Executive Secretary
Industrial Association of Puerto Rico

Sister Nancy Madden, Director
Project PECES

Manuel Maldonado-Rivera, Director
Puerto Rican Office
The College Board

Jose L. Martinez-Pit-6, Chancellor
Mayaguez Campus
University of Puerto Rico

Marian Vargas Medina
Student, Resource Center for Science and

Engineering

Jose Mendez, President
Ana G. Mendez Educational Foundation

Linetta Lozado Mercado
Student, Resource Center for Science and

Engineering

Ketty Nazario
Student, Resource Center for Science and

Engineering

Santos Negrim
Director of Economic & Social Planning
Puerto Rico Planning Board

Ana Heivia Quintero, Director
Project San Juan II

Sergio Rainho, Coordinator
Sister Isolina Ferie Center

Javier Rias Ramirez, Student
Project C.A.U.S.A.

Tania Scda Rodriguez, Student
Resource Center for Science and

Engineering

Awilda Aponte Roque
Secretary of the Commonwealth
Department of Education

Marietta Sanchez, Student
Resource Center for Science and

En n8

Father Juan Jose Santiago, Director
Colegio San Ignacio

Manda Simonet, Student
Project C.A.U.S.A.

Maritza Vasquez
Pn-iject ATREVErI

Maritza Vega, Teacher
Resource Caner. for Science and

Engineering Workshop

Massachtnetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA
March 1041, 1989

James Blackwell, Professor
Department of Sociology
University of Massachusetts, Boston

Donald Brown, Director
AHANA Student Program
Boston College

Francisco Chapman
Bilir 7,ual Coordinator
Boston Public Schools

Phillip Clay, Associate Professor
Urban Studies and Planning
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Robert Coard, Executive Director
Action for Boston Community Development

Richard Eckaus, Chairperson
Department of Economics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

David Evans
Senior Admissions Officer
Harvard University

Badi Poster, President
AEtna Institute for Corporate Education

Michael Garrett
Black Christian Fellowship
Maccorhusetts Institute of Technology

Virginia Ghattas
Chemistry Instructor
Newton North High School
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P. Glace Harrell
Dir ector of Community Health Services
Boston

Rol= Hayden, Executive Director
Massachusetts Pre-Engineering Program

for Minority Students

Jeffrey Howard, President
Efficacy Institute

Franklyn Jenifer, Chancellor
Board of Regents of Higher Education
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

William Jennings, Director
Safe Schools Pro rot
Education Development Center

Jerrold Katz, Principal
Bowen Elementary School
Newton Centre

Patricia Kaurouma
Associate Dean and Director
Office of Mine city Education
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

George Lowery
Academic Program Officer Board of Remits

MatyLou McGrath, Superintendent
Cambridge Public Schools

Cynthia Mcintytt, Ph.D. Candidate
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Wilhelmirla Murray, Director
Project Commitment

Mario Pena, Director
Boston Plan for Excellence in the Public

Schools

Simone Peterson, Ph.D. Candidate
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Ann Ashmore Poussaint. Director
Urban Psychological Associates

Andrea Raymond, Sophomore
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Harold Raynolds, Jr.
Commissioner of Education
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Christine Robinson
Planning Associate
United Way of Massachusetts

Kenneth Rossano
The ACCESS Program
Boston Plan for Excellence

David Saxon, Chairman
MIT Corporation

Candelaria Silva, Director
New Beginnings Program
Roxbury Community College

Theodore Sizer, Chairman
Education Department
Brown University

Edgar Smith
Vice President for Academic Affairs
University of Massachusetts

Kathy Thomas
Director of Public Relations
Freedom House

Rev. Mickarl Thomas, Pastor
Charles Street A.M.E. Church

William B.D. Thompson, Acting President
Roxbury Community College

John Williams, Professor
Harvard University

Charles Willie, Professor
Harvard University

John Wilson
Assistant Director of Corporate Development
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Victor Young
Program Officer for Pre-Collegiate Education
The Cleveland Foundation

"JANUARY 15Th" GROUP Marmacis

Howard Adams, Executive Director
GEM Program



Deni. Alston
Senior Education Associate
Children's Defense Fund

Polly B. Baca, Executive Director
Colorado Institute for Hispanic Education

and Economic Development

Deanna B. Beane
Past Director of Education
National Urban League

Joseph Beard
National Administrator
National Association for Bilingual Education

Lovely H. Billups
Director of Field Services
Educational Issues Department
American Federation of Teachers

Milton Bins, Deputy Director
Council of the Great City Schools

Elias Blake, Director
Division of Higher Education Policy Research
Howard University

Jomils H. Braddock. II, Director
Center for Research on Effective

Schooling for Disadvantaged Students
The Johns Hopkins University

Cynthia Brawn, Director
Resource Center on Educational Equity
Council of Chief State School Officers

Jam-11 Byrd, Staff Counsel
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational

Fund

George Campbell, Jr.. President
National Action Council for Minorities in

Engineering

Trevor L Chandler, Associate Dean
Graduate School
University of Washington

Michael Cohen
Director of Educational Programs
National Governors Association

Beverly P. Cole
Director of Education
NAACP

Jewell Dance
Vice President for Program Operations
U.S. Basics

Denise Dc La Rosa
Educational Policy Analyst
National Council of La Raza

Mary Dilworth
Director, Research and Information Services
American Association of Colleges for

Teacher Education

Carolyn Douglas
Director of Race Equity Programming
Mid-Atlantic Equity Center

Beverly V. Merman
Director of National Relations for

Scholarship Programs
Georgetown University

Claudia Feller, Assistant Director
Federation of Behavioral, Psychological &

Cognitive Sciences

Audrey Fisher- Brown

Education Specialist for Southmo Region
NAACP

Jeremiah Hoyd, Associate Executive Director
National School Boards Association

Warlene Gary
Associate Director, Human and Civil Rights
National Education Association

Kati Haycock, Vice President
Children's Defense Fund

Sterling). Henry, Jr.
Government Affairs Office
United Negro College Fund

Barbara J. Holmes
Director, Teacher Education Project
Education Commission of the States

Ron Houston
Human and Civil Rights Specialist
National Education Association
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Maureen Hoykr
Assistant Executive Director
National Council of Educational

Opportunity Associations

Jo Jo Hunt, Executive Director
National Advisory Council on Indian

Education

Sandy Dibrell
Director, Urban Schools Science & Math

Program
Academy for Educational Development

Marta Jimenez
Staff Attorney & Policy Analyst
Mexican American Legal Defense and

Educational Fund

David Johnson, Executive Director
Federation of Behavioral, Psychological &

Cognitive Sciences

Sylvia Johnson, Professor
Howard University

Dionne J. Jones
Senior Research Associate
National Urban League

Jessie M. Jones
Assistant Program Director for GRE
Educational Testing Service

Nina Kay, Project Director
CASET Johnson Space Center

Sue Kemnitzer, Executive Director
'Task Force on Women, Minorities & the

Handicapped in Science & Technology

Clara Sue Kidwell
Associate Professor of Native American

Studies
University of California at Berkeley

Neal Kingston
Director of Research and New Testing

Initiatives
Graduate Records Examination
Educational Testing Service

Alan H. Kirschner, Vice President
United Negro College Fund

Chadotte Kuh
Executive Director of Graduate Record

Examination
Educational Testing Service

Cheryl B. Leggon, Staff Officer
National Research Council

Frank Matthews, Publisher
Black Issues in Higher Education
Cox, Matthews, & Associates

Harriette McAdoo
Professes of Research /SW Program
School of Social Work
Howard University

Samuel L. Myers, President
National Association for Equal

Opportunities in Higher Education

Richard F. Neblen, Past President
National Action Council for Minorities in

Engineering

Eileen O'Brien, Senior Writer
Black Issues in Higher Education
Cox, Matthews, & Associates

Cecilia Ottinger, Research Associate
American Council on Education

F.bo Otuya, Research Associate
American Association of Colleges for

Teacher Education

Andre D. Owens, Research Associate
Congressional Black Caucus Foundation

Glenda Mee, Assistant Director
Center for Educational Equity
Council of Chief State School Officers

Joyce Payne, Director
Office for the Advancement of Public

Black Colleges
National Association of State Universities

& Land Grant Colleges

Elena Pell
National Director of Program Development
ASPIRA Association, Inc.



Janice Petrovich
National Executive Director
ASPIRA Association, Inc.

Karen Johnson Pittman, Director
Educational Improvement & Adolescent

Pregnancy Prevention
Children's Deiense Fund

Delis Pringle
Director of Dropout Prevention
Southern Regional Council

Jess Quintero, National Director
league of United Latin American Citizens

Blandina Cirdenas Ramirez, Director
Office of ifinority Concerns
American Council on Education

Minerva Reed, Director
Office of Career Service!,
Princeton University

Herman Reese. Consultant
Southern Education Foundation

Charlene Rivera
Senior Associate & Project Director
Development Associates, Inc.

Bella Rosenberg, Assistant to the President
American Federation of Teachers

Dolly Sacks, Senior Program Officer
David and Lucile Packard Foundation

Warren Simmons
Director, Race Equity Programming
Mid Atlantic Equity Center

Muriel Morisey Spence
Director of Policy Analysis and Lecturer

on Education
Harvard University

Michelle Stent, Director
Government Affairs
United Negro College Fund

Cad Sullivan
Project Director for GRE General est
Educational Testing Service

Robert Tan: n, President
Rernediation and Training Institute

Burton Taylor, Project Associate
Council of Chief State School Officers

Willism Taylor
Attorney
Representing Harvard Universq

Melvin Thompson, Director
School of Engineering
Howard University

Susan Traiman, Senior Policy Analyst
National Governor:: Association

Jennifer Tucker, Director
Effective Management of Technology

Program
Council of the Great City Schools

Rafael Valdivimo
Vice President for Research
Hispanic Policy Development Project

Barbara Van Blake, Director
Human Rights/Community Relations
American Federation of Teachers

Reginald Wilson, Senior Scholar
American Council on Education

Nathaniel W. Woodrick
Associate Executive Director
Institute for Science, Space and Technology
Howard University

Raul Yzaguirre, President
National Council of La Rasa
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APPENDIX D

LIST OF COMMISSIONED PAPERS
Philip L Clay, "Minority Faculty: Towards an Action Plan." April, 1989.

Bath G. Foster, "Minority Participation in the Adult Education System." May. 1989.

Laura I. Rendon and Arnauty Nora, "Salvaging Minority Transfer Students Toward New
Policies that Facilitate Baccalaureate Attainment." May, 1989.

G.P. Smith, "Increasing the Number of Minority Teachers: Recommendations for a Call to
Action." May, 1989.

These papas are available upon request from tht QEM Project. Please send a self - addressed.
stamped ($2.40) 10 x 12 envelope to the following address for eachpaper you wish to receive:

Quality Education for Minorities Project
MIT Room 26-157
Cambridge, MA 02139
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